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Adjoint Subspaces in Banach Spaces, 
with Applications to Ordinary Differential Subspaces (*)(**). 
EAI~Y, A. CODD~GTOr¢ (Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.) 
Az~ZT D I3Ks~ (Groningen, Netherlands) 
Summary.  - Given two sub.spaces A o c A 1 c W = X • Y,  where X,  Y are Banach spaces, we 
show how to characterize, in terms o] generalized boundary conditions, those adjoint pairs 
A, A* satisfying A o c A c A 1, A~ c A* c A~ c W += Y* Q X*, where X*, Y* are the 
conjugate spaces o] X, Y, respectively. The characterizations o] sel/adjoint (normal) sub- 
space extensions of symmetric (]ormatly normal) subspaces appear as special cases when 
Y ~-- X*. These results are then applied to ordinary di]#reutial subspaees in W = Zq(t) • L~(t), 
l ~ q, r gc~,  where ~ is a real interval, and in W= C(~) ~ C(~), where ~ is a compact 
interval. 
1. - Introduct ion.  
Let  15 be an ordinary differential expression of order n acting on m × 1 matr ix-  
valued functions defined on an open real interval  L = (a, b), 
(1.1) 15 = ~., .P~D k D = d/dx , 
k=O 
where the m × m matrices P~ e C~(t) and 2P~ is invertible on t. The Lagr~nge adjoint 15+ 
of 15 is given by  
(1.2) 15+ ~( -  ~ ----- 1) D Pk" 
k=O 
In  an analysis of boundary value problems associated with L, it is well known that  
an important  role is p layed by adjoint problems which are associated with L +. The 
symmetr ic  situation when L = L +, and when L acts to take functions ] ~L~(t) into 
L f  e L ~ (~), has received considerable attent ion in the past;  see [5] for a recent reatment .  
When the boundary conditions on L are sufficiently restrictive, for example, when 
mult ipoint conditions or Stieltjes boundary conditions are imposed, then the natural  
(*) Entrata in Redazione il 21 febbraio 1977. 
(**) The work of Earl A. CODDINGTON WaS supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation under NSF Grant No. MCS-76-05855. 
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minimal operator in L~(,) associated with this problem will not be densely defined. 
This imples that the adjoint will not be a single-valued operator, but a multi- 
valued one. I f  one identifies an operator with its graph in L~(,) @ L~(t), then its 
adjoint may be thought of as a subspace (closed linear manifold) in L~(t) G Z~(t). 
Thus one is led to consider such subspa~es and their extensions. When S is a finite- 
dimensional restriction of a known densely defined symmetric operator So in a Hil- 
bert space ~, its selfadjoint subspace extensions in 57 Q ~. were characterized in 
Theorem 3.3 of [5], in terms of generalized boundary conditions. This result was 
then applied to problems involving symmetric ordinary differential expressions. 
In this work we carry out a similar characterization for subspaces A in the direct 
sum W = X • Y of two Banach spaces X, Y, and their adjoints A* c W + = Y* Q X*, 
where X*, Y* are the conjugate spaces (continuous conjugate linear functionals) 
of X, Y, respectively. These results are then applied to various boundary value 
problems generated by the differential expressions L and L + in ~ variety of Banach 
spaces. These applications represent a continuation and extension of some earlier 
work of G. C. I~0TA [14]. A recent historical s.urvey of previous research on differen- 
tial-boundary systems, especially on problems in L~-spaces which involve Stieltjes 
boundary conditions, can be found in [12]. 
Our paper is primarily directed toward workers in the field of ordinary differential 
equations, and, for this reason, the earlier Sections 24  dealing with general Banach 
spaces are somewhat more expository in style. Although we have developed the 
basic ideas there in the situation where the spaces X, :Y are Banach spaces, we are 
aware that  much of the material we have presented is valid in a more general context 
W ~- X Q Y, W +-~ ~+ Q X +, and X, Y, X +, Y+ are locally convex linear topolo- 
gical spaces~ with X, X + and Y, Y+ being dual pairs. A summary of the principal 
results follows. 
In  Section 2 we consider subspaces (closed linear manifolds) A c W = X • I7, 
which are thought of as linear relations, with domain 
and range 
W(A) = { le  xl{I, g} eA  for some ge :V}, 
= (g e g} e A for some ] e X}.  
I f  A(0) = {g ~ Z l{0, !1) ~ A} = {0}, then A is (the graph of) an operator from X 
to :V. A pairing between W a.nd W+-~ X*O X* is given by 
(w, w +} = (g, ]+) -- (f, g+), w = (f, g} e W,  w + -~ {]+, g+} e W + , 
where (], !7+)= g+(]), (g, ]+)== ~,  represent he natural pairings of X, X* and 
:Y, :Y*, respectively. I f  A is a linear manifold in W its adjoint A* c W + is defined by 
A* = {w +e W+t(w, w+> -~ 0, all w ~ A} , 
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and if A + is a linear manifold in W + its preadjoint *(A +) c W is given by 
*(A +) = {w e wl (w,  w +} = 0, all w + e A+}. 
The adjoint A* is a weak* (w*) closed linear manifold in W +, and the preadjoint 
*(A +) is a closed linear manifold in W. We have *(A*) = A ~, the closure of A in W, 
and (*(/1+)) * = ~(A+), the w* closure of A + in W +. We remark that  we do not as- 
sume X or 17 to be reflexive. However, in case both X and Y are reflexive, the w* 
closed linear manifolds in W ~ are the same as the subspaces (closed in the norm 
topology) in W +. Various simple properties of the adjoint and preadjoint are deli- 
neated in Section 2. 
We now consider subspaces A c W and w* closed subspaces A+ c W +. Their 
purely multi-valued parts A~o, (A+)oo are defined by 
= {0} ® A(o) = {{0, g} e A} ,  = {0) ® A+(0) = {{0, f}  e a+}.  
In ease X = Y = ~, a tt i lbert space, there is a natural (single-valued) operator 
part  A~ of A given by A~ = A G Ace, the orthogonal complement of Ace in A. This 
As is a closed (graph of an) operator and A = A~.4-Aoo, a direct sum, in fact, an ortho- 
gon~l one. The situation when X, Y are general Banach spaces is not so simple. 
In  the general case, an algebraic opera£or part of A is a linear m~nifold A~ such that 
A = A~q-A~, a direct sum. Simila.rly~ if for some linear manifold (A+)~ we have 
A + = (A+Lq*(A+)~, a direct sum, we catl (A+L an algebraic operator part  of A +. 
They are indeed operators. An operator part of A is a closed algebraic operator 
part  A~ of A, and an operator part of A + is a w* closed algebraic operator part (A+)~ 
of A +. Algebraic operator parts of A, A + always exist, but operator parts need not 
exist. Section 3 is devoted to a study of the possible operator parts of A and A +. 
If dim A(0) < co, then there exist operator parts for A, and these may be described 
in the form A~ = A n *(C+), where C+c W +, dim C + = dim A(0). Thus A~ may be 
viewed as being obtained from A by imposing dim A(0) generalized boundary con- 
ditions, 
As= {w~A[(w,v  +}=0,  all c +eC +}, 
a view which is particularly appropriate to the study of ordinary differential sub- 
spaces. I f  A c B c W are subspaces with operator partsA~, B~, it need not be true ~h~t 
A~ c B~. However, if dim B(0)~ co, or if dim (B /A)~ cx), we show that,  if A has 
an operator part  A~, there exists an operator part  B~ of B such that A~ c Be. Similar 
results are valid for w* closed subspaces A+c B + c W +. 
Two subspaces A c W, A + c W +, with A + w* closed, are said to be a formally 
adjoint pair if (w, w +} = 0 for all w e A, w + e A +. This is equivalent o A c *(A +) 
or A + c A*. An adjoint pair A, A + is a formally adjoint pair such that A + = A*, 
or, equivalently, A = *(A+). I f  Ao c A~ are given subspaees in W, then A + = A* c 
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c A* : A + c W +, and A0, A + are a formally adjoint pair. In  Section 4 we charac- 
terize all adjoint pairs A, A + -----A* satisfying 
(1.3) A0cAcA~,  A +cA +cA +. 
This is done in increasing detail, depending upon our knowledge of the given snbspaces 
Ao, At. At  the crudest level we can look at the quotient spaces V = A~/Ao and 
] l+  + + -~ A~/A  o , with the quotient maps q, q% respectively. Both V and V+ are Banach 
spaces, and we can identify the conjugate space of V with V +. The map A u-> V~ ----- 
= q(A) = A/Ao is a surjection between those subspaces A c W satisfying Ao c A c A1 
and all subspaces V1 c V, whereas the map A + u-> V + = q+(A +) = A+/A + is a surjec- 
t ive map between those w* closed subspaees A + c W + such that  A + c A+c A + and 
all w* closed subspaces V + c V +. A n~tural pairing of V and V + is given via 
<v, v+} _- <w, w+>, w e q-~(v), w+e (q~)-~(v+), 
and so adjoints and preadjoints can be defined via 
V* = {v+e V+l<v, v+> = O, all v e V~}, 
* (vD = {~ e vi<~, v+> = 0, al~ v + e vD.  
Then Theorem 4.1 shows that  A, A + are an adjoint pair satisfying (1.3) if and only 
if q(A), q+(A +) are an adjoint pair. The case when dim (A~/Ao) < co is of part icular 
interest f rom the point of view of applications to ordinary differentiM subspaces, 
and so we concentrate on this case. In  this situation the adjoint pairs A, A + ---- A*, 
satisfying (1.3) with given dim (A/Ao) may be described more directly (Theorem 4.2) 
as certain extensions of Ao, A +, 
A -~ Ao ~- M I ,  A* ~ A* d- M + , direct sums, 
or as certain restrictions of At ,  A + -~ A*, 
A*  ge $ A A~ n* (M +) , = A o ~ M~ . 
The latter description shows how A,  A* may be thought of as being obtained f rom A1, 
A + by the imposition of a finite number  of generalized boundary conditions. A finer 
characterization of adjoint pa, irs A,  A*, with given dim (A/Ao) and given 
dim (A(O)/Ao(O)), dim (A*(O)/A*(O)), is then presented in Theorem 4.3. Note that  
the situations where either A0(0) or A~(0), or both, have infinite dimension, are not 
ruled out. I f  we make use of algebraic operator parts of A1 and A*, we can separate 
the description of the domains of A, A* from that  of their ranges, and this is done 
in Theorem 4.4. In  ease Ao, A + = A~ are operators this description can be simplified 
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considerubly. This is given in Theorem ~.5, whose proof depends upon the possibility 
of choosing special operator parts (A~L, (A*), of A~, A* satisfying A0c (A1)~, A* c (A*),, 
and other technical details. 
In  the study of ordinary differential subspaces, the subspaces Ao, A + are usually 
obtained as finite-dimensional restrictions of known operators :To, To, for example, 
the minimal operators associated with L, L +. For this reason, in Section 5 we inter- 
pret the results of Section 4 in the case where 
Ao = To~*(B+) ,  A + = T* ~ B*,  
A*  *"  + = T o+B , *(A +) = T I -~B,  direct sums, 
with To c Y~ c W being given known subspaces, and B c W, B+ c W +, finite-dimen- 
sional subspaces which provide the restrictions of To and T + -~ T*. Theorem 4.1 
applies to this situation. I f  we assume dim (T1/To) ~ c~, then Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
axe applicable, and, if TI, T* have operator parts, Theorem 4.4 c~n be applied. I f  To, 
T* are operators then an application of Theorem 4.5 results in Theorem 5.1. 
In  case W- - - -XQ 17 can be thought of as imbedded in W +- - :Y*OX*~ i.e- 
X c ~*, ~ c X*, in some sense, then interesting special Cases can arise. In Sect- 
ion 6 we focus attention on the case when :Y ~ X*, for then W = X O X*, W + 
=- X** 0 X*, and X has a natural imbedding into X**, and thus W c W + if we iden- 
t i fy X with its natural image in X**. A subspace S c W is said to be symmetric if 
S c S*, and a selfadjoint subspace H c W is one satisfying H =- H*. These notions 
represent extensions of the definitions when X =-X* -~ ~, a Hi lbert space. The 
results in Sections 4 and 5 can be applied to characterize the symmetric and self- 
adjoint extensions of a given symmetric subspace in W. This is done for the selfadjoint 
extensions in Section 7. The idea of a semibounded symmetric subspace S c W 
=- X G X* also makes sense; S is semibounded below by a real number e if (], g)> 
>eII/Ij ~ for all {], g}eS.  We indicate how an analog of the Friedrichs extension 
of such an S can be constructed. 
A subspace 3/c  W~- -XOX*  is said to be formally normal if ~(N)c~(N*)  
and there is a linear isometry U of 3 / in to  3/* of the form U{], g} ~-- {], h}. A normal 
subspace in W is a formally normal subspace 37 with ~(N)  = ~)(N*) and for which 
the isometry U is onto 3/*. In Section 8 we show how Theorems 4.3 and 4.~ can be 
app]ied to characterize the normal extensions 3/of  a given formally normal subspace 3/0 
in the case W =-~= ~ O ~, where ~ is a Hi lbert space. 
In  Section 9 we begin the application of our earlier results to ordinary differential 
subspaces. We consider the ordinary differential expressions ]5, L + given in (1.1), 
(1.2) on an arbitrary open interval t :  (a, b), and consider W : X Q :Y, where 
X : Lq'(t), :Y ~ Zq~(e)~ with l<q l ,  q~< c~. Here Lq(~) is the Banach space of mx l  
matrix-valued functions ] on t with the norm 
lt]ll~ 
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I ts  conjugate spuce is identified with Lq'(t), (l/q) -]- (1/q') = 1~ and the pairing of 
L~(t) with L~'(e) is 
g)=. (g* ] ,  ]e£~(~) ,  g (], L~'(~). 
The Banach space L¢°(~) is the set of all m×l  matr ix-vMued functions ] on e with 
the norm 
II]lloo --  ess sup I](x)l • 
XE$ 
In  W = X @ Y, W + = Y* G X* the minimal subspuces To, ~/+ associated with L, 
L + can be defined as 
To = {{f, L]}II e C~(,)} ° c W,  
r :  = o{{?, ~+1+}I# ~ c;(~)} ~ w+,  
where C~(t) is the set of ] e Cn(t) having compact support in t. Then T~ = *(T~0") c
c W, T + = T* c W + are the max in~l  subspaces associated with L, L +. We have 
T O c T~, T + c T +, and all of these subspaees are in fact operators. I f  ~ = [a, b] is 
compact, P~ e Ck(~), and P ,  is invertible on ~, we say L is a regular differential expres- 
sion. In  this case L + is also regular, and we have 
To = {{I, s l}  e r j (~)  = 75) = o :~},  
I '  + = {{1+, L+]+}if+ e Cn-~(~), ]+'n-" e AC(~), L+t+e X*}, 
ro + = {{?, ~+/+} ~ Ttl/*(~) =/+(5) = O~n}. 
Here AC(~) is the set of all m × 1 matr ix-vMued functions on [ which are absolutely 
continuous there, 0~ is the j × k zero matr ix,  and, if ~ is a k × l matr ix-valued func- 
t ion on ~ which is n -- 1 t imes differentiable, 4 is the nk × 1 matr ix-vMued function 
given by  
(n--l) 
We first observe in Theorem 9.1 that  if To, T t (T +, T +) are the minimal, maximal  
(T 1/T o ) < 2mn, with equality operators for L(L  +) in W(W+), then dim (T1/To) ~ dim + + 
holding if L is regular. In  particular, Theorem 9.1 implies that  ~(T1)/~(To) is  finite- 
dimensional. In  Lemma 3.2 of [1~] this result was established for the case X = Y 
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= L~(t), 1 < q < c~, but with the additional restriction that  for some complex number  2, 
9t(To-  )~I) is closed in X, I being the ident ity operator. Due to Theorem 9.1 we 
see that  the material  in Section 5 becomes immediate ly  applicable, and we indicate 
in Theorem 9.2 an explicit version of Theorem 5.1 in the regular case. The domain 
of the adjoint pairs of subspaees are described by  side conditions involving integrals 
as well as the usual derivatives ~t the endpoints, and such terms also appear,  along 
with the differential expressions ~5 and L +, in the description of the ranges of these 
subspaces. This result can be applied to certain problems where the side conditions 
involve measures. This is pointed out in Theorems 9.3 and 9.4. We also note that  
the special case of interface conditions at a finite number  of intermediate points can 
be dealt with more directly. I f  L is formally symmetric~ L = L +, and X = Lq(e), 
1 < q < c~, :Y = X*, then the minimal and maximal  operators for L in W = X @ X* 
and W +=X**@X*= Wcoincide,  that  is, T o=T +, T~=T +, and T ocT .=T* .  
Thus To is symmetr ic,  and if So = To n B* is a finite-dimensional restriction of To, 
we can apply the theory of Section 7 to characterize the selfadjoint extensions of S0. 
In  Theorem 9.5 we indicate this in detail for the regular case. When q = 2 this result, 
except for some notational differences, is just Theorem 4.1 in our earlier work [5]. 
In  Section 10 we consider a regular L with X = Y ---- C([), the Banach space of 
continuous m × 1 matr ix-valued functions on ~ with the sup norm. The conjugate 
space of C(~) can be identified with NBV(~), the Banaeh space of all m×l  matr ix-  
valued functions /~ on ~, whose components are of normalized bounded variat ion 
with the tota l  variat ion norm. The dual ity is given by  
!e  eNBV( ). 
7 
In  W = C(~) @ C([) the maximal  and minimal  operators T1, To for L are defined by  
T1 = {{I,  L¢}II e 
To = {{i, LI}I c r j (a )  = i(b) = 
These are closed operators, but  since 
= {/e  C(r)If(a) = ](b) = 
the adjoint T* = T + is not an operator but a subspace of W + = NBV(~) @ NBV(~) 
with dim T~(0) = 2m. On the other hand (~(T1)) o = C(g) implies that  T* = T + is 
an operator. Theorems 10.3-10.5 are devoted to characterizing these adjoints T + c 
c T + c W +. They involve a new differential- integral-boundary operator Z ~ deter- 
mined by  L+, which has the property  that  (Z~h+)' = L+h + if h + e C~(~), as well as 
functions describing point masses at the endpoints of ~. Since dim (TI/To)= 
= dim (T+/T +) = 2mn, the results of Section 5 can be applied. This is done in Theo- 
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rem 10.6 to obtain the explicit characterization f adjoint pairs of subspaces in this 
setting. Again these ma.y be interpreted as associated with certain multi-valued 
differential-integral-boundary operators ubject to integral-boundary side conditions. 
Here the integrals are in general Stieltjes ones. The spaces W = C(~) O C(~), W + 
2VBV(~) G hrBV([), are natural ones in which to consider multipoint problems 
associated with L. We show how Theorem 10.6 may be applied to describe subspaces 
in W associated with such problems, and their adjoint subspaces in W +. 
In  Section 11 we consider the eases not touched on in Section 9, namely, we let Z 
be regular on ~ and consider X ~ L~'(t), Y = Lq'(t), where at least one of q~, q2 is c~. 
The space (LC'(t))* is the Banach space of finitely additive m x 1 matrix-valued mea- 
sures on the Lebesgue measurable sets, which are zero on each set of Lebesgue me~- 
sure zero. We define the maximal and minimal operators T~ and To associated with L 
as in Section 9, 
r~ = {{I, LI}fl e cn-~(~), p - ,  e AC(~), LI e Y} , 
ro = {{], ~]} + Z, l?a)  = hs)  = o~J .  
First we consider the easier case where W = L~(t) Q Lc°(t), 1 < q < ~.  Here (~(To)) ~ ~- 
= Lq(t) so that  T* = T + is an operator in W + = (L~(t)) * G Z~'(t), and in fact Theo- 
rem 11.1 shows that Y + = T* c T + c W + can be described formally just as in Sect- 
ion 9, 
T~ + = {{1+, s+/+}l/+ e C~-1(~), l +`'-~, + AC(~), L+I+ e L+(~)}, 
z~ + = {{i+, ~+i+} ~ T~+Ip(~,) = p(b)  = o :o} .  
Moreover To, T1 are closed operators in W such that dim (T1/To) -~ dim (T+/T +) == 
= 2ran. These results imply that Theorem 9.2 is also valid in W ~ Lq~(e) Q L~(t), 
with 1 < ql < c~ and q~ = c~. Further, in ease L -~ L +, the description of selfadjoint 
subspaces given in Theorem 9.5 is also valid for the nonreflexive ase where X = Ll(t), 
Y : E~(t). The case when W = L~(t) Q L~(t), l<q< c~, is more complicated, and 
its treatment makes essential use of the methods and results of Section 10 for the 
case W : C(~) Q C(~). Again, To, TI are closed operators uch that dim (TI/To) = 
- -  dim + + - -  (T~/To)-~ 2ran. However, since (~(T1)) ~ C(~), which is a closed subspace 
in Z~(t) with infinite codimension, we find that T* = T + is not an operator, but a 
subspaee such that T+(0) = (C(~)) ± c (Lc~(t))*, dim T+(0) = ~.  The adjoints T + = T*, 
T + = T*, in W + = L~'(t) @ (L~(t)) * are characterized in Theorem 13.2. Their ranges 
involve Hahn-Banach extensions of L+f + e NBV(~), ]+ + ~(T+), to (L°°(t)) *, and of 
the point masses at the endpoints of ~, as well as arbitrary elements in (C(~))±. An 
algebraic operator part (T+), of T + is exhibited, but it is not w* closed. In  fact, we 
do not know if T + ha.s an operator part, and so in order to describe the adjoint of 
a subspace A c W satisfying To c A c T we must use Theorem 4.4. 
Finally, a few comments about notations are in order. The complex numbers 
are denoted by C. The k x k unit matrix is denoted by I7~, and O~ is the j x k zero 
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matrix.  The conjugate transpose of a matr ix A is denoted by A*. I f  A, B are two 
matrices with the same number  of rows, then (A: B) denotes the matr ix  obtained by  
placing the columns of B adjacent o those of A in the order indicated. The norm 
of a matr ix  A is defined via ][AI[ 2 = trace A*A. I f  (,) is any semibil inear form de- 
fined on X × :Y, where X, ~ are vector spaces over C, we can extend (,) to matrices 
F = ( /~) ,  G = (G~) having the same number  of rows and with elements F~j e X, 
Gk~ E Y, by  defining (F, G) as the matr ix  whose (i, ~)-th e lement is 
(F, ~)~ = Z (F~, a~). 
For  example,  if X = I" = C and (J, g) = ~J, for ], geC,  then (P, G) = G*F. I f  
X = L~(t), ~ = Lq'(t), l<q< ~,  (l/q) -~ (1/q') = 1, and (,) is the usual pairing 
then 
(I, g) =fg* t  , 
(F, G) = f G* l~ . 
t 
This matr ix-valued form has the properties 
(F1 + F~, G) = (~'~, G) + (F~, G), 
(F, G~ + ~)  = (F, G~) + (~, ~) ,  
(~,  G) = (F, ~) ~ , (~, ~D) = D*(F, ~) , 
where C, D are matrices with elements in C. I f  the elements of a one-rowed matr ix  F 
form a basis for a vector space X under consideration, we abbreviate by saying 
is a basis for X. We often write the zero element {0, 0} of a direct sum W = X @ Iz 
of two vector spaces as just 0; for example, if A, B c W have only {0, 0} in common, 
we write A (3 B---- {0}. 
2. - L inear  relat ions in  Banach  spaces. 
I n  this section we collect together various definitions, notations and facts which 
we shall require about vector spaces, in part icular Banaeh spaces, and linear relations 
in the direct sum of two Banach spaces. 
Let  W be a vector space over the complex numbers C. I f  AI, As are l inear mani- 
folds in W their algebraic s~tm A14-As is the linear manifold 
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and th is  sum is a direct algebraic sum i f  A~ (~ A~ = {0}. I f  W, W + are  two vector  
spaces over  C, we shal l  say  that  W ~nd W + are  a dua~ pair (or W ~nd W + are dual) 
i f  there  exists a nondegenerate ,  semib i l inear  form (,} on W × W +, that  is, a funct ion  
f rom W× W + to C sat is fy ing:  
i) (w ,w +}=0 for al l  w +eW +impl ies  w=0,  
ii) (w ,w +}-~0 for al l  w eWimpl ies  w +=0,  
iv) ;w, ~w: + flw:) = ~;w, w~+} + p;~, w:}, for a~l w,, w~, w E w, w~ +, w~, 
w+eW +, and  ~, f ieC .  
The form ( , )  is said to  be a pairing, or a duality, between W and W +. I f  A is a l inear  
man i fo ld  in W, we def ine 
A ° = (w+e W+t(w, w +} -~- 0, al l  w e A} ,  
and  if A + is a l inear  mani fo ld  in W + we put  
°(A+) = {w e W[<w, w+> = 0, al l  w + e A+}.  
We shal l  use the  notat ion  (A,  w +} -~ 0 to  mean (w, w +} = 0 for al l  w e A, and 
(w,A  +}=0 to mean (w ,w +}~-0  for a l lw  +cA +. Thus  
=4 ° = {w+e W+I(A, w+} _-- 0}, 
°(A+) = {w e W/w, A+} = 0}. 
We note  that  A c B c W, A + c B + c W + imp ly  that  B ° c A ° and  °(B+) c °(A+). 
We are especiMly in teres ted  in the  case when W and W + are  Banach  spaces,  
but ,  before  we cons ider  th is  case in genera l ,  we make severa l  observat ions  which app ly  
to  the  case when W, W + are f in ite d imens iona l  vector  spaces w i th  a pa i r ing  ( ,} .  
In  th is  case we must  have  d im W ~ d im W + = n, say, and  g iven any  basis wl,  .. . ,  we 
+ w + for W +, that  is, one sat i s fy ing  (w, ,  for W there  exists  a un ique  dual basis w~, ..., 
w +} = ~j  for i, j -~ 1, ..., n. I f  A,  A + are l inear  mani fo lds  in W, W +, respect ive ly ,  
then  
d im A ° = ~ - -  d im A ,  d im °(A+) = n - -  d im A + , °(A°) = A ,  (°(A+))° = A + . 
Moreover,  suppose we have  l inear  mani fo lds  A1, A ,  c W, A +, A + c W + such that  
W = A I+A~,  W + = At+ +" A 2+ , direct  sums, 
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where A + (A~) °. Then o + (A~) = A~ clearly, and ( , )  is nondegenerate on A~ x A + 
+ + and on A~ X A + • Consider the case A~ X A +. I f  (A~, w +) ---- 0 for some w~ e A~, thell 
= +=0.  I f  (w~,A +) 0 for w+~ e (AO ° ~+~ and henoe w+~ e At  n A+, = {0}, or w. = 
somew~ e A~ = °IA+), ~ , then, since (w~, A +) = 0, wehave  (w~, A++A+) = (w~, W+> ----- 
----- 0, and consequently w~ ---- 0. A similar argument  works for A~ xA +. Under the 
above assumptions, therefore, the form ( , )  when restricted to A~ x A+~ or A 2 x A+~ 
gives a pairing between A~ and A +, or A~ and A +. 
In  order to agree with the usual Hi lbert  space terminology, when specialized to 
that  case, we take as the conjugate space of a Banach space W the space W* of all 
continuous conjugate l inear functionals on W. We obtain a natural pairing of W and 
W*, which we denote by ( , ) ,  by  letting 
(w, l) =1(w)  , w e W, l e W* . 
This form is clearly semibilinear, and its nondegeneracy follows from the known 
facts :
111]1 = sup l (w , / ) l ,  liwll = sup l (w , l ) l .  
ttwIl=]: II;Ii=l 
I f  A, A+ are linear manifolds in the Banach spaces W, W*, respectively, then we 
define 
A ± ---- {t e W*I(A,  I) ---- 0} ,  
±(A+) = {w e Wl(w, A+) = 0} .  
Thus A ~ is just A ° when the pairing is ( , ) ,  and ±(A +) is °(A+) with this same natural  
pairing. The linear manifold A z is called the a~bnihilator f A, and we shall call ±(A +) 
the preannihilator of A +. Since I(w, ])l < IIwtl ]I/li for all w e W, ] ~ W*, we see that  A ± 
is closed in W* and ±(A +) is closed in W. 
The closure of a set M in a Banach space W, in the norm topology, is denoted 
by  M ~. ~or  the Banaeh space W* we have the norm topology, bat  we shall also 
have use for the weak* topology, or w* topology, on W*. The sets of the fornl 
N(w, e) = {¢e W*lJ(w, t)l < e},  w e w,  e > 0, 
form a subbase for the neighborhoods at the origin for the w* topology. With this 
topology W* is a locally convex Vtausdorff space, and the w* continuous conjugate 
linear functionals on W* are precisely those given by the points w e W. This means 
that  for any w e W the functional L~ given by L,(]) ~ (w, 1), ] E W*, is a w* con- 
tinuous conjugate linear functional on W*, and given any w* continuous conjugate 
linear functional L on W* there exists a w e W such that  ~(1) = (w, ]), ] e W*. The w* 
topology is the weakest topology on W* such that  the points of W are  continuous 
conjugate linear functionals on W*. In  particular, the w* topology is weaker than 
the norm topology of W*, and therefore very w* closed subset of W* is closed. I f  M + 
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is a set in W* we shall denote its w* closure by  ~(M+), and thus (M+)¢c o(M +) 
(~(M +) )°. For linear manifolds A, A + in W~ W*~ respectively we have 
• (A~) = Ao , (±(A+))~ = o(A+). 
Thus A is closed in W if and only if A ~ Z(A±)~ and A + is w* closed in W* if and only 
if A + ~ (±(A+))~. In  particular, A ± is w* closed in W*. 
Both W with its norm topology, and W* with the w* topology are locally convex 
linear ttausdorff spaces. I f  V is any  locally convex linear ttausdorff  space, A is 
any  closed linear m~nifold in V, and F is any finite dimensional l inear manifold in V, 
then A 4-F is closed in V. Thus all finite dimensional F are closed in V. Another 
important  fact which we require about locally convex linear topological ~spaces V 
is that  if A is a closed linear manifold in V, and v~ e V'~A, then there exists a con- 
tinuous conjugate linear functional Z~ on V such that  L~(v~) ----- 1, Z~(v) : 0, v e A. 
As particular cases of these facts we have: 
(a) if A is a closed linear manifold in a Banach space W, and F is a finite dimen- 
sional l inear manifold in W, then A 4-/v is closed in W, 
(b) if A + is a w* closed linear manifold in W*, and F+ is a finite dimensional 
l inear manifold in W*~ then A+4/~+ is w* closed in W*, 
(e) if A is a closed linear m~nifold in W, and w~ ~ W'~A, there exists an I1 E W* 
such that  (w~, ]1) ~- 1, and (w, ]1) ~ 0 for w e A, 
(d) if A + is a w* closed linear manifold in W*, and ]~ e W*~A+~ there exists 
a w~e W such that  (w~, f~) -~ 1, and (w~ ]) = 0 for l eA  +. 
The general results which we have outlined above can be found in a number-  
of texts, for example in [6], [11], and [15]. 
Now suppose X, Y are Bunaeh spaces over C, and let W ~ X O :Y, the Banach 
space of all pairs w ~ {], g}, ] e X, g ~ Y~ with a linear structure defined component- 
wise and the norm defined by 
Ilwil = (]lFIP + ]]gil9 ~ , 
A subspace A in W ~ X 0 Y is a closed linear manifold A in W considered as a 
linear relation. I ts  domain ~(A)  and range ~(A)  are given by .  
~(A)  = { /eX l f f ,~ ieA  for some ge X},  
~(A)  = {g e ~] if, g} e A for some i e X} .  
I f  A and B are subspaces in W ~-- X • Y we define ~A (aeC) ,  A ~ B, A -1 as fol- 
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lows: 
~t  = {{t, ~g}l{l, g} e A}, 
A + B = {{I, g ÷ k}lff, g} cA ,  {l, ~}eB},  
~-~ = {{g, ill{t, g} cA}.  
I f  A is a subspace in Z G 1" and B a subspace in X Q Z we define AB in X • 17 by  
AB -~ {{1, g}l{], h} ~ B,  {h, g) ~ A for some h e Z}. 
We note that gA and A -~ are subspaces in X Q 17 and l r0 X, respectively, and 
A --~ B,  AB  are linear manifolds in X Q 17, which are not necessarily closed. :For 
] E ~(A) ,  we let 
A(]) = {g e ~l{f, g} e A} .  
A subspace A is the graph of a closed operator (a closed linear function) from X 
into Y if and only if A(0) ~ (0}. We shall identify such operators with their graphs~ 
and say that a subspaee A is an operator if A(0) ----- {0}. In  this case we denote A(]) 
by A]. The null space of a subspuce A c X O Y is the set 
v(A) ~= {1 e Xl(f, 0} e A} = A-l(0).  
For subspaces A, B in X G :Y recall that their algebraic sum (as distinguished from 
the sum introduced above) is the linear manifold (not necessarily closed) given by 
A~B = {{f + h, g + ~}lff, g} e A, {h, ~} e B},  
and this is direct if A n B = {(0, 0}}. The operator J defined on X O Y by J ( f ,  g} -~ 
= {g, -- l} is an isometry of X O I7 onto Y O X. Although J depends on the choice 
of the spaces X, Y, we shall not get into trouble by  using the same notation for various 
X, :Y; a similar situution obtains for the identity operator. In this sense then, we 
have j -1  ~___ _ j .  
The conjugate spuce of the Bunach space W -~ X Q 17 will be identified with 
W* = X* O 17". We introduce a pairing between W and W + -~ JW*  = (W*) -1 = 
= 17" Q X* via 
(w, w÷} = (Jw, w+) = - (w, Jw+) , w e W, w+ ~ W +. 
Thus, if w = (f, g}, w + = {]+, g+}, then 
(w, w+} = (g, F) - if, g+). 
2 - .dnna l i  d i  Matemat ica  
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Clearly, for w E W, w + e W +, 
IIw+ll = snp I<w,w÷>l, Ilwll = sup l<w,w+>l, 
Ilwll = 1 Ilw+l] = 1 
and I<v0, ~*~+>[ < Ilwlt lI~+It. This duality permits us to identify the continuous conju- 
gate linear ftmctionals on W with the points of W% and the w* continuous conjugate 
linear functionals with the points of W. That is~ the functionals w ~÷ <w, w+>, w + e W +, 
describe all of the continuous conjugate linear funetionals on W, and the maps 
w + >+ <w~ w+>, w E W, encompass all the w* continuous conjugate linear functionals 
on W +. 
I f  A is a linear manifold in W-----X@ Y its adjoint A* is defined by  
A* ~- ( JA)  ± ~-- J(Ai)~ which is jast A ° when we consider W and W + a dual pair with 
the duality ( ~ > defined above. Thus A* is a w* closed linear manifold in W+~ and 
A* = {{/+, g+} e Y* ® X*i(g, ]+) --  (f, g÷) = 0 for all {f, g} e A} .  
(Notice that  the adjoint of W is just the trivial subspaee {{0, 0}} in W+~ which is 
not the conjugate space W* ~- X* G Y*. We hope these two uses of the notation W*, 
both of which are standard~ will not lead to confusion !) If A + is a linear manifold in W + 
its preadjoint *(A +) is defined by *(A+) = ~-(JA +) = J±(A+), which is °(A+) with the 
duality <, > above. Therefore *(A +) is a closed linear manifold of W~ and 
We have 
*(A+) = {{f, g} e Wl(g, f+) -- (f, g+) = 0 for all (]+, g+} ~ A+}. 
, (A*) = I(A~) = At ,  (*CA+))* = (~(A+))-~= o(A+), 
and if AcBcW,  A +cB +CW +, then B'cA* ,  *(B +)c*(A+). Thus A is closed if 
and only if *(A*) -~ A, and A ÷ is w* closed if and only if (*(A+)) * -~ A +. 
In ease both X and :g are reflexive Banach spaces, the w* topology on W + -~ 
= X* @ X* is the weak topology on W +, and, since every linear manifold hi W + 
is closed if and only i f  it is weakly closed, we see that the w* closed linear manifolds 
in W + in this case are the same as the subspaces (closed in the norm topology of W +) 
in W ÷. 
T~O:~E)~ 2.1. - Let A, A + be linear manifolds in W -~ X Q ~ and W + ---- Y* @ X*, 
respectively. Then 
(i) A°(0) = ~-(~(A*)), (A°(0))~=°(~(A*)), 
(ii) o(A+)(o)= °, 
(iii) ,( :t+)(o) = -~(~(A+)), ( i f (A+))(0)) ~- = o(~(A+)),  
(iv) A* (0)= (C~(A))J-, -L(A*(0)) = (C~(A))t 
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Pt¢ooF. - I f  {0, g} e A ~ and {/+, g+} e (A~) * = A* then  (g, ]+) -~- (0, g+) = 0, which 
shows that  A~(0) c ~(~(A*)). Conversely, if g e ±(~(A*)), then g e Y and {0, g} e 
e*(A*) = A% and so A~(0) = ±(~(A*)). The second equality in (i) follows from the 
first since (A°(0)) ~ = (±(~(A*))) ± = ~(~(A*)). A similar argument yields (ii). I f  we 
apply (i) to A = *(A+), which is closed in W, we obtain *(A+)(0)= ±(~(,(A+))). 
But A+c ' (A  +) implies that ~(A+)c~( ' (A+) )c ' (~(A+)) ,  and hence ' (~(A+))c  
or  Th .s  = 
= ~(~(o(A+))), which proves the first equnlity in (iii), and the second one follows 
directly from the first. Similarly, (iv) follows from (ii) by putting A + = A*, which 
is w* dosed, and observing that (~(A))~-~ (~(A')) ~ and (~(A) )±= (~(Ao)) ±. 
COrOLLArY. 
(i) A" is an operator i] and only if '(~(A*)) -~ Y*, 
(ii) "(A +) is an operator i] and only if (~)(*(A+)))' = X, 
(iii) *(A +) is an operator if and only i] '(~(A+)) : Y*~ 
(iv) A* is an operator i] and only i/ (~(A))'  : X. 
I f  we apply Theorem 2.1 to the linear manifolds A -~, (A+) -~, und note that  ~(A  -~) 
= ~(A), A-~(0)~ v(A). (A-~)* = (A*) -~, etc., we obtain the following alternate 
version of this theorem. 
T~Eo~ 2.1a. - Let A, A + be linear mani]olds in W =-X  Q ~', and W + -~ 
= X* Q X*, respectively. Then 
(i) v(A') .... -L(iR(A*)), (v(A' ) )z= '(~R(A*)), 
( i i )  = = 
(iii) v(*(A+)) = ±(~R(A+)), (v(*(A+)))~ = ~(~R(A+)), 
(iv) ~(A*)-~ (~R(A)) ±, ±(v(A*)) = (~(A)),. 
We shall be mostly concerned with subspaces in W = X O Y and iv* closed 
subspaces in W + ~ Y*O X*. 
Tm~o~E~ 2.2. - Let A, B be subspaees in W -~ X • Y, and let A +, B + be w* closed 
subspaces in W + ~- ~* 0 X*. Then 
(i) (A 4-B)* = A* N B*, 
(ii) *(A+4-B+) _~ *(A +) (~ *(B+), 
(iii) i] A* ~ B* is closed in W +, then (A (~ B)*= A*-~ B*, 
(iv) i] *(A+)4-*(B +) is closed in W~ then *(A+ (~ B +) : *(A +) ~-*(B+). 
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In  particular, i] dim B < c~, dim B + < c~, we have 
(v) (A (3 *(B+)) * = A*dB +, 
(vi) *(A+ n B*) = *(A+) 4B .  
P~0OF. - These are just translations of known facts about annihilators (see [10], 
13. 221),. I tems (i) and (if) result immediately from the definitions. As to (iii) we have, 
under the given assumptions, 
A*-~ B* = ( JA)J-~(JB) ± -~ ((JA) n (JB)) ± -= (J(A n B)) ± --~ (A (~ B)*, 
since (JA)±4-(JB) -t is closed in W +. Concerning (iv) we see that (i) implies that  
• + .(B+) = . ( ( . (a+)+ . ( .+)) . )  = *((*(A+))* n (*(B+))*) = 
since A +, B + are w* closed. ~ow (v) follows from (iii) since A, *(B +) are closed in W, 
and A*, B + are w* closed (and hence closed) in W +, dim B+ < c~, and hence A*4-B + 
is w* closed in W +. Similarly (vi) is a consequence of (iv). 
The following known result appears in [10], pp. 232-234~ bat with notations dif- 
ferent from that of this paper, and so we state it formally and give a brief proof. 
T~EOI~ 2.3. - Zet A be a subspace in W = X Q Y and let A + be a w* closed 
subspace in W + = X z* @ X*. Then 
(i) the ]ollowing statements are equivalent: (a) !}t(A) is e~osed in Y, (b) ~(A*) is 
closed in X*, and (c) ~(A*) is w* closed iv, X*, 
(ii) the ]ollowing statements are equivalent: (a) ~(*(A+)) is closed in Y, (b) ~(A  +) 
is dosed in X*~ and (c) ~R(A +) is w* closed in X*. 
PgooP. - I t  is straightforward to verify that 
X O !}i(A) = A 4-(X O {0}) in X • Y, 
~(A*) ® Y* = A~+ (X ® {0}) ~ in X* ® :(*. 
I t  follows from these equalities that ~(A) is closed in Y if and only if A -1- (X Q {0}) 
is closed in X Q Y, and that ~(A*) is closed (w* closed) in X* if and only if A±4 -
~- (X Q {0})" is closed (w* closed) in X* O Y*. ~ow, A-~ (X • {0}) is closed if 
and only if Az4  (X O {0}) ± is closed, and if one of these manifolds is closed then 
and hence A±4-(X 0 {0)) ± is w*-closed (and so closed) in X* Q Iz*. Thus the fol- 
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lowing statements arc equivalent: (a) A4(X  0 {0}) is closed in X Q Y, (b) AJ--V 
-~ (X O {0}) ± is dosed in X* O 17", and (v) A±q - (X ~ {0}) ± is w* closed inX*  O1~'*. 
This proves (i). I f  in (i) we lout A -~ *(A+), then A* ---- A +, and hence (ii) follows 
from (i). 
3. - Operator parts of subspaces. 
In  this section we shall assume A is a subspace in W ~ X O Y, where X, 1~ are 
Banach spaces over C, and A + is a w* closed subspace in W + = 1 z* O X*. We de- 
fine A~o, (A+)o~, the purely multivalued parts of A, A +, respectively, by 
A~o : {0} • A(0) --  {{0, g} e A},  (A+)oo : (0} @ A+(0) = {{0, g+} ~ A+}. 
I t  is clear that  A~ is a subspace and (A+)~ is a w* closed subspace. An a~gebraie ope- 
rator part of A is any linear manifold As such that A ~ A~q-Aoo, a direct sum. Simi- 
larly, if A + ~ (A+L4(A+)~, a direct sum, where (A+)~ is a linear manifold, then 
(A+)~ is c~lled an algebraic operator part of A +. Note that A~ and (A+L are indeed 
operators. An operator part of A is a closed algebraic operator part As of A, and an 
operator part of A + is a w* closed algebraic operator part (A+L of A +. 
Algebraic operator parts of A, A + always exist, but operato r parts of A, A + may 
not exist. For example, let X, Y be Banach spaces and B:  17--~ X a continuous 
linear operator such that v(B) is uncomplemented in I ~ (i.e., there exists no closed 
linear manifold T c Y such that Y -~- v(B) q- T, ~(B) ~ T ~ (0}). Then A ~- B -1 c 
X Q 1;" has no operator part. For suppose A -~ A~4A~, where A~ is an operator 
part  of A. Then clearly Aoo:  {0} G v(B), and !R(A~)4v(B)-~ 81(A,)4!R(Aoo)~- 
~(A) -~(B)  : 17. The decomposition ~:~(A, )4v(B)  is direct, for if 
ge~R(A~)nv(B),  then for some ]e~(A~),  {] ,g}eA,  cA~-B  -~, which implies 
f ~ Bg : 0 since g e v(B), and therefore g ~ 0 since As is an operator. Now !~(A~) 
is closed in :Y, for if g~ e 9~(A,), g~ -~ g, there exist {]~, gj} e A~ c A ~ B -~, or ]~ -~ Bgj, 
and {f~, gj)--> {Bg, g}, since B is continuous. Then {Bg, g} e A~, ~or A~ is dosed, 
or g e i~(A,). This contradicts the assumption that  v(B) is uncomplemented in Y. 
We note that  J. LI~DE~ST~AVSS and L. TZAF~I  in [13] showed that  every 
Banach space 17 which is not l inearly homeomorphic to a Hi lbert space contains 
an nncomplemented closed linear m~nifold 170. I f  qo: 17-->X---- :Y/17. is the quo- 
t ient map defined by qo(g)~ g417o, ge 17, then q0 is linear and continuous, and 
~(qo) : 17o. Then A : q~ c X .O  lr has no operator part. 
I f  A~, (A+)oo are finite-dimensional many operator parts of A, A + exist, as is 
well known. We are especially interested in this situation, and we want to describe 
operator parts of A and A + in a way which will be directly applicable to problems 
involving ordinary differential snbspaces. 
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Tm~ol~E~ 3.1. - Suppose A is a subspace in W ~- X Q Y and dim A(0) < c~. 
Then 
(i) there exists an operator part A~ o/ A of the ]orm 
A~ = A n *(c+), 
where C + = ~+ Q {0} is a subspace o] W + = ~* Q X* such that dim C + = 
------ d im Y+ = dim A(0), 
(ii) i] A~ is any operator part o] A,  there exists a subspaee C + c W + such that 
A~ ~ A n *(C+), dim C + = dim A(0), 
(iii) i] A~, C + are as in (ii), then (A~)*= A* 4-C +, a direct sum. 
P~oo~. - The usual  construct ion of a cont inuous project ion onto A~ results in (i). 
Let  z~ = {0, qt}, i = 1, . . . , r ,  be a basis for Aoo, and let 
~7~ = span {q~, . . . ,  ~)i-1, ~ i+1,  . . . ,  ~r}  , i = 1, . . . ,  r .  
Then :Y, is closed, ~ e Y~:Y~, and hence there is a g + a Y* such that  (%, Z +) = 1 
{" ÷, 0} e W + is such that  and  (Y~, g +) ~ 0. Therefore z + -~ Z~ 
(3.1) <z,, z$> = (%, zD = ~, ,  i, j = 1 , . . . ,  r. 
Let ]~o + = span {x~ +, ..., x,+}, and c ÷ = ~ ® {o}, and put 
A~ = .4 n *(¢+) = {w e At(w, ¢+) = 0}. 
Since A and *(C ÷) are closed, so is A,,  and clearly A,@A~o c A. We must  show that  
A c A,4-A~o and that  A,  n A~ = {{0, 0}}. The operator P given by  
Pw=~(w,g}z , ,  weA,  
is a cont inuous project ion onto Aoo, and it is easy to see that  ( I -  P )w ~ A, ,  and 




o=¢z ,z$}=c~,  j - -1 ,  ..., r, 
or z = {0, 0}. The l inear independence of the z + follows f rom (3.1), and so d im C + -~ 
-~ dim A(0) = r. 
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Suppose A~ is an operator part  of A, and let 
Mi = span {z~, ..., zi-1, z~+l, ..., z~}, i = 1, ..., r. 
The subspace A~4 M~ is closed, z~ ~ W~(A~4 Mi)  , and so there exist z + e W + such that  
(3.2) <z~, z+> = ~, ,  (A~, z~+> = o,  i, j = 1, ..., r. 
The subspace C + ~-span(z~ ~, ..., z +} satisfies the requirements of (ii). 
The val idity of (iii) follows f rom Theorem 2.2 (v) by  identifying A, B + with A~, 
C +, respectively. The sum A* 4- C + is direct, for if w + e A* n C +, then for some d~ ~ C, 
~+ = ~ a~ ~f,  
J= l  
and since <A, A*>-~ 0, we have f rom (3.2) 
O=<z~,w+>=~,  i= l , . . . , r .  
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
In  the case X ~ Y ----- 5), a Hi lbert space, there is a distinguished operator part  
of AC~ O5) -~.~2 namely  
A~ : A O Aoo : A n (Aoo) • : A n ±(Aoo) : A n *((Aoo) -x) . 
This is the only operator part  of A which we considered in [~] and [5]. Even  in the 
ease of Hi lbert  space it is sometimes inconvenient to deal with this particular ope- 
rator  part,  ~s the following shows. I f  A c B are subspaces in ~,  it need not be true 
that  A G Aoo c B (~ Boo. For exampl% if ~ ~ C, 
A ----- {{z,z}Iz~C}, 
the identity operator, and B = C ~, then 
Aoo = {{o, o)} ,  Boo = {o) ® c ,  B ® Boo = c ® {o),  
and clearly A ¢ B (~ Boo. However,  given a choice of As one can always find a B~ 
such that  A~ c B~, provided dim B(0) < oo or dim (B/A) < co. 
T~IEO~E_~ 3.2. - Let A,  B be subspaees in X 0 Y, with A c B and dim B(0) < co. 
Given any operator part A~ o] A there exists an operator part B~ of B s~ch that A~ c B,.  
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P~oo~. - Let  z~, ..., z, be a basis for A~, and extend it to obtain a basis z~, ..., z,., 
z,+~, ..., z~ for Boo. We know by Theorem 3.1 (ii) that the given A~ can be represented 
as A~ = A n *(C+), where C + = span {z +, ...,z+}, and where ~he z + satisfy (3.2). 
:Now the sum 
A + span  {z.+~, ..., zo} 
is direct, closed and contained in B. The sum 
2V, = A 4-span {z~+l, ..., z,_~, z,+l, ..., z~}, ~ = r ~- 1, ..., s, 
is closed and z, e (X @ Y)~.Ni. Therefore there exists a z + such that 
<z~,z+}=l ,  <JV~, z+} = 0,  i=r@l , . . . , s ,  
and consequently we have 
<z~, z+> = ~, ,  i ,  j = 1, . . . ,  s, 
<A, zj+> = O, j = r + ] ,  ..., s. 
z + = C+4 - C + is a direct sum. This implies that  C + = span { , ~,..., z+} c A*, and D + 
We define B~ = B n *(D+), and the proof of Theorem 3.1 (i) shows that B~ is ~n ope- 
rator part of B. Moreover, D+c C+~-A * implies that *(D +) ~ *(A*) n *(C +) = A n 
n *(C +) = A~, and since B ~ A ~ A~, we see that B~ = B n *(D +) ~ A~. 
Note: We have shown that if A c B, A~ = A n *(C+), then it is possible to choose 
B ,=Bn*(D +) so that C +cD + and A, cB , .  
Suppose that A, B ~re subspaees in W = X @ Y such that A c B and dim (B/A) = 
m < co. Let  q be the quotient map defined by 
q(w)=wd-A,  weB.  
I f  vl, ..., v~ is a basis for B/A,  let w~eq-~(vj )and put 
M = span {wl, ..., w~}. 
Then it is easy to check that q restricted to M is a bijective raap of M onto B/A,  
w~, .. . ,w~ are linearly independent modA,  and B = A-~M,  a direct sum, with 
dim M = m. Also, if M is any snbspace such that B = A + M, a direct sum, then q 
restricted to M is a bijection from M onto B/A.  
THE0~]~ 3.3. - Let A, B be subspaees in W = X @ Y, with A c B and dim (B/A) = 
= m < co, and let M be any subspaee such t at 
B = A + M,  direct sum, dim M = m. 
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Suppose 
and M~ is any subspace such that M = M~-~ M~, a direct sum. Then 
(i) dim (B~o/A~) < m,  
and in /act 
(ii) B(O) = {~ e YI? = g + ~, g e A(-- ~), {~, ~} e M~} , 
(iii) dim (B~/A~) = dim M~, 
so that we may write 
(iv) Bo~ ~ A~+ ((0} 0 Yo), direct sum, dim Yo = d im/ /2 .  
I i A has an a~gebraic operator part A~, then B~ -~ A~-M~,  a direct sum, is a.r~ alge- 
braic operator part for B, and B~ is a~ operator part/or B i] A~ is an operator part/or A.  
P]~oo~. - I f  qoo is the quotient map 
qoo(Z) = z+A~,  z e B~, 
then the linear map q~(z) ~-> q(z) is injective from B~/A~o into B/A,  since if q(z) = 
= z+A = O, then zeA n B~ = Aoo and hence qoo(z) = O. This proves (i). JJet us 
look at (ii). I f  q~ -~ g + ~:, g e A(--  a), {a, 7:} ~ M2, then (-- ~, g} ~ A, and {0,~} = 
= (-- a, g} + {a, ~} e A + M = B, or ~ e B(0). Conversely, if (0, ~} e B(0) we have 
{0, ~} ----- {/, g} ~- (~, ~} uniquely, where {], g} ~A,  (a, ~} eB .  Thus a = - - /e~(A) ,  
and {a, ~} e M~, (-- a, g} cA ,  so that  ~ = g ~- ~, g cA( - -  a), {a, ~) e M~, and the- 
reby (ii) is proved. As to (iii), we claim that the linear map u defined by 
= A( -  e Ms, 
is bijective from M~ onto B(O)/A(O). If qo is the quotient mup of B(0) onto B(O)/A(O) 
given by 
qo( )  eB(0), 
and g e A(-- ~), we see that A(-- a) + v = g + ~ + A(0) = qo(g + ~:), so that z({a, v}) e 
e B(O)/A(O), and clearly z is surjective by (ii). Suppose ~((g, ~}) = qo(g-F 7:)= O. 
Then {0, g~-~}eA,  and since { - -a ,g}eA,  we have (~,~}eAAMscA(sM~-  
= {(0, 0}}. This shows ~ is an injection, completing the proof of (iii). 
Let  17o c ~ be any subspace satisfying (iv), and let M' = MI-~ ((0} O Yo). The 
latter is a direct sum for if {al, zl} E M1 n ({0} • Yo), we must have a~ : 0 E ~(A),  
which would imply {a~,z l}eMlnM~={{0,0}}.  Thus d imM'=dimM~-~ 
~- dim M~ : dim M. ~ow let B' = A + M', which is a direct sum. For if {/, g} e 
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eAnM' ,  then {],g}---- {~,~1}+ {0,~} for some (¢~,~}~M~,  FeYo .  Thus ]= 
= ~ e~)(A) which implies (~1, T~} e M~ n M2 ---- {{0, 0}}, and hence ] ---- 0, g ----- T, or 
(0, ~} e Aoo n ({0} G Yo) -----{{0, 0}} by (iv), resulting in i-----0, g = 0. Since M~ c 
cMcB,  ({0}QY0) cBoocB,  we see that B '~A4-M'cB=A4-M.  Moreover 
B'/A c B/A, and dim (B'/A) = dim M' ---- dim M = dim (B/A), and this implies that  
B'/A ---- B/A, and therefore B '= B, or 
(3.3) B ---- A 4- M14- ({0} O Yo) , direct sum. 
I f  A has an algebraic operator part  A~ we have A = A~4-Aoo, a direct sun], and 
consequently 
(3.4) B = A~ 4- M14- Boo , 
using (iv) and (3.3). The sum A~ 4- M1 is direct for A 4- M is direct. I t  is an operator, 
for if 
and ] ~ a~ = 0, then a~ ~- -- ] e~(A)  implies {a~, v~} ~ M~ (~ M2, and hence a~ = 0, 
~=0,  resulting in ]=0,  A~/-~O, or A~] -~v l=O.  The sum in (3.4) is direct 
also, since if 
{f, A~/} -~ {a~, v~} + {0, ~} = {0, 0} 
for /e53(A), {al, v~}eM1, ~.eB(O), we have a~=- - /e~(A)  or (al, v~}eM~n 
n M2 : {{0, 0}}. Hence / = 0, J . /~-  0, and then ~ = 0. Therefore, if B. ----- A~4- 
4- M~, we see that B~ is an algebraic operator pa~rt for B which has the property that  
A~cB~, and since dim M~< 0% B~ is an operator part  for B if A~ is one for A. 
Completely analogous results are valid for operator parts of w* closed subspaces 
in W + ---- 17" • X*. 
THE01CE~ 3.4. - Suppose A + is a w* closed subspace in W + = Y* Q X* ,with 
dim A+(0) < oo. Then 
(i) there exists an operator part (A+)~ o] A + o] the ]orm 
(A+)~ = A + n ¢* 
where C-~ X~ ~ {0} is a subspace of W--~ X ~ Y such that dimC-~ 
= dim X0 = dim A+(0), 
(ii) q (A+)~ is any operator part o /A  +, there exists a subspace C c W such that 
(A+)~ = A + n C*, dim C = dim A+(0), 
(iii) i/ (A+)~ C are as in (ii)~ then *((A+)~) = *(A+)4-C, a direct sum. 
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PROOF. - The proof is similar to that  of Theorem 3.1, only we must  use the rele- 
vant  facts concerning the w* topology.  I f  z + = {0, ~+}, j = 1, ..., r +, is a basis for 
(A+)~, we let 
. . . . . . . . .  r + . x~ + = span  {~1 +, , ~+_~, ~,++~, %+~}, i = ~, , 
Then X + is w* closed, ~+ e X*~X + , and thus there is a %~ e X such that  (X~, ~+) = -- 1 
~nd (g~, X+) = 0. Therefore z~ = {X~, 0} e W satisfies 
~nd if 
(z~, z~ +} = - (x , ,  ~,+) = ~~,  
X ,  = span  {Z~, - . . ,  Z,+},  
i~= 1 , . . . , r  +, 
o = xo  ® (o ) ,  
we can see that  (A+)~ = A + (~ C* is an operator  part  of A +. 
I f  (A+)~ is an operator  part  of A +, and 
~+ = span {~+, .. . ,  ~+-1, ~7÷~, .. . ,  ~+~}, i = 1, . . . ,  r+, 
then (A+)~4-M_~ is w* closed, since (A+)~ is w* closed a~nd d im M + < c~, ~nd z + 
e W+~M +. Consequent ly  there exist z~ e W such that  
(z~,z +}=~. ,  ( z , , (A+) ,}=0,  i, j = l ,  ... , r+. 
The subspace C = span {z~, ..., z~+} has the propert ies ment ioned in (ii). 
I tem (iii) results f rom Theorem 2.2 (vi) by  ident i fy ing B with C, and not ing that  
if w e *(A +) (~ C, then for some c~ e C 
~+ 
W ~ ~ e i z i 
~nd {w, A +) = 0 implies 
0 = <w, z~+> = ~,  j = 1, . . . ,  r*. 
The analogues of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are also valid. 
TKEORE~ 3.5. -- Let A +, B + be w* dosed s~bspaces in Y* @ X*, with A + c B + and 
dim B+(0)< co. Given any operator part (A+)~ o] A +, there exists an operator part 
(B+)~ of B +sueh that (A+), c (B+)~. 
PROOF. - The proof follows that  of Theorem 3.2. I f  (A+)~ = A + (~ C*, then there 
is a D such that  (B+L = B +•  D* and CcD.  
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TEEOlCEZ~ 3.6. - Let A +, B + be w* dosed subspaces in W + = Y* Q X*, with A + c B + 
and dim (B+/A +) = m + < o% an~ let M + be any subspaze such that 
S~ppose 
B + = A + 4" M ÷ , direct sum, dim .31 + = m +.
+ =  +Io+ 
and M + is any subspace such that M + = M + 4-M +, a direct sum. Then 
(i) d im ((B+)®/(A+)~) <m+, 
and in ]act 
(if) S+(0) = {~+ e X ' f9  + = g+ + ~+, g+ e A+( - a+), {a +, ~+} e M+}, 
(iii) d im ((B+)oo/(A+)¢o) = dim M +, 
so that we may write 
(iv) (B+)~ = (A+)oo+ ({O} G X+), direct sum, d imX + ---- dim M +. 
I f  A + has an algebraic operator part (A+),, then (B+), = (A+)~-~ M +,a direct sum, is 
an algebraic operator part/or B +, and (B+)~ is an operator part ]or B + i] (A+), is an ope- 
rator part ]or A +. 
PROOF. - The proof of Theorem 3.3 is ent i re ly  algebraic, and so it serves as a 
proof of Theorem 3.6. All we have to observe is that  (A+)~4-M + is w* closed, if (A+), 
is and d im M + < co. 
The existence of an operator  part  for a subspace B implies the existence of an 
operator  puI't for any  subspaee A c B if d im (B /A)< c~, as the fol lowing shows. 
T~EOICE)~ 3.7. - Let A,  B be subspaces in W = X G Y such. that A c B and 
dim (B/A) < c~. I] B has an operator part then A has an operator part. Similarly, let 
A+~ B + be w* dosed subspaees in W + ~- Y* 0 X* with A + c B ÷ and dim (B+/A +) < co. 
I ]B  + has an operator part then so does A +. 
Pl~ooF. - We know B = B~4-B~o, a direct sum, for some operator  par t  B~ of B, 
and Boo = A~o4Z, a direct sum, where 
Z = {0} @ Yo, d im Z = dim :Vo = dim (BooIA~o) <dim (B /A) .  
Thus A cB  = B~4-Aoo+Z, and the latter sum is direct. We claim that  A~= A n 
n (B~4Z) is an operator  part  for A. Since B~ is closed and d im Z< o% B~+Z is 
closed, and therefore A~ is closed. I t  is an operator,  for if {0~ ~} e A~, {0, ~} E Aoo n 
n (B,~-Z) = {{0, 0}}, and so p = 0. I t  is clear that  A~+Aoo, a direct sum, is con- 
rained in A. I f  w ~ A, then w = w~ + z~ + z uniquely,  where wb ~ B~, Za ~ Aoo, z ~ Z. 
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Hence w -- z~ -~ w~ ~- z E A n (B. + z) = 4 .  and so w -~ (w~ ~ z) ~ z~ e 484  Aoo, 
prov ing A ---- A,q-A¢o, and therefore A8 is an operator  part  for A. The argument  
for A + is the s~me. I f  B + ~ (B+)~q-(B+)oo~ (B+)oo---- (A+)oo-~Z +, direct sums~ then 
(A+)~ = A + n ((B+L-~ Z +) is an operator  part  for A% 
RE~IARK. -- The constructed A~, (A+L in Theorem 3.7 need not  satisfy A~ c B~, 
(A+)~ c (B+)~. The example ment ioned just prior to Theorem 3.2 shows this. 
Our main  concern in the next  section will be with pairs of subspaces A c W ---- 
= X • Y, A +c  W + = Y* Q X* such that  A + is w* closed and <A, A+> = 0~ that  
is~ <u, u+> = 0 for all u e A, u + e A +. The latter condit ion is equivalent  o A c *(A+), 
or A +cA* .  Two subspaces AcW,  A +cW +, with A + w* elosed~ are said to be a 
formally ad]oint pair if <A~ A+> ~ 0, and an ad]oint pair A, A + is a formal ly  ~djoint 
pair  such that  4 + = A*~ or, equivalent ly,  A = *(A+). Suppose A, A + are a for- 
mal ly  adjoint  pair  in W, W + such that  
(3.5) dim*(A+)(0) < c~, d imA*(0)< ~.  
~or  given choices of (A)~, (A+L we know that  we can choose (*(A+)),, (A*)s so that  
(4")8 , 
but  can we say anyth ing  abo~lt the relationship between (*(A+)), and (A*)s? The 
fol lowing result shows that  we can in the case when A, A + are operators. 
T~]~ol¢]~ 3.8. - Let A,  A + be a formally ad]oint pair of operators in W -~ X (~ Y, 
W +-~ Y*G X* such that (3.5) is valid. Let 
= 4"  n D* dim D = dim A*(0),  
be any operator part o/ 4"  such that A + c (A*)~, as given by Theorem 3.5. Then it is 
possible to choose 
= *(A+) n *(D+), 
so that 
(i) A c (*(A+))8, 
(ii) <D, D +} = 0, 
(iii) ((*(A+))~)* = A+q-D+c (A*)~, 
(iv) *((4*)3 = 44D c (*(4+))8, 
and hence the direct sums A+ ~ D +, A-~ D arc operators. 
dim D + ~ dim*(A+)(0) ,
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PI¢ool~. - Since A is an operator, ~(~((A*)~)) ---- ~(~(A*)) ---- 17., and hence *((A*),) 
is an operator; see the Corollary to Theorem 2.1 (i) and (iii). Thus the direct sum 
*((A'L) -~ A 4-D is an operator. This implies that A 4-D 4-(*(A+))~ is a direct sum. 
Let  
£V~ = A 4-D 4-span (z~, ..., z~_~, z~+~, ..., z~}, i = 1 , . . . ,  s, 
where z~, ..., z~ is a basis for (*(A+))oo. We have N~ is closed and z~ e WN.N~. Hence 
there exist z +, j -~ 1, ..., s, such that 
(3.6) (z~, z +} : 5~j , (ADD,  z +} = 0,  i, i : 1, . . . ,  s. 
Then (*(A+)) ~ -~ *(A +) n *(D +) is an operator part of *(A+), if D + = span (z +, ..., z+}. 
Moreover, from (3.6) we have (A - i -D ,  D +} = O, and hence A c *(D+), (D, D +} = 0, 
which proves (i) and (ii). Now A + c D* implies that  (D,  A +} ~ O, and, together 
with (A ,  A +} ~ O, (A4-D,  D +} ~ O, we see that (ADD,  A+4-D +} = O. This rea- 
dily yields (iii) and (iv). 
I~E~A~tC. -- The roles of D and D + can be reversed in the above result. That is, 
we could start with ~ choice of (*(A+)), ~ *C A+) (~ *(D +) D A, and then obtain an 
operator part of A*, (A*L -~ A* n D* ~ A +, such that  (ii)-(iv) are valid. 
4. - Characterization of adjoint pairs of subspaces. 
Suppose Ao c A1 are subspaces in W -~ X O •, where X,  :Y are Banach spaces. 
Then A* c A o c W + -~ 7f* • X*, Ao, A*~ are a formally adjoint pair, and Ao, A o 
are an adjoint 15air. In this section we show how to describe all formally adjoint 
pairs A, A + satisfying 
(4.1) A ocAcA1,  A 'cA  +cA0* ,  
and identify those which are adjoint pairs. To do this we consider the quotient spaces 
V ~ A l IA  o , V + * * Ao /A  1 , 
together with the quotient maps q, q+ defined by 
q(w) ~ w 4- Ao~ V ,  w e A1,  
q+(w +) ---- w + 4 A* e V + w + e A.* , • 
The spaces V, V + are Banach spaces with the quotient opologies derived from the 
norm topologies in A1, Ao* respectively. Thus ~ subset V~c V(V+c V +) is closed if 
and only if q-l(V1)((q+)-l(V+)) is closed in A~(A o) and hence in W(W+). The map 
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q(q+) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all subspaces A(A  +) sat- 
isfying Ao c A c A~(A* c A + c A*) onto the set of all subspaces Vx(V +) of V(V  +) via 
q(A) -= V~-~ A/Ao(q+(A +) ~- V + --~ A+/A~*). 
I n  order to describe the w* dosed subspaees of V + we must  identify the conjugate 
space of V. This c~n be done by  recalling two known facts about, a Banaeh space X 
and a (closed) subspaee M c X. 7uet q~ be the quotient map of X onto X/M.  I f  
-5 ~ (X/~±)* then I, oq,,((LoqM)(x)= L(q~(x))) is in M~, and the map L ~ Loq~ is 
an isometric isomorphism of (X /M)*  onto M ±. Als% if L e M* there is a unique 
F L ~ X* /M ± such that  L(x) ~ ](x), x ~ M, where ] is any dement  in /~z ~ and the 
map Z ~ F~ is an isometric isomorphism of M* onto X* /M ±. ~ow suppose .5 ~ V*, 
the conjugate space of V ~ A~/Ao. Then Loq is an element of the conjugate space 
of A1 and (-5oq)(w) --- O, w ~ Ao. Thus there is a unique/~ e W*/A~ such that  -5(q(w)) 
](w), w @ Ai,  where ] ~ ./~. :Now L(q(w)) ~ 0 for w ~ Ao implies that  ] e A~, and 
± ± U $ ± ± thug F ~ ] q- A~ ~ A o/A~. Therefore is isometrically isomorphic to A o/A~, and 
we can identify -5 with F, and V* with ~ ± A o/A~. The natural  pairing of V and A o±/A~± 
is then given by  
(q(w), F) = F(q(w)) = ](w) , w ~ A~, i ~ F e A~/A~.  
The operator J can be defined on the quotient spaces V and V + in a natural way. 
Thus 
Jq(w) = Jw  ~ JAo ,  w ~ A1,  
gives an isometry of V ~-A~/Ao onto JA I / JAo ,  and 
Jq+(w +) = Jw  + ~ JA*  , w + ~ A*, 
provides an isometry of V + A o*/A 1.onto JA* / JA*  ± ± -~ A o /A I .  The pairing between V 
and V + -----J(AUA~) is consequently given by 
(4.2) <q(w), q+(w+)> = (Jq(w), q+(w+)) • -- (q(w), Jq+(w+)) 
: ( Jw, w +) : - -  (w, Jw  +) = <w, w+> , weAi ,  w+eA *, 
or  
(4.3) <v, v+> = <w, w+>,  w ~ q - l (v ) ,  w + ~ (q+)- l (v+),  v ~ V ,  v + ~ V + . 
We now see that  we can identify the conjugate space of V with V + in that  the functio- 
rials v ~-> (v, v+>, v ÷ e V +, describe all continuous conjugate linear functionals on V. 
Moreover, the maps v + F-~ (v~ v+> give all the w* continuous conjugate linear func- 
tionals on V +. 
For any linear manifold V1 c V its adjoint V* has a well-defined meaning, 
~ = {v÷e Y+L<~, v+> = o, ~ e V~}, 
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and for any linear manifold V + c V+ its preadjoint *(V +) is given by  
*(V~ +) = {v e Vl<v, v+> = 0, v + e Y*}. 
Then 171 is closed in V if and only if V~ = *(V~), and*  V+isw * closed in V + if and only 
if (*(V+)) * -~ V +. F rom (4.2) and (4.3) it is easy to check that  for subspaces A, A + 
satisfying (4.1) 
(q(A))* = q+(A*), *(q+(A+)) = q(*(A+)), 
or, if V~----- q(A), V + ~- q+(A+), 
(q-~(r l ) ) ,  = (q+) - l (U) ,  *( (q÷)- l ( rD)  = q-~(*(~?)) .  
I t  then follows that  a subspaee V + c V + is w* closed if and only if A + -= (q+)-~(V +) 
is w* closed in W +, and we see that  q+ gives a one-to-one correspondence between 
all w* closed subspaees A+ satisfying A* c A + c A~ and all w* closed subspaces V+ c V + 
where q+(A +) -= V+~ -~ A+/A *. 
T~[~ol¢E~[ 4.1. - Let Ao c A~ be subspaees in W =- X 0 Y. There is a one-to-one 
eorre,pondenee between the set of all formally adjoint pairs A, A + satislying 
AocAcA~,  A 'cA  +cA* ,  
and the set of all formally adjoint pairs V~, V + satisfying 
given by 
V1¢ V=AI /Ao ,  
v~= q(A) = A/Ao,  
V+~ c V + * * =- A o/A1 , 
v~ + = a+(A +) = A+IA  * . 
A formally adjoint pair A, A + are an adjoint pair if and only i/ VI, V + are an adjoint 
pair. 
PgooP. - I f  A, A + are a formally adjoint pair, then A is a subspace, A + is a w* 
closed subspace and <A, A +> = 0. The equalities (4.2), (4.3) show that  <A, A +} = 0 
if and only if <V1, V +> = 0, where V1 = q(A), V + -~ q+(A+), and, since V + is w* 
closed if and only if A + is w* closed, we see that  A, A + are a formally adjoint pair if
and only if V1, V + are a formally adjoint pair. I f  A + ~ A* then V + = q+(A +) = 
-= q+(A*)= (q(A))* = V*, and conversely if V + ~-- V~ then A + = (q+)-~(V +) = 
= (q+)-l(V*) = (q-~(V~))* =- A*, which shows that  A, A + are an adjoint pair if and 
only if V1, V + are an adjoint pair. 
F rom the point of view of applications to ordinary differential subspaees the case 
(4.4) dim V ~-- dim (A1/Ao) = r < c~ 
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is of particular interest. In this case, since * * Ao/A ~ is isomorphic to the conjugate 
space of A1/Ao, we have 
dim V + = dim (A*/A*) = dim (A1/Ao) = r .  
Suppose A is a subspace satisfying A0 c A c A1. Then A may be described as g cer- 
tain extension of Ao, or a certain restriction of A1, and a similar situation prevails 
for A*, since A* c A* c A*. Assuming (4.4) we show how this can be done. Accord- 
ing to Theorem ~.1 A~ A* uniquely determine an adjoint pair of subspaces 171 = A/Ao 
]7+ ~ A*/A* in V, V+~ respectively. Let  
dim V~ = dim (A/Ao) = d ,  dim V + = dim (A*/A*) = d + . 
Then, since dim (A~/A) = dim (A*/A*), and 
dim (A~/Ao) : dim (A/Ao) + dim (A~/A ) , 
we have d -}- d + ---- r. Let  v~, ..., v~ be a basis for V1, and let wj e q-~(vj), j = 1, ..., d, 
and put  
M1 = span {Wl, ..., w~}. 
Then A = Ao+M~, ~ direct sum, dim Mt -~ d, and Theorem 2.2 (i) implies that  
A* = A:  N M*. Similarly, if v+l, ..., v+~-a is a basis for V~, and w + e (q+)-~(v+), then 
¢0 + M~ + = span {w+,..., ~_~} 
is a subspace of A* satisfying dim M + = d+= r -  d, and A*-~ A* +M~,  a direct 
sum. Then Theorem 2.2 (ii) implies that  A = *(A*) ---- A~ (~ *(M+). Moreover, the 
relations (~.2), (4.3) and the f~ct that  <V1, V~> =: 0 show that  (Mx, M +> = 0. 
We summarize in the following theorem. 
T~tEO~E~f 4.2. - Let Ao c A~ be s~tbspaees in W = X @ Y such that dim (A~/Ao) = 
r < c~, and suppose A is a subspaee satis]ying 
(i) Ao c A c A~, dim (A/Ao) = d. 
Then 
(ii) A'cA  cAo ,  d im(A* /A* )=d + r - -d ,  
and there exist subspaees .31II, 2/1 + such tha$ 
(iii) MlCA~, M~Jo= {0}; M+cA *, M+(~A*= {0}, 
(iv) d imMl=d,  d imM +=d +=r-d ,  
(v) <M~, ~+> = o, 
3 - Anna l i  d i  Matemal i ca  
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and 
(vi) A Aoq-M1, A* * '  + -~ -~ A~ + M 1 , direct sums, 
(vii) A A in*  + A* A* n * = (M I ), -= M 1 . 
Conversely, if M~, M~ are subspaees atis]ying (iii)-(v), then A = Ao4-M,,  A + -~ 
--~ A~-~ M + are an adjoint pair such that (i), (ii), (vi), (vii) are va~id. 
PROOF. -- W~e have proved all but the converse. Let  Mt, M + sat is~ (iii)-(v) and 
put A ~ AodM~,  A +~ A*q-M +. These ure clearly direct sums by (iii), and we 
have 
Ao c A c A1 , dim (A/Ao) ~- dim M1 ---- d ,  
A* c A + c A : ,  dim (A+/A *) : dim M + ----- r -- d ,  
and A* ~ A* n M*, *(A +) - -  A~ n *tM+), 1 . Thus we just have to show that A + = A*. 
~ow A+cA*  since <A,A  +}=<A0q-M~A*+M +}=0,  for <AodM1, A*} =0 
(Aoq-Mxc A1), <Ao, M +} = 0 (M + c A*), and <M1, M-~ } = 0 by (v). Therefore 
A+/A * c A*/A*, and since dim (A+/A *) ~- r -- d, and dim (A*/A*) = dim [(A1/A) = 
r -  d, we must have A+/A * ~ A*/A*, which implies that A + ----- (q+)-Z(A+/A *) = 
= (q+)-~(A*/A*) = A*. 
The formulas in (vi) express A and A* as extensions of Ao, A*, respectively, 
whereas (vii) characterizes A and A* as restriction of A~, A*, respectively. The latter 
description c~n be interpreted as giving A and A* in terms of generalized boundary 
conditions. I f  w~, ...,w~ is a basis for -~1, we shall often identify such a busis with 
= = w~+~)  the l×dmatr ix~w (w~, . . . ,w~) ,ands~y~wisabas is fo rM1.  I f  ~w + (w+,..., 
is a basis for M~ +, then we see that (vii) is the same as 
o ld )  A* {~+e A*l<~w, w+> = Of f ,  A = {w e Alt<w, ~w+> = , = 
and the conditions <w, lw+> = 01,_a, <lw, w +} = 0~ represent generalized boundary 
conditions; the condition (v) is equivalent o <lw, ~w +> = 0 d r--d" 
A consequence of (vii) is that  
A(0) : AI(0) n *(2/+)(0) = A~(0) n ±(~(M+)),  
A*(0) Ao*(0) n ~*(o) A*(o) n (~(~)) •
where we have used Theorem 2.1, (iii) and (iv). If, for example, Ao is an operator, 
then those subspaces A in Theorem 4.2 which are operators are those satisfying A~(0) n 
n ~(~(M~)) = (0}. 
Given A, A* as in Theorem 6.2 we may write 
A1 ----- A 4- M~, A* ----- A* 4 M + , direct sums, 
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where  
d im M~ ~- d im (A~/A) = r -- d ,  d im M + : d im (A*/A*) --~ d.  
This impl ies  that  
Al= Ao4- M,  
where  
M ---- M~ 4- M~, 
A* = A* + M + , 
:~+ = ~t  4- M+~ , 
direct  sums~ 
di rect  sums. 
C lear ly  q is ~ b i jec t ive  map of M onto V = A~/Ao, and q+ is a b i jec t ion  of M + onto 
V + ~ Ao/A~. Since the  form <,  > is nondegenerate  on V × Y+~ it  is nondegenerate  
on M × M +, so that  M~ M + is a dua l  pair .  l~estr ict ing ( ,  > to M × M + we see that  
~r~+ = (~/ )o  = {w+z ~+1<~1,  .w+> = 0} ,  
_3f~ = o(~,r+) = {~: e ~*1-I<w, ~+> = o) ,  
for (v) impl ies  that  M + c (M~) °, and d im M + ~ r - -  d ~ d im (M~) ° shows that  M1 ~ = 
-~-- (M~) °, which y ie lds  M~ = °((M~)°) : °(M+). 
Theorem 4.2 character izes  ad jo in t  pa i rs  of subspaces  A,  A* w i th  g iven d im (A/Ao). 
:Now we would  l ike to ind icate  a s l ight ly  f iner character i za t ion  for those A~ A* w i th  
g iven d im (A/Ao) and g iven A~,  (A*)~o. We know (A0)~ c A~ c (A~)~ if Ao c A c A~. I f  
d im ((AI)c~/(Ao)~) -~ s ,  
then  s < r by  Theorem 3.3 (i). Simil~rly~ by  Theorem 3.6~ 
d im ((A*)~o/(A*)~) = s + < d im (A*/A*) -~ r .  
I n  fact ,  0 < s + s + < r, as the  fo l lowing argument  shows. We may wr i te  
(AI)~ = (Ao)~ 4- Z ,  d i rect  sum,  
(A*)~ ~ (A*)co4- Z + ~ direct  sum, 
d im Z = 8: 
d im Z + = s +, 
for some appropr ia te  subspaees  Z, Z +. We note that  Ao n Z = (0}, for if z E A0 n Z 
then  z~ (Ao)oo n Z = {0}; s imi lar ly  A* n Z + = (0}. I f  fol lows that  Ao+Z and 
A* 4 Z + are d i rect  sums. I f  A = Ao + Z, the11 Ao c A c AI~ and  in the  te rmino logy  
of Theorem 4.2 we have  M1 = Z, d im M1 = d = s. S ince ~(A)  = ~)(Ao), 
A*(0) = (~(A) )  z = (~(Ao)) ± = A*(0) ,  
and  hence (A* )~=(A*)oo : (A* )co4Z +. Therefore  A*cA~4-Z+cA *, and we 
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have 
s + : d im ((A* 4-Z+)/A *) < dim (A*/A*)  -~ r -  d -~ r -  s ,  
or 0<s  -{- s+<r. 
Tt[]~o~]~ ~t.3. - Let Ao c A~ be subspaces in  W ----- X 0 Y such that 
dim (AI/Ao) = r < co,  dim ((A~)~/(Ao)o~) -~ s ,  dim ((A*o)~/(A*)¢o) = s + . 
Then 
dim (A*/A*) : r ,  
Zet A be a subspace satisfying 
Then 
0<s + s+<r. 
(i) A~ c A c A~, dim (A/Ao) = d, dim (A~/(Ao)~) -~ s~, 
dim ((A*)~/(A*)~) = s +. 
(ii) A* c A* c A*, d im (A*/A*) -~ r -- d, 0 < s~ <<. d, 0 < s + <r  -- d, 
and there exist subspaees Z~, Z +, N~, iV + such that 
(iii) ZIcZ ,  Z+cZ +, dimZ~-----s~, d imZ+~-s  +, 
(iv) N~c A~, .37~ n (Ao~-Z) ~- (0}, N+ c A *, N+ n (A* 4-Z +) = {0}, 
and 
d imN~d- -s l ,  d imN +=r-d -s  +, 
(v) ( z l ,  N +) = (lv:,  2¢ +) - -  (N1, z +) - o, 
(vi) A = Ao ~ Z14 N1, A* ~ A* 4- Z + 4- N +, direct sums, 
(~i)  A = A~ n *(zt) n ,(~T+), A* = A~ n (z~)* n N*, 
(viii) A~ = (Ao)~-Z1 ,  (A*)~ = (A*)~-~Z +. 
Conversely, if Z, ,  Z +, 2~1, 2¢ + are subspaees satisfying (iii)-(v), then A ~ Ao ~-Z~ ~-N~, 
A + = A* -~Z+4£V + are an ad~oint pair such that (i), (ii), (vi)-(viii) are valid. 
PROOF. -- We have proved the first assertion, and if A is a subspaee satisfying (i), 
then  (ii) follows in the same way. I f  Z~ = ZnA,  Z + = Z + n A*, then  it is easy to 
check that  
A¢~ -~ (Ao)~4-Z1, (A*)¢o = (A*)~4-Z + , direct sums, 
a.nd hence d im Z1 ~ sl, d im Z~  ~ s +, using (i). This gives (iii) and (viii). Since 
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Ao 4. Z is a direct sum, we have Ao 4.Z1 is a direct sum such that  
Aoc Ao4.Z lc  A ,  d imA/ (As4 .Zt )  -~ dim (A/Ao) --  dim ((As4.ZI) /Ao) ---- d --  s~, 
and we may write 
A = Ao 4- ZI 4- iV1, direct sum, dim N~ ---- d --  st .  
Let  Z2 be any subspace such shut 
Z ~ Z14. Z2, direct sum. 
Then 
(A~)~ = (Ao)~ 4. Z~ 4. Z~ ---- A~ 4. Z~, direct sums. 
This implies Z~AA~---  {0}, for if zeZ~nA,  then zeZ~nA~ {0}. I f  wsN ln  
A (Ao 4. Z) we would have W = Wo d- Z~ d- z~, where wo e As,  z~ e Z~, z~ e Z~, ~nd 
hence z2 = w -- ws --  z~ 6 Z~ n A = {0}. This implies w -~ w0 d- zl e N~ n (As 4. Z~) 
= {0}, and therefore N1 n (Ao4.Z)  --~ {0}. A similar argument yields the existence 
of an iV + such that  
A* ----- A* 4. Z + 4. iV + , direct sum~ dim N + : r -  d -  s + , 
and then we obtain (iv). The relations in (v) ~re u consequence of the fact that  
<A, A*> = 0, and (vii) follows from (vi) and Theorem 2.2 (i) and (ii). 
As to the converse, we note that  (iii)-(v) imply that  
y/~ = z~ 4. ~ ,  ~r+ = z + 4. ~+, 
are two subspaces which s~tisfy the conditions (iii)-(v) of Theorem 4.2. This is clear 
except possibly for condition (v). I f  z ~ {0, ~} e Z~, z + ~ {0, ~s +} e Z +, then 
<z, z+> = (% O) - (0, ~o+) = 0,  
and hence (Z~, Z+> = O, which together with (v) above implies <M~, M+> = O, 
which is (v) of Theorem 4.2. The latter theorem implies that  the direct sums A = Ao 4. 
4. Z14. ivy, A* ~- A* 4. Z~4. N + constitute an adjoint pair such that  
Ao c A c A~,  A* c A* c A* ,  d im (AlAs)  ----- d ,  dim (A*/A*)  -~ r --  d ,  
and for which (vii) is valid. We need to verify (viii). Clearly (Ao)o~4.Z~c A~. I f  
z e A~ = A n (A~)~ then 
z = wo + z~ + wl = zo + z ' ,  
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for unique wo¢Ao, z~Z~,  w~eN~,  zoe(Ao)oo, z '~Z,  and hence w l= (Zo- -wo)+ 
+ (z ~-  z~) e25~n (Ao4-Z) = {0}. Then Zo-- Wo= z~-- z~aAon Z = {0} shows that  
= = (A~)~ + Z~, z' zl, z ~ (Ao)ood-Z~, and therefore A¢o (Ao)ood-Z~. Similarly (A*)oo -~ * " + 
which yields (viii), and then it is immediate that  
dim (Aoo/(Ao)oo) = s~ , dim ((A*)~o/(A*)oo) = s + , 
and then O<s~<d,  O<s+<r  - d. Thus (i), (ii), (vi)-(viii) are all valid, and Theo- 
rem 4~.3 is proved. 
We remark  that  the conditions 25~ n (Ao 4- Z) ~ {0}, 25 + n (A* 4- Z +) = {0}, 
in (iv) imply that  N1 ~nd 25+ are operators. For if w-  {0, 9} end, then {0, ~} e 
25~ n (A~)~ c ~1 n (Ao 4- Z) = {0}. 
Now let us assume that  A1 and A* have algebraic operator parts (A~)~, (A 'L ,  
respectively, so ~hat 
A~-  (A~)~4-(A~)~, A~o:= (A*)~4-(A*)~o, direct sums. 
I f  A is a snbspace satisfying (i) in Theorem 4.3, we can then separate the description 
of the domains of A, A* f rom that  of their ranges. For the given A let Z~, Z +, N~, iV + 
be as in (iii)-(viii) in Theorem 4.3, and let Z~, Z + be subspaees uch that  
(4.5) Z = Z~ 4- Z~, Z + -~ Z + 4- Z~-, direct sums. 
In  the decomposition (vi) we can assume that  
(~.6) 25~c(A~LdZ~, N+c(A*oLd-Z+~ . 
To see this note that  each w e N~ can be written uniquely as 
w=~+zo+z~+z~,  u~z(A~L, zoz(Ao)~, z j zZ j .  
Let  ~:251 --> (A~)~-~-Z2 be defined by u(w) ~ ~ + z2, and put  25~ ~ ~(25~). I f  u(w) e 
e Aod- Z then w ~ ;~(w) + zo + Zl e N~ (~ (Ao d- Z) = {0}. Hence ~ is a bijection from 
l ! 25~ onto _Y~ and 25~ n (AodZ) :  {0}. Thus dim 25~-~ dim 2v'~, and 
• " ' direct sum, 25'~c (A I )~dZ~,  A -~ Ao+Zl+2¢ l  , 
and we see that  we can replace N1 by 25~, if need be, and so we can assume (~,6). 
As indicated in the proof of Theorem 4.3, (4.5) implies that  Z~ n A - -  {0} and 
Z + n A* = {0}, and hence A 4- Z2, A* 4-Z~ are direct sums satisfying 
AcAd-Z~cA1,  A*cA*4-Z~'cA* .  
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Therefore  we ma.y wr i te  
A1 = AdZ~+N~,  A*o = A*dZ+-~N + , direct  sums, 
where,  if s~ d im Z~, s + d im Z + then  d im £V~ r - -d - - s , ,  d imN + d - -s  + 
and  we may assume that  
(4.7) N~c (A1)~4.Z1, N+c (A*)~@Z + . 
We now have  the  decompos i t ions  
/ A1 = Ao 4- M,  A = Ao 4- M1,  d i rect  sums, 
(4.8) 
l M -= Mt  + Ms ,  M1 = Z l  ~- 5T1, M2 = Z~-i- N2,  d i rect  sums, 
= A* =A*dM +, d i rect  sums, A* A* + M + , 
(4 .9)  M + = MI+ +" Ms+, M~ + = Z24~ + , M2 = Z+-~N 2  - ~ , direct sums, 
where  iV1, N~, N +, JY+ are operators  s~tisfying (4.6), (4.7), and  such that  
d im M = d im M + = r ,  d im M~ = d im M + d 
d im M2 = d im M + = r - -  d ,  
(4.t0) 
d im iV1 = d - -  s~, d im £V 2 = r - -  d - -  s~, 
d imN + = r - -  d - -  s + , d imN + = d - -  s + . 
As we ment ioned just  before the  s ta tement  of Theorem 4.3, the  form ( , )  is non- 
degenerate  on M× M +, and~ cons idered there,  we have  M + = (MI) °, M~ = °(M+). 
We noted ' in  Sect ion 2 that  ~his impl ies  that  <,  > is nondegenerate  on M~ × M + and 
on Jll~ × M +. Since 
<zj, z~>=o,  j ,~=! ,2 ,  
if we cons ider  <,  > on M~ × M +, then  Z~ c °(Z2+). Let  5V~ be the  subspaee 
iv,~ = ~v~ c~ o(zt) = {~ e 2v~I<w, zt> = o}.  
Then °(Z+) = Z~4-N12, a d i rect  sum, and let  2~n be a subspace such that  
(4.11) LY~ = N~ q- ~Y~, d i rect  sum. 
Since d im (Z~-~ 2/x~) = d im M~- -  d im Z + = d -  s +, we have  
d im ~Y~ = s +~ , d im ~ = d -  (s~ -}- s +) . 
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2V + = N + + N + , direct sum, 
~v~ = {w+e iv,+i<z~, w+> = 0) ,  
d im N + - -  s~, d im ~+ ----- ( r -  d) - -  (s + + s~).  
Now <, ) is nondegenerate on MIxM +, and Z141Y~2 = °(Z+), so that  ( ,  > is nondege- 
nerate on iV~ × Z +. Thus, given ~ basis ~z+ = (0, ~0 +} for Z +~, there exists a unique 
duul basis for ~n,  say --  (~w), so that  
(4.13) <~w, 2z+> = - L,+. 
Similarly, <, > is nondegenerate on Z~ × N +, so that  given any basis ~z for Z2 there 
exists a dual basis ~w* for N + such that  
(~t.14:) (2z, lW+} = I , .  
Analogous decompositions of N~ and N + can be made, but  we shall have no need 
for such. 
We shall now interpret the decompositions (4.8)~ (4.9), (~.11), (4.12) in terms of 
bases for the relevant spaces. Let  us use the following notations for the bases and 
dimensions of the spaces; the bases are the components of the one-rowed vectors 
ment ioned in the table. The bases for N~I and N + are those satisfying (4.13) and (~.14). 
Space Basis Dimension 
Zl 
z~ 1~÷ = (o, 1~÷} 8~ + 
J~l+l lw+ = iv+ + (0, ~/)+), iv+ = (lg+, (Ag,)slg+) 6 (Ao)s, (0~ ~+} ~ Z2 + 8 2 
~v~+~ ~÷ = ~÷ + (o, ¢÷), ~+ = (~+, (~) :~÷)  ~ (~) , ,  {o, ¢+) ~ z~ + ( r -  a ) -  (8~+ ~) 
Z 2 ~z = (0, ~} s~ 
z~ 2~+ = {o, 2~+) ~+ 
Here,  for example,  
~ = fro, %), ..., (o, ~) ) ,  
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and we can identity this with 
lz = {(0, ..., 0), (~,  ..., ~)} ,  
or, if ~ ~ (~1, ..., ~) ,  then ~z -~ (0~ ~}, as indicated. The relations (M1, M +} ~ 0, 
(Z~, Z+-~ N +} ~ O, (Z~4-N12, Z+} ~- O, (Z~, Z +} -~ 0 imply corresponding ones for 
the bases. For example, (Z~, N+~} ~ 0 implies 
0:: = {lz, lW+) = (1~, 1~+)-  (0, (A~o)S 1~) = (1~, lg+), 
The relations (~.13)~ (4.14) become 
Since hr~, Na~, N~ +, N + ~re operators, the vectors 9, ~, 9% $+ are uniquely deter- 
mined by lg, ~g, 1~+, ~+~ respectively, and we can use (4.15) to compute them. Since 
{0, 9}eZ~ we huve {0, 9} ~ {0, ~}C,  or 9 -~ ~C ~or some constant s~×s + ma- 
trix C. Then the second relation in (4.15) yields 
(4.16) (% 1~+) = (~(pC, 1~+) : (2~, 1~+) C = .  
:Now (N~ N+~} = 0 implies 
(4.17) 0~= <~w, ~w+> = <~ + {0, 9}, ~v+ + {0~ 9+}> 82 
= <% ~v+> ÷ (9, 1~+) - (1~, 9+), 
and i~ we let 
(4.18) ~ = (~,  9 +) - ½ (iv, ~v+), (s~ × s~+), 
then (4.17) shows that 
(4.19) E ----½<'v, 'v+> ~- (9, lc¢+) • 
Then (4A6) implies that 
¢ = E -  ½(% iv+}, 
and therefore 
(4.20) 9 = ~[E-  ½<Iv, lv+>]. 
Also, since {0, 9 +} e Z + we have 9 + -~ ~+C + for some s + × s~ matr ix C +, and the 
first relation in (4.15) gives 
(~, 9+) = (% ~+C+) = (¢+)*(~, ~+) = (C+)*, 
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or C + = (1~, ~+),, and from (4.18) we obtain 
¢+ = [/~ + ½<% lv+>]*, 
and 
(4.21) ~+ ~--- 2~o+[E + ½(iv, lv+}]* • 
We have seen that  (4.15) and (4.17) imply the formulas (4.20), (4.21) for % ~+, where E 
is a constant s~ ×s + matrix. Conversely, if E is a constant matrix, and % ~+ are 
given by (4.20), (4.21), and (4.15) is true, then (4.17) follows. :For then 
(% 1~+) __ E-  ½<'v, iv+>, 
(1~, ~+) = E + ½ <iv, iv+>, 
and subtracting we get 
(% 1~+)_  (1~, ~+) = _ <~v, iv+>, 
which is (4.17). In  order to compute ~ we use the relation (£V~, N+> ----- 0, or 
= <~v, ~v+> + <{0, ~}, ~v+> 
since (0 ,~+}eZ + and <N~,Z  +>=0.  Iqow (0,$}eZ~ implies ~=2~D for some 
s~ × (d -- (s~ ÷ s+)) matrix D, and the second relation in (4.t5) yields 
(~, 1.+) = (~D,  ~+) = (2% ~+)D = D.  
Therefore we obta, in 
= _ ~9<~v, iv+>.  
In a similar manner, using <N~, N+> = 0 we get 
Conversely, if ¢, ~+ are given as above, and we assume (4.15) and (N~, Z~> = 0, 
(Z~, N +> = 0, then (NI~, N +> = 0 and (2Vn, N+> = 0. 
We know that (lw :2w) is a basis for N~ ~nd 2V~ c~ (A0 4 Z) ----- {0), so that (~w :2w) e A1 
is linearly independent rood (Aoq-Z). (We say that a vector is linearly independent 
if the components form a linurly independent set.) I t  is easy to see that (lw'2w) 
is linearly independent rood (Aoq-Z) if and only if (~g:2~) is lineaxly independent 
mod~(Ao). Similarly the linear independence of (lw+:~w+)rood (A*-I-Z +) is equi- 
valent to the linear independence of (1~+: ~+) rood ~(A*). 
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We have A = Ao-bZl-b~ll-bNl~, A* = A*4-Z~4-N+-bN +, direct sums, and 
the descriptions of A, A* in terms of generaized boundary conditions results from 
the relations 
(4.22) A = A1 n * (z ,  +) n *(~v +) n . (~r~) ,  A* = Ao* n z*  n (~Tll)* n (~'t~)*. 
Let  us see what this means for a typical element w e A. We can write each w e A1 = 
= (A,),4-(Ao)~4-Z uniquely as 
w=V+Zo-~Z,  v= {~, (A~),~}e (A1)~, zoe (Ao)~o, z= (O ,~}eZ.  
Since Ao c A it is clear that  there is no restriction on zo. Also z = z ~ q- g', uniquely, 
where z' ----- {0, ~0') e ZI, z" -= {0, ~o"} e Z~. ~ow w e AI n *(Z +) implies 
0~ = <vo, ~z+5 = (v ,  ~z+5 = - (~, ~cf+) ,
and w e A, n *(5 r+) implies 
0~_~_~+_,. = (w, 'w+> = (v ÷ z, ~w+> = (v, ~w+> 
= <v, ~v+ + {0, ¢+}> = iv, ~v÷> - (~, ¢+), 
since (Z, 2V +) ----- 0. The condition w e A, (~ *(N +) allows us to compute ~0 in terms 
of a. We have 
0 ~ = <vo, lw+> = <v + z, ~v+ + {0, ~o+}> = <v q- z", ~v+ + (0, V~+}> 
= <v, *v+> _ (~, V,+) ÷ (C,  ~+),  
since (Z, ,  _~+) = 0. ~ow {0, ~o"} eZ2 means that  ~' = ~-~0C*, for some constant s= ×1 
matr ix C" and the second equality in (4.15) then yields, 
and combining this with the above we obtain 
C= ~o[(~, ~+) - (v, lv+>]. 
Therefore the first equality in (4.22) implies that  A is the set of all w = {~, (A~),~ q- ~o}, 
e~(A~), ~ e A~(0), such that  
1 (~, ~+) = O~ t , (v ,  ~v+> - (~, ~+) = O(~_d)_(~++~.) , 
~o = ~o ÷ ~' ÷ ~[(~, ~+) - (v, *v+)], 
v = {~, (A~L~}, ~o°e Ao(0), {0,~'} eZ , .  
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Here 90 and 9' are arbitrary elements in Ao(0) and Z~, respectively. An entirely 
similar computation shows that A* is the set of all {~+, (A*L~ + + 9+}, ~e~(A*)~ 
9 + e A*(O), such that 
(}~- (s, +s~ +) (~9, ~+) = 07 ,  <% V +) + (~, o: +) = ,-~ , 
9+ = (9+) 0 + (9+)' + ~o+[(% ~+) + <~V, V+)]*, 
v + = {a+, (A*),a2}, (9+) o e A*(0), {0, (9+) '} e Z~ + . 
The decompositions for (A~)oo, (A*)~ imply similar ones for A~(O) and 3_*(0). 
Let us put 
(4.23) A~(0) = Ao(0)-~ 4 ,  A*(0) = A*(0) + 4+, direct sums, 
where 4 = Z(0), 4+ ~ Z+(0), and write 
(4.24) 4 = 4~ ~ 4~, 4+ = 4 + 4- 4 + , direct sums, 
where z; = (0} ® 4, ,  z,  + = {0) ® 4,% j = 1, 2. 
We have seen that Theorem 4.3 implies the following result. 
TtlEORE)[ g.4. -- .Let Ao c A~ he s~bspaces in W = X @ Y such that 
dim (A~/Ao) = r < oo, dim (A,(O)/Ao(O)) = s ,  dim (A*(O)/A*(O)) = s + , 
and such that A~ and A* have algebraic operator parts (A~),, (A*),, respectively. The~ 
dim (A*IA*) = r ,  
Zet A be a subspace satisfying 
(i) AocAcA~,  d im(A/Ao)=d,  
dim (A*(O)/A*(O)) ~ s+~. 
Then 
0 <s + s+<r. 
dim (A(O)IAo(O)) = sl, 
(ii) A'cA*cA* ,  d im(A* /A* )= r - -e l ,  0<s~+s+<d,  0<s++s~<r- -d ,  
(iii) d im4j=s j ,  d im4 +=s +, j= l ,  2. 
where s = sl + .%, s + = s + + s +3,and there exist decompositions (4.24) o I 4,  4+ given 
by (4.23), where 
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Le~ ~q~, ~q~+ be bases ]or ¢~, ~+, ~ = 1, 2, respectively. There exist vectors 
(iv) 
iv ----- {~, (A,)~ 1~} e (A~)., 
iv* = (,:¢, (A~). i~+} e (A*). 
~v+ = p~*, (A*). ~-} e (A~)., 
(1 x s=+), 
(~ x (d -  s~- s+)), 
(t x s~), 
(1X(r - -d - -s  +-s~))  , 










s~ X s + matrix E such that 
(lo::~a) is linearly independent mod~(Ao) ,  
(l~t+: ~oP) is linearly independent mod ~)(A*), 
(t~, ~. )  = o~ , (1~, :v*) = ±4,  
(~,  1¢)+) = v,tn~-"-':, (~,  =~v+) = ~:n~-*, ~,+, 
(1el, ~+) = O~L~_,t_,,, (~q~, ~+) = 0,_,,_4_, , 
<~v, =v+> = 0~-',-4 
~--g--s+--$1 
w = =~ [E -- ~<lv, lv+>], 
~,+ = ~q~+[E + ½<~v, iv+>]*, 
= _ 2~<~v,  iv+> ,
~+ = ~+<lv ,  ~v+)*,  
A 
(~, *~+) = 
(p= 
V= 
{{~, (A~).~ + m}l~ eW(A1), ~o e AI(O), 
1 
O~ t , <v, ~v~> - (~, ~+) = O,_~_g_, , ,  
~o + ~'+ ~o[(~, w*) - <v, ,v*>], 
(~, (A~).~}, ~°eAo(O), ~'e ~},  
A • ~_. 
(1% =+) = 
~o + 
V + 
{{~+, (A~)~+ + ~o+}1~+ e ~(A*), ~o+e A*(0), 
02, <2v, v+> + (~, ~+) = o~-~<-.: - -1 
(~+)° + (~+)' + ~+[(w, ~) + <~, v+>]*, 
{a+, (A,),m+}, (q+)o e A*(0), (~+)'~ m+}. 
Conversely, if (4.24) represent &compositions o] g), go+ such that (iii) is valid, and sq~, 
JqJ+ are bases ]or q~j, ~+, respectively, and 1% 2% iv+ ' 2v+ exist satis]ying (iv)-(vii), and F, 
~, ~+, ~+ are defined by (viii), where E is any constant s~ ×s +~ matrix, then A~ A* defined 
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by (ix), (x) dry an ad]oint pair such that (i), (ii), a~d 
A(0) = Ao(0)+~,  A*(0) = A~*(0)+¢~ + , 
are valid. 
Of course, the A, A* given by (ix), (x) above can also be described as A ----- Ao -~ M~, 
A* = A*+M +, where M~ is spanned by the components of the vectors {0, ~}, 
{~=, (A1)~ ~ + V}, {2~, (A~)~2= ~_ ¢}, and M + is spanned by the components of the 
vectors (0, ~+}, {~+, (A*)~ ~=+ -{- V+), {20c~, (A*)~ 2~ _~ ¢+}, but we are now empha- 
sizing the specification of A, A* by generalized boundary oonditions. 
We note that  ~11 the possibilities for a subsp~ee A,  as given in Theorem ~.~, can 
exist. Specifically, if s~, s +, d are given s~tisfying 
o < s~ < s = s~ + s~ , o < s+~ < s+ = s+ + s+~ ,
then there exists a subsp~ce A such that 
A o c A c ~,  d im (A /Ao)  = d,  d im (A~/(Ao)~)  = s~, 
s~ + s + < d < r - (s + + s~),  
dim ( (A *)co/(A *)oo) = s + • 
O<s+s+<r ,  
and that  we may assume Z c M,  Z + c M +. 
Z ---- Z~ + Z2, direct sum,  
Z + = Z + ~-Z + , direct sum,  
Let  us decompose Z and Z + as follows: 
d imZj  ----- sj,  ] = 1, 2, 
dim Z + --  s + , ] -~ 1, 2. 
Since the form <, > is nondegenerate on M x M + there exist subspaoes Nj ,  N + of 
M, M+ with dim N~ ---- s +, dim N + = st, j -~ 1, 2, andN~ n/%T ______ {0), N + n N + --~ {0} 
such that 
<(~:~)' (~+:~)> = \<~, N> <h, nb] = z,, 
<(nl:n~),~ . ~z /  \<n~,z+) <n2, z+>] 
A1 ---- Ao 4- M, direct sum, dim M ----- r, 
A* = A* + M+, direct sum, dim M+ = r, 
(Aj)~----- (Ao)~+Z, direct sum, d imZ ------ s, 
(A*)~o-~ (A*)oo +Z +, direct sum, d imZ + ---- s +, 
We have indicated during the proof of  Theorem 4.3 that  we may write 
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where z~.(1 xs¢), z+(1 xs+), n¢(1 xs+), ~+(1 xs~) are suitably chosen bases for Zj, Z +, 
N~ and 2V +, ~ -~ 1, 2. Let  Mo be the span of the elements of the 1 X (s~ + s +) vector  
mo -~ (zl:q~)~ and M + the span of the components  of the 1 × (s + + s~) vector  m + = 
= (~+:(~+-  z~+<~,, ~+>*)). Since 
o~, +82 <too, ~n+> = -~:+8~ , 
we have Mo c °(M+). The relations 
imply  that  
<(( -~-  ~<-~, ,~+>):~), ~o+> = fs:+.., 
dim Mo = sl + s + , d im M + = s + + s~, 
and, since <,  } is nondegenera.te on M × M +, we hnve 
d im°(M +) = r - -  (s + + s~). 
Consequent ly,  for any  d satisfying s~+ s+<d<r - (s + +s~), there exists a sub- 
space M~ such that  M0 c M~c°(M+),  d im _M~ = d. Then A = Aoq-M1 is a direct 
sum, for A~ = Ao 4- M is, and we have d im (A/Ao) = dim M~ = d. This A has the 
desired propert ies,  since we claim that  
(i) A~-~ (Ao)~4Z~, 
(ii) (A*)~o = (A*)~-~Z +, direct sums. 
Clearly (Ao)~4-Zt c Ao~. Let  z ~ A~ c (A~)~ = (Ao)~4-Z~4-Z~. Then we may write 
z-~zo-4-z~a~z2b,  where zo6(Ao)~o, a (s lx1)  6C  8~, b(s~xl)  eC  *~. Also z :uo~m,  
where % ~ Ao, m 6 M~. Since the space spanned by  the elements of n + -- z+<no, n+> *
is contained in M + c (M~) ° c A*, we have 
o ~ = <~o + ~, ~: -  ~i'<~, ~>*> 8~ 
= (~o + ~ + ~b, ~: - -  z~+<~, ~$>*> = b. 
t tence Z=Zod-ZlaE(Ao)~4-Z1, or A~oc(Ao)~q-Z1, thus proving (i). Now Mlc  
c °(M+), Z + c M + c A* imply  that  <A, Z +> = 0 or Z + c A*. Clearly A* c A* and so 
(A*)~o 4- Z + c (A*)~. To obtain the converse inclusion let z + e (A*)~ c (A*)~ = (A*)o~ 4- 
4- Z+ 4- Z +, and thus ~ = z + + z+ a+ + z+ b + for some z+ e (A*)~, a+(s+×l )  eC  ~+, 
C~. Since 2V2 c A we have b+(s+~ x 1) 8+
o~ = <n~, z+> = <~,  z 2 ÷ z+~ a+ + z+~ b+> = (b+)* . 
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Hence z + = z + + z+a+e (A*)o~+ Z +, or (A*)~c (A*)~+ Z +, completing the proof 
of (ii). 
In  the case when Ao, A* are operators the conditions (v)-(vii) in Theorem 4.4 
can be simplified considerably. Suppose Ao, A* are operators~ not necessarily den- 
sely defined. I f  dim (A~/Ao) = r < co, then dim ((A~)oo/(Ao)o~) = dim (A~)o~ <r, and 
in fact we have 
A~(0) = 4 ,  A*(0) = 0 + , 
with 
dim~5 = s, d im4 + ~- s +, 0<s  ~- s +<r .  
Theorem 3.8, applied to A ---- Ao, A + =- A*, shows that  there exist operator parts 
for A~ and A* satisfying the following conditions: 
(4.25) 
(a) (A1)~---~ AI(~*(D+), d im/ )+= S, 
(b) Ao c (A~)~, A*c(A*)~,  
(c) <D, D+> ___ 0, 
(d) ((A~)~)* ---- A*4-D+c (A*)~, 
A* -~ D +, Ao 4- D 
(A*)~ = A* C~ D*, dim D ----- s +, 
*((A*)~) = Ao + D c (A~)~, 
are direct sums. 
Let  (A~)~ and (A*L be ~ny operator parts for A~, A*, respectively, which s~tisfy (4.25}. 
We put 
(4.26) ~o = * ( (A*) J ,  9/+ = ((A~)J*. 
Then 9~o ----- Ao+D is closed, ~l + = A*+D + is w* closed, and 
(~.27) Aoc~oc*(~)  = (A~),c A~, A*c~+c~ * = (A*)~c A,*. 
Since 9/~ and *(9~ +) are operators, we have 
(4.2s) (~(~o))O= x ,  o(~(~))  = P ,  
by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. Now A* -~ (A*)~ + (A*)~, a direct sum, and there- 
fore Ao -~ *((Ao*)~) ~ *((A*)oo) ----- ~(o ~ (±(q~+) 0 Y). Similarly, A* ---- 9~o + (~ (q~ Q X*), 
and consequently we have 
(4.29) ~(Ao) = ~(~o) n '@+) ,  ~(A~) = ~(~o +) n ~.  
THE0~ 4.5. - Let Aoc  As be subspaces in W---- X Q Y such that Ao, A* are 
operators aud 
4 + ~ A*(0), dim ~b = s ,  dim qS+ = s + dim (A~/Ao) ---- r < co,  ~ -~ A~(O) , 
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Let (AI)~ and (A*L be any operator parts ]or A~, A*, respectively, satis]ying 
where ~o, ~+ are given by (4.26). Then 
(4.27), 
dim (A*/A*) = 7, 0 < s + s + <r .  
~et A be a subspaee satis]ying 
(i) Aoc A c A1, dim (A/Ao) -~ d, dimA(0) = sl, dimA*(0) = s +. 
Then 
(ii) A 'cA*cA* ,  d im(A* /A* )=r - -d ,  O<s~+s +<d, O<s ++s~<r-d ,  
where s = s~ + s~, s + = s + + s , and there exist decompositions 
q5 = q~-q)~, qS+ = ~)+ 4.q5 +, direct sums, 
(iii) 
l dimq)~=s~-, dimq~ +=s)  ~, j-----1,2. 
Let ~q), Jq~+ be bases ]or q~, ~+, j = 1, 2, respectively. There exist vector8 
~v = {~a, (A~)~la} e (ALL, (1 ×s+), 
2v = (~a, (AlL'a} e (A~L, ( l×(d - -  s~-- s+)), 
(iv) 
~v + -= {Izt+, (Ao*),~ +} e (A*),  (1 ×s~), 
2v+ =_ {2~A-, ( j . )  ~-a+} e (A'L,  (1 x( r - -  d -- s +-  s~)), 
and a constant s~ X s + matrix E such that 
{ ~-~ is linearly independent mod~)(?lo), 
(v) ~+ is linearly independent mod~(9~+), 
(vi) <~v, ~v +> = n ~-~-4 
and iI 
(vii) { W = ~9+[ E + ½<% Iv+>] *, ~+ = ~+<~v, ~v+>*, 
then 
A = {{~, (A~)~cz + ~o}]~ e~(A1),  q~ e ¢,  
:t 1 (~, ~+) = Oc , <v, ~v+> - (~, ~+) = 0~-~-~:_.~, 
(viii) 
q = ~ '+ ~[(~, ~+) - <v, ~v+>], 
v = {~, (A~),~}, 'e  ~},  
4~ - Anna l i  d~ ~atemat lca  
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and 
(ix) 
(~o, ~+) = O~ ~, Cv ,  v+> ÷ (~, ~)  = a~-, , - , ,  +
~+ = (~+)' ÷ =~+[(w, ~+) ÷ <*v, v+>] *, 
v+ = {~+, (Ao*)~+}, (~+)'e ¢~+}. 
Conversely, i] (iii) represent decompositions o] ~, ¢% and ~o, ~q~+ are bases/or ~,  ~+, 
respectively, and ~v, :v, *v +, ~v + exist satis]ying (iv)-(vi), and % ~, ~o +, ~+ are defined 
by (vii)~ where E is any constant s~ ×s + matrix, then A, A* defined by (viii), (ix) are an 
ad~oint pair such that (i), (ii), and 
A(0)=¢~,  a* (0)=¢+,  
are valid. 
P~ooF. - The first claim has been shown in Theorem 4A. I f  A is a subspace satisfy- 
ing (i), then Theorem 4.4 implies (ii), (iii) above and the existence of Jr, Jv + satisfying 
(iv)-(vii) of Theorem 4.~. Clearly, these imply (iv) and (vi) of Theorem 4.5. We just 
have to check that (v) is valid. Suppose ~ce~(9/o)  for some constant (d - - s l - -  
-- s +) × 1 matrix o. From (vii) of Theorem 4.4 we see that (~, *~0+) and (=a, ~0 +) are 
zero matrices, and hence ~ e *(~+), which implies ~ac e ±(~+). Then the first equa- 
lity in (4.29) shows that 2go E~(Ao), and then (v) of Theorem 4.4 implies that c= 0. 
Similarly ~+ is linearly independent mod~(9~+). Then Theorem 4.4 implies that 
(vii)-(ix) in Theorem 4.5 are true. 
To show the eonverse~ we shall prove that for the given decomposition (iii) and 
vectors Cv, ~v + satisfying (iv)-(vi) above, there exist vectors (~v)'e (A,),, (~v+)'e (A*), 
satisfying (iv)-(vii) in Theorem 4.~, and that A, A* given by (vii)-(ix) above can be 
described with (¢v)', (~v+) ' replacing ~v, ¢v +, respectively, everywhere. Then the con- 
verse of Theorem 4.4 implies the converse of Theorem 4.5. We can find the ment ioned 
vectors in the form 
(~.3o) { (Jv)'=~Vo+~V, ~vo = {%, (A1)~o} e~o,  j = 1, 2, 
(Ao)8 ao ~ (,v+),=~v+o÷~v +, ;~o+= {%+, * ~ + e~o + j=1,2 .  
]act ~ -~ (~01:cf2) E Y be the basis for ¢,  and ¢~+ == (~0+:~0 +) e X* be the basis for ~b+. 
For the given ¢~, ¢~+ there exist X + e Y*, X e X such that  
(~, X ÷) = I , ,  (~, $+) = I~+. 
Since, by (4.28), ~(PXo) is dense in X and ~(9~+) is w* dense in :Y*, we may choose 
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Xo eW(9~o), X + ~(~o+),  so that 
II(~o, X +) -  (~, x+)II ana II(x, ~o+) - (xo, ~+)II 
are as small as we please. In particular, let us choose Xo ~(9~o),  X + ¢ ~(9~o +)so that 
det (q~, X +) vaO, det (Xo, q~+) #0,  and thus we can assume that 
(~, xo +) = L ,  (Xo, ~+) = L+.  (~.31) 
Then we put  
(4.32) %=XoC~' ,  ~z +=X+D¢,  ~=1,2 ,  
where the constant m~trices C~, D~ are to be determined so that (~v)', (~v+) ' satisfy 
(iv)-(vii) in Theorem 4.4. In  fact, there ~re unique C~, Dj satisfying these specifica- 
tions. I f  
then 
(4.33) 
(~v)'= ((~)', (A~)~(~)'}, ( Jr+)'= {(~+)', (A~),(~+)'}, j = 1, 2, 
( J~) '=XoQ+Ja ,  (~+) '=x+Dj+J~+,  i=1,2 ,  
and the relations in (vi), (vii) of Theorem 4.4 for (Ja)', (~+)' imply, via (4.31), 
¢1 = (0 : . I  :) -- (1~, (p+) , 
Us = - (~, ~+) , 
(4.34) 
D~ = -- (~, ~,+)*. 
With these choices for Q, C2~ D~, D~, the (J~.)', (~+)~ defined by (4.33) satisfy the 
first four relations in (vi), (vii) of Theorem 4.4. As to the last relation we h~ve 
(4.35) <(~v)', (~v+)'> = CVo + % ~v + + ~v+> 
= @o, %+> + <~v, %% + @o, ~v+> + Cv, ~v+>, 
and each of these terms is a zero matrix. For we h~ve "~Vo e 9~0, ~-v + e ~ and <9~o, 
9~ +} = 0 (see (4.27)) ; 2v e (A1)~ = *(9/+), o~+ eg~+; Ore e~o,  2v+ e (A*)~ = ~I*; and 
finally <~v, ~v +> is a zero matrix by the assumption (vi) in Theorem 4.5. I t  remains 
to show (v) of Theorem 4.4 is true: 
((~u)':(~a) ~ is linearly independent mode(A0),  
((~+)' :(~+)') is linearly independent mod~)(A*). 
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s~ x land(d - - s l - -  Let (~)'e~-}- (~) 'c~e~(Ao)= ~(vao)n ±(~b+) for some constant +
- -s  +) ×1 m~trices cl and e~. Then 
O: (~-~-~+ 
o~+ = ((~)'  e~ + Co:)' e~, ~+) = (('~)', q,+) e~ + ((~)', q,+) e~ = e, + e~ , 
which implies that v l=  0~, and that (~)'c~e~)(Ao)c~)(va0). Since 
(~)'  e~ = (~o) e~ ÷ ~ae~ and (~o) c~ e ~(vao), 
we have ~o2e~(vao). Then the first condition in (v) of Theorem 4.5 implies that 
v~ ----- 0~_~_~+. A similar argument shows that ((~+)':(~+)') is linearly independent 
mode(A*). 
We have shown that the (iv)', (iv+)' defined by (4.30), with the iVo, Jv + determined 
via (4.31)-(4.34), satisfy (iv)-(vii) in Theorem 4.4. Now to show that in the descrip- 
tions of A, A* in (vii)-(ix) of Theorem 4.5, we can replace the iv, iv+ by the (iv)', (iv+)'. 
In (vii) we have 
<(~v)', (~v+)'> = <% ~v+), 
<(~v)', (iv+),> = <~v, lye>, 
<('v)', (~v+)'> = <% 2v+>, 
due to <vao, va+> = 0 and a computation similar to that carried out in (4.35). 
In (viii) we have 
<v, (iv+y> = <v, ~¥+> + <*, ~+> = <v, iv+>, 
for <% 5v+> is a zero matrix, since v e (A1)~-----*(VA+) and %+ eva +. Similarly, in (ix) 
<(~v)', v+> = <% v+>, 
and so we see that in (vii)-(ix) the Jr, Jv + may be replaced by the (Jr)', (Jr+) '. The 
converse of Theorem 4.4 now implies the converse of Theorem 4.5, thereby complet- 
ing the proof of Theorem ~.5. 
I~AI~K 1. -- Suppose that Ao c A~ are subspaces in W ----- X • Y such that Ao, 
A* are not necessarily operators, but do have operator parts (AoL, (A*)~, respectively. 
Then those adjoint pairs A, A* satisfying 
(4.36) Ao c A c At, A* c A* c A*, 
wilt be among those adjoint pairs A, A* satisfying 
(4 .37)  ' ' ' -=  ' = Aoc A c a~, (£~)* c ~t* c (A'o)*, Ao (Ao)~, .a~ *((~-T)J, 
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and 
(4.s8) Ad0) cA(0), A*(0) cA*(0). 
Now A'o = (Ao)s, (A'I)* = (A*)~ are operators. Conversely, if A, A* are an adjoint 
pair satisfying (4.37) and (4.38), then A, A* satisfy (4.36). For we have by (4.37), 
(Ao)~ c A, (A*L c A* and by (~.38), (Ao)~ c A~ c A, (A*)o~ c (A*)~ c A*, which implies 
Ao = (AoL+(Ao)o~cA, A* = (AIL+(A~)cocA* , and therefore (4.36). Thus the 
problem of seeking adjoint pairs A, A* satisfying (4.36) ean be reduced to the pro- 
blem (4.37) where A~o, (A~) * are operators. I f
• ! I 
dim (A~/Ao) = dim Ao(0) ~ dim (A1/Ao) ~ dim A~'(0) < co, 
then we may apply Theorem 4.5 to determine those A, A* satisfying (4.37), and the 
subset satisfying (4.38) will then satisfy (4.36). 
REMA~: 2. - Of course, if A~ and A* are operators, that is (~(Ao))°= X, 
o(~(A*)) : 17", then 91o = Ao, 91 + = A* in (4.26), and so Theorem 4.5 applies to 
this situation. The spaces q~, q~+ reduce to the zero elements in 17 and X*, respectively 
( s=s  +- - - s l=s2=s +~--s +:0) .  In (iv) only the vectors ~v~-~ {~,A~},  ( l×d)  
and 2v+ = {~a+, A* 2~+}, (1 × (r -- d)) are present, and.(v) becomes 
] ~a linearly independent m od~(Ao), 
(v) 
l ~a+ linearly independent mode(A*) ,  
where~s (vi) becomes 
(vi) (2v, ~v +) 
The item (vii) is deleted, and (viii) and (ix) become simply 
(viii) A = {{o~, &~}l~e~(&), (&~, ~+) -  (~, A* ~+) = 0~_,}, 
(ix) A* = {{e+, A*~+}le+e~(A*), (A~ ~e, g+) -- (2~, A.a+) = 0~}. 
5. - Restrictions of known subspaces. 
Suppose To c T1 are known subspaces in W = X @ 17, where X, 17 are Banach 
spaces. Then T* c T* c W + = Y* @ X*, and To, To + = T* are a formally adjoint 
pair. We consider finite-dimensional restrictions of To and T*, that is, subspaces 
Ao c T0, A + c T*, such that dim (To/Ao) < co, dim (T*/A +) < co, and such that A + 
is w* closed. One can view such restriotions in two ways. On the one hand there are 
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subspaces C, C + such that  
To ----- Ao d- C , T* ~ A + 4- C + , direct sums, 
where 
dim C = dim (To/Ao), dim C + = dim (T*/A+). 
On the other hand, since 
dim (A*/T*o ) -= dim (To/Ao) 




and dim (*(A+)/*(T*)) = dim (T*/A+),  
A* ~- T* 4-B + , *(A +) ~ T~+B,  direct sums, 
dim B + -~ dim (To/Ao) -~ p < co,  dim B = dim (T~'/A +) ~ p+ < oo. 
From this, and Theorem 2.2 (i), (ii), it follows that 
(5.3) Ao = To n *(B +) , Ao + = T* n B* .  
In  this interpretation Ao, A + are obtained from To, T* by the imposition of a finite 
number of generalized boundary conditions, and it is this view of Ao, A + which we 
prefer. Therefore, we assume Ao, A + are given by (5.3), where (5.1) and (5.2) are 
valid. I t  follows that A + is w* closed, for Ti " and B* are. I f  A1 = *(A+), then A* -~ A +, 
and we have 
(5.4) Ao c To c T1 c A1, A* c T* c I"* c A* ,  
where 
(5.5) A1 = T~ 4- B ,  A* = T* q- B+, direct sums. 
This is the situation to which Theorem 4.1 can be applied to characterize those for- 
really adjoint pairs, and adjoint pairs, A, A +, satisfying Ao c A c A~, A* c A+c A*. 
Now assume that dim (TdTo) = t < ~.  Then Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are appli- 
cable, since we have from (5A) and (5.2) that 
r ~ dim(A~/Ao) ~ dim (T~/To) + d imB +d imB + =: t + p + p+< oo. 
For Theorem 4.3 we c~n make use of Theorems 3.3 ~nd 3.6 to describe (A~)o~ and 
(-4*)0o. I f  
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B1 +B, ,  direct sums, then and B Blq-B~, B +=- + + 
~1(o) = (~ e ~t~ = ~ + ~, ~ e TI(-- ~), {~, T} e B~}, 
Ao*(o) = {~+~ X*[~+ = k+ + ~+, ~e 2"¢(-- o~), {~÷, ~+} ~ B~+}, 
and 
AI(O) = 2"1(0) -]- Yo, A*(O) = 2"*(0) ~X + , direct sums,  
d im 17 o = d im B~, d im X + = dim B~ + . 
lqow Theorem 4.3 implies that  
d im (To(O)lAo(O)) + dim (A*(O)I2"*(O)) < dim (2"olAo) = 
~- d im (A*/2"*) = d imB + , 
and since d im (A*(0)/2"*(0)) : d im B +, we have 
d im (To(O)/Ao(O)) < dim B +-  dim B~ = dim B + . 
Therefore,  since Ao(0) c 2"0(0) c 2"1(0) c AI(0), and if we write (A~)~ ~ (Ao)o~-Z, 
direct sum, with d im Z----s,  then 
s ----- d im (A~(O)/Ao(O)) = dim (To(O)/Ao(O)) ~ dim (2"~(0)/2"o (0)) ~- d im (AI(O)/T~ (0)) < 
< dim B + ~- d im (T~(O)/To(O)) + dim B2. 
Similarly, dim(2"*(O)/A*(O))<dimB1, and if (A*) ---- A*4 -Z  +, a direct sum, with 
s + ~ dim Z +, then 
s + < d imB1 ~- d im (2"*(0)/2"*(0)) ~- d imB + . 
These inequalit ies for s and  s + can be strict inequalit ies. For  example,  if To is an ope- 
rator  ~nd d im B + ~ 0, then 
s ~ d im AI(0) : d im 2"~(0) -[- d im (AI(O)/T~(O)) 
dim T~(0) -~ dim B~ < d im B + -{- d im 2"1(0) ~ d im B~. 
2"* Now assume fur ther  that  2"1, T* have operator  parts  (T~)~, ( o)~, respectively.  
Then Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 show that  A~ and A* !l~ve operator  parts 
(5.6) (A1)~ = (T1L4-B1, (A*L = (2"*)~-B + , direct sums, 
respect ively.  Thus Theorem 4.4 is applicable. Final ly,  if we assume 2"0; 2"* are ope- 
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TarOTS, then Ao, A* are operators. Theorem 3.8 can be applied to A : To, A + : T* 
to obtain the existence of operator parts for T1, T* satisfying 
(5.7) 
(a) (T~). = TI n*(iF+), 
(T*), = T.* n F* ,  
(b) Toc (T1)~, T~* c (T*)~, 
(c) <~,F+> = o ,  
(a) ((T~)~)* = T*+_F+c (T*)~, 
T* 4-F+, 
dim F + ~ dim T~(0), 
dim/~ ---- dim T*(0), 
*((T*),) = To4-F c (r,)~, 
To 4- F are direct sums. 
:For such a choice for (T~L, (T*). then (5.6) gives a choice for (A~)~, (A 'L ,  and these 
satisfy the conditions for Theorem 4.5. For if ~o, 9~ + are given by (4.26), namely, 
we have 
and 
~o = * ( (A 'L ) ,  ?t + : ((A~L)*, 
~o = *((T*)~) r~ *(B~ +) = (To+F)  r~*(B+~), 
~+ = ((Y~)~)* (~ B* = (T~* +F+)  n B~,  
Ao c ~o c (T~)~ c * (~o +) --  (A~L = (T1)o 4 B~ c A~, 
A~ c ~.+ c (T*L c ~* = (A*)~ = (T*)~ + B~ c A~*. 
Clearly 9~o is closed and 9~ + is w* closed, and so ?Io, ~$ satisfy the condition (4.27) 
which was the ussumption in Theorem 4.5. We emphasize again that  the above re- 
quires particular choices of (T~L, (T*)~ satisfying (5.7). 
We summurize this application of Theorem 4.5 in the following theorem. 
T~F.O~E~ 5.1. - Let To c T1 be subspaces in W -~ X Q Y s~teh that To, T* are ope- 
rators and dim (TI/To)-~ i<  co. Suppose (T1)~, (T*L are operator parts o] T~, T*, 
respectively, which satisfy (5.7). Let Ao and A + be defined by (5.3), where (5.1), (5.2) 
are valid, and let (A~)~, (A*)~ be given by (5.6), and put 
dim (AI/Ao) = r ,  din: A:(0) = s ,  dim A*(0) = s + , A:  = *(A+) . 
Then r ~ t -~ p -~ p+, dim (A*/A*~) = r, and 
s dim TI(0) ~ dim B2, s + = dim T*(0) -~ dim B + 
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Let A be a subspave satisfying 
(i) Aoc A c A~, dim (A/Ao) ~ d, dimA(0) = s~, dimA*(0) = s +. 
Then 
(ii) A* c A* c A*, dim (A*/A*) ~ r -- d, 0 < s~ -4. s+ < d, 0 < s + -~ s~ < r -- d, 
where s = s~ -4. s~, s + ----- s~  -4. s+. Suppose 
I ~9(l×s~) is a basis for A(O), 
(~) 
l ~9+(1×s +) is a basis /or A*(0), 
[ (~9:~9)(1 ×s) is a basis for A~(O), 
(iv) (~9+:~9+)(1×s +) is a basis /or A*(O). 
Then there exist 
V = {~, (T1)s~ } e (T1)s, 
= (~o', ~'r} e B~, (1 × s+), 
= (% "~} ~ B1, (~ x (d - -  s~-- st)),  
(ix) 
{ ~ = ~m[E-  ~<~ + ~, ~+ -4. ~+>1, ~ = - ~<v -4. ~, ~+ -4. ~+>, 
~p+ = ~+[E ÷ ½<~ -4- ~, u+ ÷ ~÷>]*, ~+ = ~m+<~ -4.~, v+ -4./~+>*, 
A = {{h -4. z, (T~).h + ~ -4. ~0}lh e~(~) ,  W, ~} e B~, ~ e A~(0), 
(h + ~, ~+) = 0~:, 
1 i{h  -4. a, (T~)~h -4- ~}, v + -4. fi+> -- (h -4- a, $+) = O~-d-,:-,~, 
9 = ~9 v -4. ~9[(h + a, ,p+) -- <(h -4. a, (T~)~h + ~}, u + -4. a+}], 






u+ = {r+, (T*)~r+} e (T* ) .  ~+ = {1o% l~}eB~ +, (1 ×s.) ,  
v + = {~+, (T*LO +} e (T*)~, fl+ = (~a +, ~v+} eB +, (1 x (r--  d - -  s +-  s~)), 
and a vonstant s~ x s + matrix E suvh that 
-~- ~a is linearly independent mod~(9/o), 
(vi) (5+ 4-. 2a+ is linearly independent mod~)(~+), 
~o = *((A.*)~), ~t  = ((A0s)*, 
<v -4. ~, ~v+ -4. ~+> = ~-~-~: - .s '  
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and 
A* = {{h+ + ~+, (:1o*).h+ 7+ + V+}fh+ e ~(:1.*), {o~, ~+} e .B~ +, 
~+ ~ A~(O), (1% h+ + a+) = O~ , 
(x) <v + ~, (h+ + ~+, (~"o*)sh+  ~+)> + (~, h+ + ~+) = O~-s~-~, +, 
~+ = 1~+~+ + 2~+[(~, h+ + ~÷) + <~ + ~, {h+ ÷ ~+, (:1*)~h+ + ~+}>]*, 
where c+(s + x1)~ C ~+ iS arbitrary}. 
Conversely, i] the bases in (iv) and ~, v~ u+, v +, ~, fi, o~ +, fl+ exist satisfying (v)-(vii), 
and ~, ~, ~+, ~+ are defined by (viii), where E is any eonstant s~ X s + matrix, then A, A* 
given by (ix)-(x) are an adjoint pair such that (i), (ii) and (iii) are va~id. 
P~oo~. - The proof  is a dh-eet consequence of Theorem 4.5 and the remarks just 
prior to the s ta tement  of Theorem 5.1. We put  ~v =- ~÷ ~ 2v = v ÷ fi, ~v + -~ u + ÷ ~+, 
~v + = v + + fi+, and  v, v + in Theorem 4.5 become 
{h + ~, (~)~h + ~}, {h+ + ~+, (~*)~h+ ÷ ~+}, 
respectively~ in Theorem 5.1. Here we are using (5.6). 
t~E~A~XS. - 1) I f  :1~, :i* are operators, then (5.6) becomes 
(A~)~ ~ T~4B~,  (A*L = T*+B + , direct sums,  
and ~0 -~ To (~ *(B+), 9~ + -~ T* (~ B* satisfy the condit ion (~.27). Thus Theorem 5.1 
applies to  this ease, where now 
s < d im B + ÷ dim B~, 
s + < dim B~ ÷ dim B + . 
2) A l though Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of Theorem 4.5, it contains Theo- 
rem 4.5 as the special c~se when B and B + reduce to the zero subspaces, and then 
Ao = To, A~ = T~. 
6. - The  spec ia l  case W = X Q X* .  
The map ~ defined f rom a Banach  space X into X** given by  s(f)(g) = (], g) ~- 
= g(]i, for all g ~ X*, is an isometric isomorphism of X onto z(X) c X**. By  defini- 
t ion we have (g, s(])) = s(])(g) = (], g). We shall identi fy X with z(X) c X**, and 
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thus )f with ~(1), and with this convention we have (g , ] )= (f,g) for all 
]eX ,  geX* .  
I n  the case when W=XO:Y ,  and :K=X* ,  we have W += :Y*OX*= 
X** Q X*, and with the identification of X with u(X) we see that  W c W +. ~hen 
we have the inclusion W c W + some interesting special cases of subspaces in W can 
arise. Another, but  not the only, situation in which W c W + is when W : X* O X 
and W + ----- X* O X**. But  this case can be reduced to the first, since a subspace 
A c X* O X if and only if A -~ c X Q X*. We thus consider only the first situation, 
and assume W~XOX*,  W +=X**GX* ,  where X is a Banach space. Note 
that  the equality (g, ]) = (], g) for ]eX ,  geX*  implies that  if w~-- {f ,g}eW~ 
w' ----- {]', g'} e W, then 
(w, w') = (g, y) -- (f, g') : - -  (w', w> , w, w' e W , 
and so the form <, >, when restricted to W × W, is skew-hermiti~n. 
A subspace A c W can be considered as a (closed) subspace of W + also, but  it 
need not be w* closed in W +. Indeed, suppose X is not reflexive (~(X) =/: X**), and 
let A = X O X+, where X + is a (closed) subspace of X* which is not w* closed. 
Then it is easy to check that  *A ~- X** Q "(X+), which contains A properly. In  
fact, for this A we have A~ ~ {0} • X +, and A has an operator part  A, = X O {0} 
(as a subspaee of W), but  neither A~ nor A~ are w* closed in W +, for ~(Ao~) = (0} O 
O *{X+), ~(A,) -~ X** Q {0}. I f  X is reflexive then W -~ X Q X* ~- W +, and the w* 
topology on W + is just the weak topology on W +, and every linear m~nifold in W + 
is closed if and only if it is weakly closed, and so if and only if it is w* closed. Thus, 
if X is reflexive u subspace A c W is automatical ly w* closed in W +. An important  
special case is when X ~- ©, a Hi lbert  space. Then X* = ~ also, and we have W ---- 
=~®~=~= w+. 
A subspace AcW=XOX*c  W +=X**QX*  will have an adjoint and a 
preadjoint. Since 
*A = (w e Wl<w, A> = O} = {w e W]<A, w> = 0},  
we see that  *A = A* n W, and if X is reflexive *A -~ A*. 
A subspace S c W is said to be symmetric if S c S*, and a sel]adjoint s~bspaee H
is one satisfying H = H*. These notions represent extensions of the usual defini- 
tions when X = X* = 5~, a I t i lbert  space. I t  is clear that  the results in Section 4 
and 5 can be applied to characterize the symmetr ic  or selfadjoint extensions of a 
given symmetr ic  subspace in W. We shall concentrate on the important  selfadjoint 
case below. The idea of a semibounded subspace also makes sense in the c~se W 
X • X*. A symmetr ic  subspaee S c W is said to be semibounded below by a real 
number  e if (], g)>~elt]tl ~ for all {f, g} e S. Since S c S* implies S(0) c S*(0) = (~(S)) ~-, 
it follows that  if g '=  g + % F e S(0), then (f, g') = (f, g), so that  this expression 
depends only on f. In  particular, if S has an operator part  S~, then (], g) = (f, S~]) 
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foi: all (], g} ~ S. An analog of the ]~riedrichs extension of S can be constructed along 
the lines set forth in Section II~ 3 in [4]. A somewhat more general construction of 
a generalized Friedrichs extension for operators was considered by F. Browder in 
Theorem 3.6 of [3]. 
There are two natural  generalizations of symmetr ic  subspaces in the case when 
W ---- ~ ,  where ~ is a t t i lbert  space-subspaces which are formal ly normal  and sub- 
spaces whose imaginary parts are nonnegative. Both of these notions can be defined 
in case W ~ X Q X*, where X is a Banach space. A subspaee N c W is said to be 
]ormally normal if ~(N)  c ~(N*)  and there is a l inear isometry U of N into ~*  of 
the form 
V{/ ,  g} = {/, h} e N* , ltgIl = IIhlI. 
A normal subspave in W is a formally normal subspaee N with ~(N)  ~-- ~(~*)  and 
for which the isometry U is onto N*. Thus iV* c W if N is normal. Clearly a sym- 
metric subspace S is a formally normal  subspaee with isometry U the ident ity re- 
str icted to S, ~nd a selfadjoint subspace is a normal  subspace. A subspace T c W 
X O X* is said to have a nonnegative imaginary part, in symbols Im T>~O, if 
Im (g, ]) ~ --  Im (], g) >~ 0 for all (], g} E T, an4 the property  Im T < 0 is defined 
unalogously. A symmetr ic  subspace S c W is one such that  Im S > 0 and Im S < 0. 
Since the definition of a formally normal subspace involves a metr ic condition, we 
would expect that  the notion of orthogonality in a g i lber t  space would play a rather  
special role in the application of the results of Sections 4 and 5. For this reason we 
shall mainly consider the normal  extensions of a formally normal subspace N in the 
ease when W = ~ • ~ = ~,  where ~ is a Hi lbert  space. We shall not enter here 
into a study of subspaces T such that  Im T>~0, but  only mention that  some work 
on such subspuces in W = X Q X*, where X is reflexive, has been carried out by 
It.  B~EzIs [2] under the name of l inear monotone graphs. 
7. - Selfadjoint extensions of symmetric subspaces. 
I n  this section W -~ X G X* where X is a Buena.oh space. The results in Theo- 
rems 4.1 - 4.5 and Theorem 5.1 take on a much simpler form when A0 = So, a sym- 
metr ic subspace in W and A ~ H is a selfadjoint extension of So in W. In  order 
to apply these results we must  assume that  So, as a subspace of W + = X** G X*, 
is w* closed; if X is reflexive this condition is redundant.  In  Theorem 4.1 if we put 
Ao-~So,  AI~*So~S*A W, A*-~-So, we see that  V~*So/So  and V +~S*/So, 
so that  V c V +, and it is clear that  the following result is v~lid. 
T~[Eo:aE~ 7.1. - Zet So be a symmetric subspaee in W ~- X G X* which is w* closed 
in W + ~ X** G X*. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ym- 
metric subspaee extensions So] So in W and the set o] a~ symmetric s~bspaces V1 c V 
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given by V~ = q(S) = S/So c V* -~ ~(S* )  = S*ISo. A symmetric extension S o] So 
is sel]ad~oint in W i] and onZy if V1 is sel]ad~oint. 
~ow assume dim (S*/So) = r < oo. Then since So c *So c S*, and since 
dim (*So/S0) ----- dim (S*o/So) = r ,  
we must have *So/So : S*/So and hence *So = S* c W. All the remaining Theo- 
rems 4.2 - 4.5 and Theorem 5.1, together with their proofs, can be applied to charac- 
terize the symmetric extensions of So in W, but we shall only state the results for the 
case of the selfadjoint extensions of So. In  each case, if I I  is a selfadjoint extension 
of So with the required properties, the first halves of the proofs of Theorems 4.2 - 4.5 
and Theorem 5.1 yield the necessary conditions which H must satisfy, and the con- 
verse statements in these results imply that these conditions are sufficient. Thus 
a consequence of Theorem 4.2 and its proof is the following theorem. 
TI:IEO~EM 7.2. - Let So be a symmetric subspaee in W = X • X*~ which is w ~ 
closed in W + ~ X** Q X*, and suppose that dim (S*/So) ~ r < co. Then *So = S~. 
Suppose H is a sel]adjoint s~bspaee satis]ying 
(i) SoC i l cS* ,  dim(i i /So) = d .  
Then 2d = r and there exists a subspace M~ sttch that 
and 
(if) M~ c S*,  M~ n So = {0},  dim M, = a ,  
(iii) H = So + M~ = S* (~ M* = *So ~ *M~. 
<M1, M~> = O, 
Conversely, i] M1 is a subspace satis]ying (if) where 2d -~ r, then I t  ~ So-~ Mz is sel]- 
adjoint and satis]ies (i) and (iii). 
In  Theorem 4.3, since AI=*So = S~' = A* we can clearly choose Z = Z + and 
s ~ s +, and this leads to the following result. 
TI~tEOl~.~)~ 7.3. Let So be a symmetric subspace in W ----- X @ X*, which is w* closed 
in W + ~--- X** Q X*~ and such that 
dim (S*/So) : r < co, dim ((S*)=/(So)o~) = s . 
Then S* c W and 0 < 2s < r. Let H be a sel]adjoint subspaee satis]ying 
(i) so c I I  c so*, a im ( i i /so)  = a, d~m (ii~/(So)¢o) = s,. 
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Then 
(ii) r :2d ,  0<s~<d,  
and there exist subspaces Z~, £V~ such that 
(iii) Z~cZ ( (S*)~=(So)~4Z,  direet sum), d imZ~=s~,  
(iv) N~c S*, £V~ (So4Z) = {0}, d imN~= d- -  s~, 
(v) <z~, ~v~> = <~, ~T~> = o, 
and 
(vi) H-~ So~-Z~-SV~, direct sum, 
(vii) H = ~* (~ Z* ~ N* = *~o ~ *Z~ (~ *N1, 
(viii) H~ = (So)~o~-g~. 
Conversely, if ZI, NI are subspaees atisfying (iii)-(v), where (ii) is true, then H 
given by (vi) is a sdfadjoint subspave such that (i), (vii), (viii) are va~id. 
Theorem ~.~ and its proof yield this result,  since we can take  Uj ~ ~5 +, sj ~ s +, 
j=  I~2. 
THEO~E~ 7.4. - I, et ~o be a symmetric subspaee in W = X 0 X*~ which is w* 
closed in W + ~- X** G X*, 
d im (S*/&) = r < c~,  d im ((S*)~/(So)~) = s ,  
and such that S* has an algebraie operator part (S*)~. Then S*c  W and 0<2s<r .  
_Let H be a selfadjoint subspave satisfying 
(i) Soc Hc  S*, d im(H/So)  ~-- d, d im (H(O)/So(O)) = s,. 
Then 
(fi) r~-  2d~ O<s<d, 
and there exist deeompositions 
(iii) S*(O) -~ So(0)4-¢,  ~ ~ qb~4-O~, direct sums, dimq~j----- sj, 
with H(O) = S(O) -~ ~.  
Let ~qg, j = 1, 2, be bases for 0~. There exist vectors 
(iv) ~v = {~, ( s~)~} e (~*)~, (1 ×s~), ~v = {'-~, (~*)~ ~}e (&*). (1 × (d--  s)), 
and a constant s2 × s2 matrix E ~ E* such that 
(v) ( i~ :~)  is linearly independent mod~)(So), 
(vi) (i~:1~) __ o~:, (1~, ~)  --- z.., 
0~_~ 0 ~-~ fie, ~o) ----- , , ff~,~o) = ~ , 
(vii) 
Od_ s , 





= 2~011~- ½<Iv, IV>I, ~ : - -  ~(p<~V, IV>, 
(~, I~) 01 01 = .., <{~, (S* ) .~},  ~v> - -  (~, ~) = ,_~, 
= ~o + ~c + ~[(~, ~) -  <{~, (S*)o~}, ~v>],  
where q~o e So(0), e(s~ ×1) e C ~ are arbitrary). 
Conversely, if (ii), (iii) are valid, and ~q~ are bases Jor qbj, and lV, 2V exist satisfying 
(iv)-(vii), and ~, ~ are defined by (viii), where E is any constant hermitian s~ × s~ matrix, 
then H defined by (ix) is a sel[ad~oint subspace such that (i) and H(0) = S0(0 ) 4 ~bl 
are valid. 
In  the decompositions (4.8), (4.9) we can take Ao = So, A~-~ S*, A ~ H 
=H*=A* ,  and thus M~ M +, N j=N +, Z~----Z +, j= l ,  2. Then in (4.17) we 
can assume ~w = ~w +, ~v = ~v +, ~ = ~+, ~ = ~+, so that  (4.17) becomes 
and if E is defined via (4.18), which is 
then (4.17) yields 
Thus the matr ix  E in Theorem 7.4 is hermit ian. 
I f  No is an operator in Theorem 7.4, then we obtain the special case of Theorem 4.5. 
The latter result makes use of Theorem 3.8, and we shall need a ref inement of this 
result. 
LE~)~.  - Let A be a symmetric operator in W = X @ X* which is w* dosed in 
W + = X** @ X*, and such that dim (A*/A) < c>o. There exists an operator part (A*)~ 
of A* such that 
(7.1) A c ((A*)~)*c (A*)~c A* .  
P~oo~'. - We have 
A* = *A c W and dim (A*/A) < co 
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implies that  dim (A*)~ < c~. Hence A 4-(A*)¢~ is a direct sum which is closed, and 
contained in A*. Let  z ~ (zl, . . . ,  z~) be a basis for (A*)~, and put  
.Ni = A +span {zl7 ...~ z~-i7 z~+i~ ...~ z~} ~ i ----- 17 ...~ s. 
Then N~ is closed and z~ e W\N~.  Thus there exists a z + e W + such that  
<z~, Z+> = 1,  <N~, z+) = 0,  i = 17 ..., S. 
I f  z + = (z+, ...~ z +) and D + = span {z+, ...~ z+}, then 
(7.2) <z, z+> ~ 18 , <A, D+> = O . 
The latter condition implies D + c A*c  W. Let  
(7.3) d = z + ~- zC ,  C = - -  ½ <z +, z+> -~- ½ <z +, z+> * , 
and let D be the span of the components of d. Clearly D c A* and since <z, z> = 0: ,  
we have from (7.2) that  
(7.4) <z, g> = L ,  <A, D> = O . 
Moreover 
<4, d> = <z+ -l- z¢7, z÷ -P z(7> ---- <z÷, z+> -P <z, ~+> O -F O*<z+, z> -P d*<z, z> C, 
= <z+, z+> -t- 6 ' -  C* = 0~, 
using (7.2) and the definition of C in (7.3); note that  <z +, z> = - -  <z, z+> *. Conse- 
quently, we also have 
(7.5) <D, D> = O . 
Now the first equality in (7.4) implies that  (A*L = *An  *D = A* 5~ D* is an ope- 
rator  part  of A* (see the proof of Theorem 3.1(i)), and the second equation in (7.4) 
with (7.5) imply that  ((A'L)* = A ~-D c *D, and so 
Ac  ((A*)~)* = Ad-Dc  (A*)~ = A*(~*DcA* ,  
completing the proof of the I Jemma. 
The Lemma shows that  we may take 9~o = 9~ + = ((A~),)* in Theorem g.5, in 
case Ao = So is a symmetr ic  operator in W = X @ X*, and then  Theorem 4.5 and 
its proof yields the following result. 
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TI~EO]~E~ 7.5. - Let So be a symmetric operator in W -~ X ~ X*, which is w* closed 
in W + -= X** • X*, and such that 
dim (S*/So) -~ r < c~, dim S*(O) = s .  
Let (S*)~ be any operator part of S* satisfying (7.1) with A = So. 
0 < 2s <. r. Let H be a selfad~oint subspace satisfying 
(i) SocHcS* ,  dim(H/So)  = d, d imH(0)  = s~. 
Then 
(ii) r -~  2d, O<s<d,  
Then So* c W and 
and there exists a decomposition 
(iii) S*(0) -~ q) -~ ¢~4~02, direct sum, dim¢~----- sj with H(O) = 0~. 
I~et ~q~, ~ ~- 1, 2, be bases for qbj. There exist vectors 
(iv) iv = {tz¢, (So*), ~a} e (So*)~, (1 ×s~), 'v = {2~, (So*),'z¢} e (So*),, (1 × (d- -  s)), 







'~ is linearly independent mod~(((S*)~)*), 
Od--S (~v, ~'v} ~- ,,  
(~, ~)  = 0 ~ 0 ~ 
where e(s~ ×t)  e C '~ is arbitrary}. 
Conversely, if (ii), (iii) are valid, and ~q~ are bases ]or qbj, and ~v, :v exist satisfying 
(iv)-(vi), and % ~ are defined by (vii), where E is any constant hermitian s~ × s~ matrix, 
then H defined by (viii) is a selfadjoint subspaee such that (i) and H(O) -~ ¢~ are valid. 
~ow let us consider a finite-dimensiona.1 restr ict ion of a symmetr ic  operator  To, 
as in Section 5, but  lett ing B ---- B +. Thus let To be a symmetr ic  operator  in W =-= 
-~ X O X* which is w* closed in W + = X** (D X*, and  such that  d im (T*/To) -= 
-~ t ~ co. Let  B be a subsp~ee in W with d im B -= p ~ 0% ~nd let So = To n *B ~- 
= To • B*, "where S* = T* -~B is a direct sum. I f  (T*L is any  operator  par t  of To* 
satisfying (7.1) with A = To, then (S*)~ ----- (T*),4-B~, a direct sum, is an operator  
5 - Anna l l  d i  Matemat lca  
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purr of S* which s~tisfies 
&c ((&*L)* c (T~)oc (S*Lc S~. 
Here B1 is a~ny subspace such *hgt B = BIH-B~, ~ direct sum, where Bs - -  {{~, ~} e 
e Blaec~(T*)}. Then Theorem 5.1 ~nd its proof give the following result. 
TI:IEO~E)[ 7.6. - Let To be a symmetric operator in W = X Q X* which is w* closed 
in W + -~ X** 0 X* and such that dim (T*/To) = t < c~. Suppose (T~)~ is an ope- 
rator pa~t o] T* satis]ying (7.1) with A = To. Let So = To (~ *B = To n B*, where B 
is a subspaee in W such that dim B = p < c~ and S* = T* ~: B c W is a direct sum. 
Then So is a symmetric operator, and S* has an operator part (S*)~---- (T*)~+B~ a 
direct sum. I] 
dim (S*/So) = r ,  dim So*(0) = s ,  
then r -~- t + 2p, s : dimT*(O) + dimB~. 







Then there exist 
~o c H c S*, dim (H/So) : d, dim H(O) = s~. 
r -~ 2g, so that t is even, O<s<d.  
~D(l×s~) is a basis for H(O), 
(~o:~) ( l×s)  is a basis ]or S*(O), s : s~+ s~. 
J u = {y, (T[) ,y} e (To*L, 
(v) / 





,~ + ~,~ is UnearZy indepenae~t mod~(((S*).)*), 
<v + 8, v + ~7 d-~ : O _s, 
= ~[E-  ½<u + ~, u + ~>], 
(i XS~)~ 
(1 x (d -- s)), 
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then 
(ix)- 
11 = {{h + ~, (T.*)~h + ~ + ~}lh e~(r* ) ,  {~, ~} eBb, ~ eS*(0), 
(h + ~, ~)  = o:~, 
<{h -F a, (Tg)f l  -+- v}, v -1- fi> -- (h -F a, ~) =- 0 ~ 
~o = ~,;oe + ~[(h + ,~, ~) - <(h + ~, (:ro*),h + ~r}, ~. + ~>], 
where e(s~ x l )~ t2 "~ is arbitrary}. 
Conversely, iJ (ii) is true, the basis in (iv) and u, v, ~, fi exist satisJying (v)-(vii), 
and % ~ are defined by (viii), where E is any eonstant hermitian s~ ×s~ matrix, then 1t 
given by (ix) is a seIfadjoint subspaee suvh that (i) and (iii) are valid. 
In case X --= gj, a tti lbert space, and T* is an operator, this theorem reduces to 
Theorem 3.3 of [5]. Note that  the B in the latter theorem corresponds to JB  in 
Theorem 7.6. 
A semibounded symmetric subspace S in W = X @ X* always has a selfadjoint 
extension in W. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 19 of [4], for the case when X is a 
tI i lbert space, carries over to the present situation. We briefly sketch this argument. 
Suppose S is semibounded below by 1, so that 
:For j, ]'e ~(S) define 
(¢, g )> lltil ~ , al l  {/, g} e s .  
(t, ¢')= = (i, g') = (g, f ) ,  
where (f, g} ~ S, {J', g'} e S. This definition does not depend on the representatives 
geS( / ) ,  g'eS(]'), since S(0) c S*(0) = (~(S)) ±. Thus 
(/, /)~>11111 ~ , ]e~(s )cx ,  
and we see that  ( , )s  is an inner product on ~(S) and ltJtt~ -~ (J, f)s gives a norm 
there. Let ~s be the completion of this inner product space. I t  can be identified 
with the subset of X consisting of all J e X such that there is a sequence j. ~ ~(8) 
satisfying 
1t f . -  ] tl -,- o , t l t . -  t~JI~ --,- o , n,  ~ --,- oo . 
With the inner product ( , )s  extended by continuity to gJs, this space is a Iti lbert 
space containing ~(S) as a dense subspace in the II IIs metric. We define 
and note that  S cHc  S*, Hc  W. 
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TItEOI~EhI 7.7. - The linear manifold H is a sel]ad~oint extension oJ S in W ~ X @ X* 
which is semibounded below by 1~ and 
~(H)  = X* ,  go~ = (S*)~. 
I t  is the only sdfad~oint extension o] S in W suvh that ~(H)  c ~s. I f  S* has an ope- 
rator part (S*)~ then H, = (S*)~ (3 H is an operator part Jot H. 
P~ooF. - By  continuity we see that if {f, t~} ~ H, f 'e~(H)  c X,  then (f, f')s 
---- (/¢, J') --= (l', k), and if {J',/¢'} e l l ,  ] ee l (H) ,  then (J', J)z = (k', J). Tiros (/~', 1) -~ 
----- (j',/~) for all {J, k} e H, {f',/~'} e H, so that  H c H*. For k e X* le t /~( i )  = (i,/¢) 
for ! e g~ c X. Then ]/57~(J)1 < IIJll II/~II < ]JtH4kJl, so that  /5~ is a bounded linear func- 
tional on ~s. Thus there exists a unique h e ~s such that  
(7.6) /)70(J) ----- (],/~) = (l, h)s, J e g3s. 
We show {h, k} e S*, and since h e ~s we have {h, k} ~ H, and thus i}t(H) = X*. 
The re~t ion (7.6) is true for ] e~(S) ,  and by continuity if {f, g} e S we have (J, h)s = 
= (g, h), h e g~s. This, together with (7.6), yields (g, h) = (J, k) for all {J, g} e S, 
which means that {h, k} e S* and !}t(H) = X*. Now H c H* and !}t(H) = X* imply 
that  H = H*. For 9t(H*) = X* also, and hence if {h, k}eH*  there is an J e~(H)  
such that {], k} e H, and then {h -- J, 0} e H* or h -- J e v(H*) = (i}I(H)) x -= (X*) ± = 
-----{O} ((~R(H)) ± is the annihilator of iR(H) in X**). Therefore h= te~(H) ,  or 
H* c H, showing that  H = H*. The relation H~ ----- (S*)~ follows directly from the 
definition of H. We have shown above that  for any {J, k} e H there is an {h, k} e H 
such that (7.6) is valid. But v(H) ----- {0} implies that J = h, and then (7.6) yields 
(h, = (h, l lhP ,  {h, 
which shows that H is semibounded below by 1. The remainder of the proof is straight- 
forward. 
8. - Normal extensions o f  formally normal subspaces in a Hilbert space. 
In  this section W ---- ~2 = ~ @ ~, where ~ is a I I i lbert space. Then W + = ~ 
also, and the w* topology in W + coincides with the weak topology in W +. The natural 
pairing of a Banaeh space and its conjugate space introduced at the beginning of 
Section 1 is just the inner product in ~. The inner product will therefore be denoted 
by ( , ) .  We shall use the following notations. Let  A, B be linear manifolds in ~.  
I f  A cB  -L then the orthogonal sum A @ B is defined by A @B = A4B;  clearly, 
this sum is a direct sum. I f  A c B then B (~ A, the orthogonal complement of A 
in B, is defined by  B~A=BAA ±. 
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Let LVo be a formally normal subspace in ~2 with isometry Uo, or, in short, let 
(hro, Uo) be a formully normal subspace in ~,  and put  No = Uo2~o. Then (fifo, U j  ~) 
is a formally normal subsp~ee in ~,  2¢o and -~o form a formally adjoint pair: 2¢o c NO*, 
-~o c N*, Uo(2¢0)~ = (2qo)oo ~nd ~(No)= ~(2Vo). I t  follows from Theorem 2.1 (iv) 
that (R*)~ = (~)~.  we put 
Z = (~7O*): ® (~0)=, Z+ = (NO*): ® (:~°):, 
and observe that )Q q- Z, No 4 Z + ~re direct sums. We wish to chara, cterize the normal 
extensions (£V, U) of (No, Uo), provided they exist. That is, we w~nt to describe, 
by means of generalized boundary conditions, those normal subspaces ~Y in ~ with 
isometry U which s~tisfy £Vo c 5V ~nd Utah. = Uo. Such extensions satisfy also 
2¢oc ~cR* ,  Roc 2V* c ~V*, 
and so we may apply the results of Section ~ by identifying X = Y = 3b, Ao = £Vo, 
A~ = N*, A = h T, etc. We shall f requently use these identifications without expli- 
citly stating them. From Theorem 4.3 we obtain the following result. 
T~EOl~[  8.1. - Let (No, Uo) be a formally normal subspaoe in gj2 such that 
dim (-N*/No) = r < c~, 
where No = UoNo. Then 
dim ((]V*)=/(~Vo)oo) = s,  dim ((N*)=/(No)¢o) = s+ , 
dim (2~-*/No)=r, O<s@s+<r .  
Let (N', U) be a normal subspace in 59 ~ satisfying 




dim (N~/(No)~) = st. 
r=2d,  0<s l<d,  
-NoC N* c No*, dim (N*/Nro) = g, s + = dim ((N*)~o/(-No)oo) = s~, 
there exist decompositions 
(iv) Z=ZI@Z2,  d imZ~.=s~, ~=1,2 ,  s l~-s~=s,  
(v) Z+=Z+@Z+,  d imZ+=s+,  i=1,2 ,  s +@s +=s +, 
an isometry U1 from No 4-ZI onto 7ff o -~ Z + with 
(vi) U~{f,g} = {f,h}, {t,g}eNoq-Z~, U, IN = Uo, 
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subspaees £V~ and £V + in $3 ~ with 
] 2v~ c Ro* ~9 (2Vo q- z~), ;v + c G* ~ (Ro + z+), 2v~ c~ z~ = ;v + c~ z + = {o}, 
(vii) 
l dim f f l  = d im N + = d --  s~, 
<z~, G+> = <2¢~, ~v+> = <2v~, z+> = o, (viii) 
and an isometry U~ ]rom £V~ onto N + with 





£V = (NodZl) @ N~, N* = (Tffo+Z +) @ 2i +, direet sums, 
= R~ r~ (G+) * r~ (z~+) *, iv* = ;v* n iv* n z*, 
N= = (_,Vo),~ ® z, ,  (~*)~ = (Ro)~ ® z +. 
Conversdy, q (ii) is valid, ~he deoompositions o] Z and Z + and the isometry U~ ]rom 
No q-ZI onto ~o 4 Z + satis]y (iv)-(vi), there exist subspaees 2V~ and N + and an isometry U~ 
/tom £VI onto N + satis]ying (vii)-(ix), then iV and 1~* defined by (x) are an ad~oint pair 
and (N, U), where U = U~ @ U2 (in ~ = ~ @ ~) ,  is a normal subspave in $9 ~ suvh 
that (i), (iii), (xi) and (xii) are valid. 
P~oor .  - In  order to prove the first par t  of the theorem we observe that  Theo- 
rem 4.3 implies ~h~t 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
No c hr* c ~V * , d im (N* /2¢o)=r - -d ,  0<s l<d,  
if s + = dim ((~V*)~/(27o)~) , then 0<s+<r  - d ,  
and that  there exist subspuces Z1, Z +, N~, N + such that  







{ N~cR* ,  Gn(NodZ)= {o}, G+cN~, N+~n(Rodz +) = {o}, 
d imSVl=d- -s l ,  dim2V +=r-d -s  +, 
<zl, G+> = <G;  ;v~+> = <~1, z~ +) = o ,  
= N* ~o + Z + @ N+,  direct sums,  N NodZ14N1,  = 
iv = R~ • (z~+) * n (N~+) * , N* = iv* r~ z* n ~* ,  
2v~ = (2Vo)~ ® z~, (2v*)~ = (Ro)~ ® z + • 
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From (8.3) it follows that (iv) and (v) are v~lid. Let  U1 = Ul~o+z ~. Then /71 satisfies 
(vi) and it follows from (8.8) that  U~(No4ZJ-~ No+Z +. Furthermore,  we have 
f [ 
that  U~Z~-~ Z+, which shows that sl = s + . Let  2V~ = N (~ (No +Z1). Then 2V-~ c
c ~VcR*,  ~% n z~ = (0}, 
(8.9) = (No + z~) ® ~,  
which together with (8.6) shows that dim N~ = dim N~ ~ d - -  s~. Also, we have that 
N'~n(No4-Z)= {0}. For if {] ,g}eN~N(No+Z)  and {] ,g}= {.u,v}+ {0,~0}~- 
+{h,k} ,  {u,v}eNo, {0,~}eZ~, {h,/~}eN~, then {h, k} e N~ N (No 4- Z) -~ {O}, 
showing that 
(f, g) = (~, v} + (o, ~} e ~¢; n (~¢o 4 z,) = (o}. 
Since N~ c N and Z + c N*, N + c N*, we have that 
<N;, ~v,+> = dr ; ,  zt> = o .  
Finally, (8.9) implies that  N* No* n Z* n (N~) . I t  follows that in (8.1)-(8.7) we 
may assume that N1 satisfies N~ c 2V* @ (No ~- Z~) and N~ n Z~ ~ {0}. Assuming this, 
let (N+) '= UN~. Then, since U is an isometry, we have that 
N* -~ UN = U(No4-Z~) @ UN~ -~ (No4Z +) (~ (N+) ' , direct sums,  
and hence that  <Z~, (N~+) '> : <N~, (N~+) '} -~ 0 and N = (N*)* = N~ ~" n (Z~+) * n 
n ((N+)') *. W'e have shown that in (8.~)-(8.7) we may take N + = (N~+)'= UN~, 
which implies that  d -- s~ =- r -- d -- s + ~ r - -  d - -  sl, or, r = 2d. Putt ing U2 -~ Uf~, 
we conclude that (ii)-(xii) are valid. 
As to the second part of the theorem, we note that  Z~, Z +, 2Q, N + satisfy (8.3)-(8.5), 
where st ~ s + and r ~ 2d, and so, applying the second part  of Theorem 4.3, we see 
that N, N*, defined by (x) are an adjoint pair such that (iii), (xi) and (xii) are valid. 
Clearly, the mapping U = U~ (D U.~ is an isometry such that (N, U) is a normal 
subspace in ~o satisfying (i). 
We note that  N~, N + satisfying Theorem 8.1 (vii) are operators. Let  (N*)~ and 
(2¢*), be any operator parts of N* and N*, respectively, such that 
(~)~ c No* e ((Ro)+ ® z t ) ,  (RO*). c Ro* ® ((No)= ® zl) .  
(Clearly (NO*)~ = NO* O (N*)~ and (~*)~ = N* G (-N*)~ are operator parts which sa- 
tisfy these conditions.) Then N1, N + satisfy 
~c (~) ,+z~,  _~+c (:~)~4z~. 
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For if {f, g} e N1, then {f, g} ---- {f, (2¢*)J} + {0, 9} + (0, %} + {0, 9~}, where {02 ~o} e 
e (No)o~, ~0~ e Z~(0), j = 1, 2, and since 5~1, (2V*)~ and 52 are contained in ((5%)00 @ Z~) x, 
we have that {0, ~} + {0, 91} ----- {0, 0}. This shows the first inclusion and the second 
inclusion can be proved analogously: Thus the analog of (4.6) is valid and so we may 
use all the results obtained after Theorem 4.3 leading up to Theorem 4.4. We obtain 
the following result. 
Tm~ol~v,~ 8.2. - Let (No, Uo) be a formally norma~ subspaoe in ~ such that 
dim (N*/5~o) = r < co, dim ((N*)o~/(No)~) = s ,  dim ((3r*)oo/(No)oo) = s + , 
where 2¢0----- UoNo. Then 
dim (hr*/~o) = r ,  0 < s + s + < r .  
Let (~ U) be a normal sub@ace in ~ satisfying 
(i) NoC2V, UI~o=Uo, dim(£V/No)=#, dim(£Voo/(No)o~)~-s~. 
Then 
(fi) r~  2dt O<s,s +<g, 
(iii) ~ocN*cN* ,  dim(5~*/No) -~ g, s~" -~ dim((N*)oo/(37~)~) = Sl, 
and there exist decompositions 
(iv) Z=Z~@Z~,  d imZ~s j ,  ] -~1,2 ,  s~+s2=s~ 
(v) Z +-- -Z +QZ +2, d imZ +==s +, j-----1,2~ s ++s +2-~s+~ 
and an isomet~y Ux from 5ro 4 Z~ onto No + Z + such that 
(vi) U~{f, g} = {], h}, {], g} e No + Z ,  U~JNo -~ b~. 
Let (N*),, (3**), be operator parts of N* and JY*, respeetively~ such that 
(vii) (S*),c57" O ((£Vo)ooOZ~), (£V*),c£V~@ ((No)¢oOZ~), 
and let ~ ~q~+ be bases ]or Z~(O), Z+(O), ~ -~- 1, 2. There exist vectors 
× 3), ~a( l×(d- -s+) ) ,  x~+(1 ×s~), ~oc~( l×(d - -s ) )e~,  where ~(1 S + 
(viii) 
= 2vo ~)  n ~(I + 2Vo 5~o), v(I + *-* -* * 
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iv+ = {.~+, (25"L ~+}, 
v = '~[~-  ~<~v, ~v+>], 
~+ = '~+[/~ + ½<~v, ~v+>]*, 
,v+ = {'~+, (2%*)~ ==+}, 
= - =~<~v, ~v+>, 
~+ = ~+<~v, ~v+>*, 
'v + {o, w}, ~v + {o, ¢} e 25{, 
~v+  (o, w+}, =v+ + {o, ¢+} e 27. ~, 
{ (x~+:~+) is linearly independent mod¢~(25o), 
(~o~ :~o~) = ( i# :  ~+) F ,  




((~o:~q~), (~+:'-~+)) = / [o~ 
\o2_, O d--S 
((Iv:~v) + {o, (w:¢)}, (*v:=v) + {o, (,p:¢)}) = 
= .v*((*v+:~v+) + {o, (w+:¢+)}, (lv+:~v+) + {o, (w+:$+)}) ~, 
25 = {{~, (27~),~ + q~}t~ e¢~(37"), ~ e57"(0), where 
(~, ~+) = 0~,, <v, ~v+> - (~, ~+) = 0 ~ 
q~ = 9 ° + ~ '+ ~q~E(~, o+) - <v, lv+>], 
= {~, (lV*L~}, ~o°e 25o(0), ~'e ado)}, 
(xvi) N* = ((a+, (N~).~÷ + ~+}1~+e~(25-), ~÷e 25"(0), where 
(~q~, ~+) = O~ , <~v, v+> + (G ~+) a~-~+ 
~* = (~*)°o+ (~*)' + ~*[(% ~*) + <Iv, v*>]*, 
v+= {~+, (25.*L~*}, (~o+)°e~Vo(O), (~+)'e&+(o)}. 
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Conversely, i] (ii) is valid, the decomposi$i~)ns of Z and Z + and the isometry U~ ]rom 
ivoq-Z~ onto 2~o~-Z + satis]y (iv)-(vi), ~q~, ?+ are bases ]or Z~(O), Z+(O), j ~ 1, 2, (~*)~, 
(iv*)~ are operator parts of N~, iV* which satis]y (vii) and there exist dements ~,  ~,  ~+, 
~+ ~ ~ of dimensions described in (viii), and constant mariees E(s~ ×s+), /v((d--s~)× 
× (d -  s~)), with ~ invertible, such that (x)-(xiv) are valid, where the various elements 
are given by (ix), then iV and iv* de]ined by (xw) and (xvi) are an adjoint pair and there 
exists an isometry U: iV --> iV* such that (iV, U) is a normal subspaee in ~p~ sa$is]ying (i) 
and (iii). 
PI~OOF. - Let (iV, U) be a normal subspace in ~2 satisfying (i). Then by Theo- 
rem 8.1, (ii)-(vi) are valid, and there exist subspaces AVe, iV+ in ~ and an isometry U2 
from iV~ onto iV+ such that Theorem 8.1 (¥ii)-(ix) are valid. According to the discus- 
sion preceding Theorem 4.4 we have that iv~ -~ span {(iv -4- {0, F}: ~v d- (0, ~})} 
and iv+ = sp~n {(~v + d- {0, V+}: ~v + d- {0, ~+})}, where ~v, ~v, ~v +, ~v +, % y#-, ~ and ~+ 
are gi~-en by (ix). Theorem 4.4 implies that the first line of (xi) and (xii), (xiii), (xv) 
and (xvi) are valid. ~ow, since U~iV~  iv+, we have that 
(8.10) v~(~v + {0, ~,}: ~v + {o, ~}) = (~v÷ + {0, ~+}: ~v+  {0, ~+}) l~, 
where F is an invertible (d -- sl) × (d -- s~) matrix. Thus the second line of (xi) is valid, 
and the fact that U~ is an isometry implies (xiv). Since LV~ c ~* (~ (21o 4-Z~) and 
N + c 2,'* @ (7So 4Zi~)~ we see that  (x) is ~ralid. I t  is e~sy to see that  ~(N~) = ~(iv+) 
together with (ix) and (x) implies that ~e, ee+ c ~,  j = 1, 2, and so (viii) is valid. 
I t  is not difficult, to see that the second part of the theorem is true and so we omit 
the details. 
I t  is unfortunate that  in the above theorem condition (x) appears, as it hinders 
a complete separation of the description of the domains of iv, iV* from that of their 
ranges. The condition is necessary to insure that U ~ U~ O U~, where U~ is de- 
fined by (8.10), is indeed an isometry. 
Let  us now ~ssume that (No, U0) is a formally normal operator in $2, which need 
not be densely defined. Then, as can be seen immediately, s -~ s +, s~ -~ s +, and Z ~ Z +. 
Let  (iV, U) be a normal subspace in ~ satisfying Theorem 8.2 (i) and described by 
items (iii)-(xvi) of this theorem. Since Z = Z + there exists an invertible (s ×s) iIm- 
trix G, 
(G~ G~ t
where G~ has dimension (sa×sl~), ~, k ~-1,2 ,  so that  
(1~+ :~+) ~ = (~ :~) .  
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Let  F( (d -- s~) x (d -- s~)) appear ing in Theorem 8.2 (xi) be wr i t ten as 
Fil 1 
where F~,  F~,  F2~, F2~ h~ve dimensions (s2 x s2), (s2 x (d -- s)), ((d -- s) x s2), ((d --  s) x 
x (d -  s)), respect ively.  Then  it follows f rom Theorem 8.2 (xii) that  
and so 
G~ = 0~:, lv~____ 0 ~-~ iv~ = G* 
l~X i~+Eil + ~o~+F2~ , 
i9 : i~)+Gil ' 21; `0 : i~+Gi2 - I -  2~0+El*i " 
Since 2~, 2~+, ~ and 1~0"t- are  l inearly independent  i follows that  F22 and G~I are inver- 
t ible, span {~a} ~ span pz¢+} and Z~ ~ Z +. ~ow,  Z~ (~ Z~ = Z = Z + = Z + ~ Z~ + im- 
plies that  Z~ ~ Z +2, G~2 = 0~: and 
~9 = 2~+ F*~. 
We thus see that  if (N0, Up) is a formal ly normal  operator  then  ~,  2~0, ~,  ~,  ~p, 
can be expressed in ~erms of ~o +, ~9+, ~+ and 2~+ and the above theorem can be sim- 
plified. We omit  the details, but  remark  that  if (No, Up) is a densely defined formal ly 
normal  operator  then s~ = s + = s2 ~ s + ~ 0, ~ ,  1¢+, F, ~v+, ~, $+ are zero matrices, 
so that  condit ions (x), (xi), (xii) can be omitted,  and (xiii) and (xiv) become 
and 
and 
(No* 2~+, 2~+) _ (2¢+, 2~* 2~+) = 0~, 
(F ,  2¢+, F ,  2~+) _ (NO* ~+, No* 2~+) = 0~, 
:~ = {{~,~o*~}1~ e ~(_~,), (~o* ~, - '~+)-  (~, ~v~, 0-~÷) = o~}, 
~v. = { {~+, ~v* ~+}t~+ e ~(~O*), (iv. ~+, 2~) _ (~+, 2Y* ~) = o,~}, 
and this result  coincides with Lemma 1-1 in [1]. 
9. - Ordinary differential subspaces in Zq~(t) GIq~(t), l<q~, q2< c~. 
]bet L be an ord inary differential  expression of order ~ act ing on m x i matr ix-  
va lued functions def ined on t ---- (a, b) c R, 
(9.1) L = i -P~ DT~ , .D = d /dx  , 
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where the entries of Pk(m ×m) are k t imes continuously differentiable on t, k = O, 
1~ ..., n~ and detP . : / :O  on t. The Lagrange adjoint L + of L is defined by  
Z+=~(- - I~D~P*+ ~ : ~Q~D ~, 
k=O k=O 
where Q, (m×m) has the same propert ies as P~, k = 0, 1, ..., n. 
We put X = L~'(t), Y = L~(t), l<q~,  q~< oo. Here L~(t), for l<q< oo, denotes 
the Banach space of m x 1 matr ix-valued functions ] on t with the norm 
,I ,Io = = 
$ 
I ts  conjugate sp~ce will be identified with .L~'(t), (l/q) ~ (1/q') ----- I, and the pair- 
ing of _Lq(t) with / / ( t )  is given via. 
(],g)= fg*], ]eL°(t), geL+(,). 
g 
Of course, L°°(t) is the Banach space of rex1  matr ix-valued functions J on t with 
the norm 
IliIl~ = ess sup I](x) I. 
The set of all m ×1 matr ix-valued functions on t having k continuous derivatives 
there is denoted by  C~(t), and C~(t) denotes those J e C~(t) which vanish outside 
compact subsets of t. The set of absolutely continuous J on t is denoted by  AC(t) and 
the set of those ] which are absolutely continuous on each compact subset of t is 
denoted by AC~oe(t). In  W = X@ Y and W + = [g* @ X* we define the minimal  
subspaces associated with L and L + 
~o = {{I, z]}I f  e c~(, )}  o c w ,  r$  = o{{p,  z+t+}lP  e c;,(t)} c w+.  
Since (D(To))~ ----- X, ~(D(T+)) = Y*, it follows from the Corollary to Theorem 2.1 
that  the maximal  subspaees T1 = *(T +) in W and T + = T* in W + arc operators. 
I t  can be shown that  
I'~ = {{t, z l} l l  e x n c--,(,), f - - ,  e AC, oJ~), z l  e r} ,  
~+ = {{P, ~+PHFe ~* a c--~(~), p~.-.~AC, oo(,), z+p~ X*} ,  
cf. [9], [ I~I. 
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For  a k × 1 m~trix-valued function u on t which s n -  1 t imes differentiable we 
define the nk × l matrix-vMued function ~ on ,  by  
{:) ~r 
(.-1) 
Green's formula states that  if ] e~(T1) ,  I + E~(T  +) and to ---- [a0, bo] is any compact 




= [fl+] (bo) - -  [ ]#]  (a0),  
[ I#]  (~) --- (#)* (x )33(~)1(x) ,  
and 33 is a continuous invertibte mn xmn matr ix-valued function on t depending 
only on the coefficients P~ of /5  and their derivatives. I f  33 ----- (331j)z.~=~....~ is eronsi- 
dered as an n × n matr ix  whose entries are given by  m × m matrices 33~ then 
i (- i)~-~ (~- J) ~'~ -'-~+" 
~=~+~- I  l - -  I 
0~,  
, z+ j<n+l ,  
~+j>n+:t ,  
and det ~B = (det P~)". I t  follows that  for all J e~(Y l ) ,  I+ e~(T+) ,  the limits 
[]]+](a) -~ lira I l l+](x), []]+](b) = lim []]+](x) 
exist and that  the form <, ) on W x W + restricted to T1X I '+ satisfies 
({], Lt}, {]+, L+i+}} = (Lf, I+) - (i, L+]+) 
-- ~(#)*/~f--f(L+l+)* ! 
= [ ]#]  (5) - [ ]#]  (a) .  
These results hold in the general (singular) case, where t is a possibly infinite open 
interval. Suppose now that  ~---- [a, b] is compact, the columns of P~ belong to C~([), 
k = O, 1, ..., n, and det P~ ¢ 0 on L Then L is called a regular dif]erential expression. 
I f  ]5 is regular then so is L + and one can prove that  if f e~(T l )  or ]+ e~(T  +) then f, 
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]+ can be continuously extended to functions in C"-~(~), and that 
T, = ({t, ~/}If e ~--~(~), ~--'> 6 At(r),  S l  e r} ,  
T, + = {if+, S+s+}ll+ 6 ~--'(~), S+, n-'> e AC(~), D+t ~ e X*},  
To = {{I, LI} e T~l[(a) = hb) = 0~.} , 
To + = {{S~, L+/+} ~ T#lf,-(a ) = [+(b) = Of .} .  
Furthermore,  the matrix-valued function :5 described above is continuous and inver- 
tibte on [ and we have 
(9.2) <{], L]}, {/+, L +/+}> = (~)*(b) :5(b)/(b) -- (/+)*(a) :5(a)](a), 
where ] e~(T~), ]+e~(T+). 
THEOttE~ 9.1. - Let To, T~(T +, T +) be the minimal, maximal, operators associated 
with L(L +) in XG Y(Y*OX*) ,  where X = Lq~(t), Y = Lq'(t), l<q~,  q~< oo. Then 
t ----- dim (TUTo) ----- dim (T+!T +) < 2ran. 
I] $. is reguZar then t = 2mn. 
I>itoo~ '. - The last statement of the theorem follows from the above representa- 
tions of T~ ~ T+~ To, T +. Assume that L is singular. Let  t~ be ~/bounded open interval 
with ~oc t, Xo = Lq'(t~), Y~-~ L~(t~), W~= X~O Y~ and W + = :Y*Q X*.  Then L~, 
the restriction of L to t0, is regular, and if Too, T~(T+o, T~~) denote the minimal, 
= W~(W~ ), then maximal, opera~rs associated with Lo(L + (L+)~) in + 
(9.3) dim (TIo/To~) = dim (T+~/T+~) = 2ran. 
We note that  if {], g} e TI then {]~, g~} e Tic, where ]~, go are the restrictions of ] 
and g to t~. Similarly, {f+, g+} e T + implies that  {1 +, g+} e T+o. 
)Tow suppose that dim (TUTo) > 2ran. Then there exists an m × (2ran ~- 1) n~tr ix-  
valued function (u~ v} on t whose columns belong to T~ and are linearly independent 
mod To. This implies that  there exists an m × (2ran-t-1) matrix-valued function 
{u +, v +} on t whose columns belong to T + such that 
* * T~/To . )  (Recall that the conjugate space of T~/To  can be identified with To/T~-~-  + + 
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det <{u~, %}, {u +, v+}>~#0,  
W + where ( ,} ,  is the semibil ine~r form on W,X  , .  This implies that  the 2ran + 1 
columns of (u,, v,}, which belong to T~o, are l inearly independent  mod Too. This 
contradicts (9.3). Thus 
t = d im (T~/To) < 2ran, 
and since d im (T~/To) ~- dim (T+/T+), the proof  is complete.  
We can now apply  the theory  of Section 5 to the operators To c T~ in W == X Q ~. 
Let  B, B + be f inite-dimensionM subspaces of W, W + and put  
(9.4) 
Then 
Ao = To (~ *(B +) , A + ----- T* n B* ----- To + n B* .  
(9.5) A, =*(Ao)  = T I+B,  A + = A* = T*o+B + = T++B +. 
We may,  and shall, assume that  the algebraic sums are direct and put  
(9.6) 
I f  follows that  
p ~ d imB,  p+ = d imB +. 
(9.7) r ~- d im (A1/Ao) = d im (A+/A +) : t + p + p+, 
where t is as in Theorem 9.1. Let  
and 
B2 : {(a, z} ~ B]a e~(T1)} ,  B + : {{a +, z+} ~B+la+~(T+)} ,  
B ~ B1 + B2, B + ~ B + + B + , direct sums. 
Since T1, T + are operators we have that  
(9.8) s : d im AI(0) : d im B2, s + : d im A+(0) = d im B + , 
and hence that  
d im B1 ~ p -- s ,  d im B~ + = p+- -  s+. 
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We want to ~pply Theorem 5.1 to the above situation. I f  L is singular we would get 
a characterization which in appearence would be much the same as the one in Theo- 
rem 5.1; see, for example, Theorem 4.1 of [7], where the ease with m ~ 1, ql ~ q, ~ 2 
is treated. If  L is regular then items (v)-(x) of Theorem 5.1 can be expressed in terms 
of matrices and bases for B~ and B +. We consider this case in more detail. 
THEO~]~ 9.2. - Let L, given as in (9.1), be regular. Zet To, T~ be the minimal, 
maximal operators assosiated with L in X G Y, X -~ Zq~(t), :Y ~ Lq'(t) 1 < ql~ q2< c~. 
_Let Ao, A + be de]ined by (9.4) such that (9.5), (9.6) are valid. Then we have (9.7) with 
t ~- 2ran and (9.8). Zet {~, ~1} (m × (p-- s)), {a +1, ~+1} (m × (p+-- s+)) be bases/or B~, 
B+~ and let T = <{~1, ~}, {~+~, +~}} ( (p+_  s+) x (p  - -  s)) .  
Let A be a subspaee satis]ying 
Then 
(i) A0c  A c A~, dim (A/Ao) ~ d, dimA(0) ----- sl, dimA*(0) ~ s +. 
(ii) A*cA*cA~,  d im(A* /A* ) : r - -d ,  0<s~-s+<d,  0<s+-~s~<r- -d ,  
where s = Sl -~ s~, sq ~- s + -~ s +~. Suppose 
{ 19(m×8~ ) is a basis /or A(O), 
(iii) ~9+(m ×s +) is a basis /or A*(0), 
(iv) { (1(~ :2~)(m x 8) 
(t~+: ~9+)(m x s +) 
is a basis ]or AI(0), 
is a basis for A*o(O). 
Then there exist constant matrices 
(v) 
¢(s~ +xmn) ,  ~( (d -  S l -  s~ +) xmn), 
D(s~ +x ran), ~v ((d - s l - -  s~ +) x ran),  
((p~ - s+) x s~+), ~( (p+-  s+) x (d - 81 - s~+)), 
~I((P -- s) x s+~), K~((p -- s) x (a - 81 -  s+~)), 
c+(s~xmn), M+((r- d- -  s +-  s~) xmn) ,  
D+(s.,xmn), N+((r - d- -  s +-  s~)xmn), 
~+ (s~ x (p - s)) ,  F+ ((r - ~ - s~ + - s~) x (p - s)) ,  
K~+(s~ x (p+-  s+)), K~+(( r -  d -  s, + - -  s~)x  (p+- -  s+)), 
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and a constant matrix E(s~ ×s +) such that 
rank (M:iV:K*:F*) ~ d- -  sl-- s + 2~ 
(~) rank (M+:N+:K+:N +) = r - -  d - -  s +-  s~, 





yj = 2q:EE _ 1 (C+ 3~-~(a) C* -- D + ~5-~(b) D* -~ 
F+ = ~q~+[E -~ ½ (C+ g-~(a) C* -- D+ g-~(b) D * ~- 
+ K+~¢ -- ~+K~ + K~+~K1)] *,
~+ = ~q~+( M+ ff~-~(a) C*-- ~+ ~-~(b) D* 4:-. K+ ¢ - ~+ K~ ~- K+ TK~) *, 
A = {(h + a~c, Lh @ ~e @ ~p}the~(T~), ~oeA~(0), o((p--  s)×1) eC ~-' 
with (h ~- a ~ e, ~q)+) = 0~+~ , 
(h + ,~c, ~+) + (_~+:~+:-- K~+ :_,Y+-- K+~T)h ~ = O~_~_,tt,, 
: ~c l  ~- ~[(h ~- a~c, F+) -~ (C+:D+:--K+:G +-  X+T)ht],  
where el(s~×l) e E ~' is arbitrary and 
and (x) 
h 1 
I ~(a) ) ~(b) 
C 
((2ran ÷ p ÷ p+-- s -- s+) x l )} ,  
A* : {{h + -]- a+le +, L+h + ~- ~+le+ ~- ~+)Ih e~(T+),  q~+ e A*(0), 
v+((p +-  s +) × 1) e C ~÷-~÷ with (l(p, h + + o.+1 ~:~) = 0~t, 
((, h + ~- a+le+) * + (M:N: - -  K* :F*  -~- K*T*)h  +1 = O~-st-~:, ~+ = l~+e~ + ÷ ~+[(% h+ ÷ ~+~e+)* ÷ (¢ :9 : - -  K*:G* ÷ K~*/'*) h+~], 
6 - Anna l i  d i  Matemal~ca  
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- -  <{~1, ~}, {h+, L+h+}>* 
e + 
((2~nn + p + p+-  s - s+) x l )} .  
Conversely~ iJ the bases in (iv) and the constant matrices exist atislying (v)-(vii), 
and ~, ~+, ~, ~+ are de]ined by (viii), where E is any constant s~ ×s + matrix, then A,  A* 
given by (ix), (x) are an ad~oint pair such that (i)-(iii) are va~id. 
P~ooF. - I t  follows from Theorem 9.1 that  t = 2ran. The subspaees A, A* satisfy- 
ing (i)-(iii) above are characterized by (v)-(x) of Theorem 5.1. We replace the ele- 
ments u, v, u +, v+, ~, ~, ~+ and fi+ by  matrices in the following way: 
(9.9) 
= - -  f * (a ) :~*(a) ,  
D = ~*(b)CB*(b), 
= <{7, ~7}, {~+~, +1}>, 
= {~,  ~}g~,  
~+ = (~+)* (a )~(a) ,  
D + = -- (~l-)*(b)~(b), 
e+ = - <{~, ~}, {7 +, ~+7+}>, 
~+ = {~+~, +C (g~+) * , 
_~ = - g* (a )~*(a) ,  
= ~*(b)~*(b), 
F = <{~, ~},  {~+~, }>,  
= {~1, ~}K~, 
M+ =_ (g+)*(a) 5~(a),  
Z r+ = -- (g+)*(b)3~(b), 
F+ = - <{~, ~}, {&, L+~+}>, 
~+ = {~+~, +~} (K~+)*. 
Then (vii)-(x) of Theorem 5.1 can be written in terms of T and the above matrices. 
Using (9.2) we obtain the above items (vii)-(x). 
We now turn to the first condition in Theorem 5.1 (vi). By  l~emark 1 following 
Theorem 5.1, No = To (5 *(B +) and since this is an operator this condition can be 
restated as follows: 
{8, Le} -t- {a 1, ~}K~ is linearly independent mod (To n *(B+)) . 
Suppose it is l inearly dependent mod (To n *(B+)). Then there exists a nonzero 
Z((d -- sl--  s +) × 1) e C a-",-8: such that 
{~, ./~6}t -}- {a~, -~t}K~l e :To ~ *(B +) • 
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I t  follows that  ~l ~ a~K~fl e~(To) c~(TO,  and, 
a~K~le~(T1). Hence {a ~, ~}KJeB~ B~ = {0}. 
early independent and therefore K~l 01 ~--- ~--s ~ or  
since ~le~)(T~), we see that 
The columns of {a ~, ~} are lin- 
l ' K*  = O~ -~ , 
and this implies that  {3, L6} ~ e To t3 *(B+). The fact that  {6, L~} l e *(B +) implies 
~*F* = <{~, /~}~,  {~+~, ~+~}>* = o~ +-~+ , 
and {~, L~}l e To implies that  g(a)l = S(b)~ = 0~,  and hence that 
l* M = ~* N ,= O~ ~ . 
Thus we have shown that if {~, L8} -[- {a 1, v~}K~ is linearly dependent rood (To n *(B+)) 
then 
rank (M:N:K* :/P*) < d - -  s~-- s + . 
The argument used here can be traced in reverse to show that the converse also holds. 
Hence the first condition in Theorem 5.1 (vi) is equivalent to the first condition in 
Theorem 9.2 (vi). Similarly Theorem 9.2 (vi) is equivalent o Theorem 5.1 (vi). 
To prove the converse we first show that the linear mappings ~ :~(T1)-+C 2"*~+v+-~÷, 
~+ :~(Y +) -+ C 2~+~-~ defined by 
~(g) = ~(b) , z+(g+) = ~+(b) , 
<{g, Lg}, (a+ ~, ~+~}> -- <{al, ~}, {g+, L+g+}>*] 
g e~)(T~), ge 6~(T+),  are surjective. We only give a proof of the surjectivity of 
since the proof of the surjeetivity of z + runs along the same lines. Suppose there 
exists an /(1 × (2ran ~, p+-- s+)) ~ C ~+s+-s+ such that  lx(g) = 0 for all g s ~(T1). 
We write 1 = (/~:~:/1) where l~, lbeC ~ and l~ eC v+-s÷. For all g~)(To)  we have 
~(a) = ~(b) = 0~ and therefore we have 
<{g, Lg}, {a +1, ~+1}/.> = 0,  
for all {g, Lg} e To. Hence (a +1, ~+~}l* e T* ----- T +, which implies that  {o ~I, ~+1}1"~ 
e B + n B + ----- {0}. Since .~a+ 1. , T +~} forms a basis for B +, it follows that  
~ = 0~+-~ + ' 
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and that ~(a)  -~ lb,(b) -= 0 for all g e ~(T~). I t  is not difficult to construct a g e ~(T~) 
with entries which are polynomials on ~such that  ~(a) = l*, ~(b)-= l*. Hence ~l* ~- 
lbl* = 0, which implies that  
l~ = l~ = 0~ ~ . 
Hence 1 = 012 ~+~+-'+, showing that z is surjective. 
Now, given the matrices as in (v) of Theorem 9.2, the surjectivity of ~, ~+ and the 
fact that  :5 is invertible on [ imply that there exist elements as in Theorem 5.1 (v) 
such that (9.9) is valid. One can then easily show that  (vi)-(x) of Theorem 9.2 imply 
(vi)-(x) of Theorem 5.1. The last part of Theorem 9.2 thus follows from the last 
statement of Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 9.2, where J5 is assumed to be r gular can be applied to certain problems 
where the side conditions involve measures. For example let /~(m×l )eBV( [ ) ,  
the set of m × 1 matrix-valued functions of bounded variation on ~, and let Ao c To 
be defined by 
b 
 (Ao) = o, 
(% 
i -----1,...,p~, i= l , . . . ,n} .  
The following result is the ~nalog of Theorem 4.2 of [5] adapted to the present situation. 
TE~O~E~ 9, .3 .  - There exists an m × p+ matrix-valued junction o "+ ~ Y* such that 
Ao c To defined by (9.10) van be written as 
A0 --  To n *(B +) , 
with B + ~ (o -e} O {0}, where {a+} denotes the span o] the columns o] (r e. 
P~ooP. - Let  Ro be a right inverse of T~, which is an integral operator from all 
of Y into X given by  
With a kernel 
 oh(x) =fko( , y) h(y) dy = ko(X, y) h(y) dy, h6 Y~ 
s(x)[ss+J-1(s+)*(y), a<.y<x<b,  
ko(x, y) ~-- 
0~ , a<x< y<b.  
t tere s(m xmn)  and s+(m xmn)  are bases for the solutions of Lu ----- 0 and L+u + = O, 
and [ss +] -~ [ss+}(x)= (~+)*(x)~(x)~(x) is independent of x and invertible. 
I f  g6  Y then /~oge~(T1), TiRog = g and (Rog)(a)= 0~.  Let geaR(T0). Then 
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{/, g} e To for some ] e X and, since {s +, 0} e T + : T*, (g, s +) : <{], g}, {s +, 0}> : 0~,  
which implies thut (Rog)(b) : T(b)[ss+]-l(g, s +)---- 0~.  Hence, if g e JR(To) then 
Roge~(To) und ToRog-~ T~ttog. Thus {f,g}eTo for some /eX  if and only if 
{Bog, g} e To. Since v(To) : {0}, this implies that  {], g} e To if and only if g e !R(To) 
and ] = Bog. Hence To I is an operator ~nd equals the restriction of Ro to ~(T~). 
Let  D~= (d/dx) ~, und for ] = 0,1, ..., n - -1  let B~:  D~Bo. Then for he  Y, 
where 
b 
R~h(x) : D~ Boh(x) = f lc,(x, y)h(y)dy, 
a 
[ D~ s(x)[ss+]-l(s+)*(y) , a<y<x<b,  
~(x, y) : 
[ 0~, a<x< y<b, 
and clearly Bjh e C(D. Hence B~ is ~ bounded operator from 17 into X, ~nd so its 
adjoint R~ is a bounded operator from X* into 17., i = 0, ..., ~- -1 .  I f  ]e~(To) 
then 
B jTo] ,  i : 0, ..., n- -  1, 
( i )  .~_  ~ - -  1 
Pk'(~o I -  ~ P~moTo/) , j = ~. 
To prove the theorem it is sufficient o show that if # e BV(D, and ~ e {1, ..., n} 
is fixed then there exists ~ a + e 17" such that 
(9.11) 
b 0} = ff e9(~o)/ (~ol ,  W) = 0}. 





= #*(b)f~-l)(b) -- l~*(a)/(J-1)(a) --f#*fJ) --_ _ (f~),#) 
- (T J ,  B* ~) , ~ = 1, ..., n -  1, 





we see that (9.11) is valid. 
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I n  a similar way one can prove the following theorem, still assuming, of course, 
that  L is regulax. 
TI:IEO~E)[ 9.4. - Let f,~j e BV(~) and let A+o c T + be de]ined by 
(9.12) 
b 
®(<) = {r  =0,  i ~ l ,  ..., pj, ~ -~ l ,  ...~ n} . 
Then there exists an m x p matrix-valued ]unction a e X such that 
A + = T + ~ B* , 
with B = {a} @{0}, where (a} denotes the span o] the co]umns o] a. 
I n  order to apply Theorem 9.2 to the subspaees Ao, A + given by (9.10), (9.12), 
it is necessary to identify the subspaces B2 B + of B, B +. For that  purpose it is some- 
t imes useful to find other more suitable representations for B and B + than those 
given by  Theorems 9.3 and 9.4. Let  us consider, for example, interface conditions 
at the points v, d e t, i.e., let 
,~(A0) = {1 e ~(To)t](c) = 0~} Ao c To t 
~(Ao +) = {/+ e ~(To+)lf+(d) = 02~},  Ao + c To + . 
Clearly, ~he domains of Ao and A + can be characterized by means of certain suitable 
elements of BV(~) and hence A0 = To n *(B~), A + = T + (~ B* where B, B + are given 
by  Theorems 9.3 and 9.4. ttowever,  we consider other subspaees B, B +. Let  B be 
spanned by (a l, T~}(m × ran) where 
~1=~1=02"  onEa, d), 
a le  C~[d, hi, 31 ~--- La  i on [d, b], 
el(d) = - -  ~-~(d) ,  0~(b) = 02~.  
Similarly, let B + be spanned by  {a +1, z+~}(m ×ran) where 
oa-le C~[v, b], 7+ 1 _~ L+a +~ on [c, b], 
(?+1(c) - -  --  (~*)-1(c), 8+~(b) --~ 0 : : .  
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For ~11 {], L]} ~ T~, {]% L + ]+} ~ T + we have 
and hence 
<{I,/~1}, {a+l, ~+1)) = ] (e) ,  
<{~1, ~), {i+, L+]+)) = [+(a), 
Ao=Ton*(B+) ,  A~ +=T +r iB* .  
We note that  B~=(0},  B +=(0} and so B=B~,  B +-~B +. Also, 
~ c~ B = {0), ~+ n B+ = (0), 
p ~- d imB ~ ran,  p+ = d imB + ~ ran, 
and 
= <{,~1, .~1), (~+1, .~+1)) = [ 
(6-+~)*(a), c < d,
-~-l(e),  e=d, 
8~(c), c > d. 
We apply Theorem 9.2 to this situation, where s --=- s + ~ 0. Thus we want to charac- 
terize subspaces A, A* such that 
Ao c A c A~ = *(A+), 
A + c A* c A* ,  
dim (A/Ao) = d, 
dim (A*/A*) = 4ran -- d. 
I t  follows from (vi), (vii), (ix) and (x) of Theorem 9.2 that :  
1) ~(A)  is the set of all f e C~-l(~.(d}) such that f"-l) is absolutely continuous 
on compact subsets of the components of t~(d},  JS] E Y and 
01 
4mn- -d  = ~+[(a)  + ~+[(b) + 
- -  K+](e) + (F +-  K+(~+a)*(d)~(d))[](d -- 0) -- ](d + 0)], e < d, 
+ (F+ 2,(c) - K+)/(e_ O) -  -~'+.~(o) hc + 0), e = d, 
- K+l(e) + ~+:~(a)[ / (a  - o) - [(a + o)], e > d,  
and At  = L], 
2) ~)(A*) is the set of all ]+ e Cn-l(e~(c}) such that ]+(n-l) is ~bsolutely con- 
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t inuous on compact subsets of the components of t \{c},  L+]+e X* and 
O~ = M]+(a) --~ N]+(b) + 
K~7+(a) + F* :~*(~)~+(e-- o ) -  f+(e + o)], e < a, 
-]- /F*tB*(c)]+(o, - 0) + (K~:-- F*~*(v)) ]+(v + 0),  ~= d, 
K*~[+(a) + (~* + K~*(,V)*(c):~*(e)) [[+(e -- o) -- f+(e + 0)], c > a, 
and A*]  + = L+l +. 
Here we must  have that  (vi), (vii) of Theorem 9.2 are valid. This example can 
easily be extended to cover the case of finitely many points ol, ..., e~ and dl, ..., d~ in t. 
l~x .  - I t  is clear that  an analysis of adjoint pairs of differential subspaces 
*(A+), A + in W -~  Lql(t) 0 Lq~(t), W+ = £~;(t) O L~(t) respectively, where 1 < q'l, 
q'~ < 0% is contained in the above. In  Section 11 we shall consider egular differential 
subspaces associated with L in Lq'(t) • Lq"(t), where at least one of the q}s equals oo. 
Let  us now assume that  L is formally symmetric,  i.e., L = L+, and let X = Zq(t), 
1 < q < cx~, 17~_ X* -~ L¢(t) where (l/q) + (1/q') ~ 1. Then the minimal and max- 
imal operators associated with Z in W = X O X* and W + = X** OX*  = W coin- 
cide, that  is, 
To=To +, TI=T~ +, 
and To c I'1 = (To)*. I t  follows that  To is symmetr ic  and w* closed. We want to 
apply Theorem 7.6 to this situation. :Let 
(9.13) So ---- I'o N B* ,  
where B is a subspace of W such that  
(9.14) p = d imB< oo, S*= T~-B  is a direct sum. 
We then have that  
(9.15) 
where t = dim (T1/To). Let  
Then 
(9.16) 
r = dim (S*/So) -~ t + 2p,  
B ~ B~ q- B~, direct sum. 
s = dim (S*)(0) = dim B2, 
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~nd hence 
d im B~ ~ p - -  s .  
THEOI~E)~ 9.5. -- Let L, given as in (9.1), be regular and formally symmetric, and le~ 
X = Zq(~), where 1 < q < 0% an(1 W --- X Q X*. Let To be the symmetric operator 
associated with L in W and let So be defined by (9.13) such that (9.11) is valid. Then 
we have (9.15) with t : 2ran and (9.16). Let {a ~, ~} (mx (p -- s)) be a basis for B~ 
and let T = < {~, rl}, {al, ~i}> ((p _ s) X (p -- s)). 
Zet H be a selfad~oint subspaee satisfying 
(i) &cHc  S~, d im(H/&)  -~- d, d imH(O)  = sl. 
Then 
(ii) r :2d  and O<s<d.  
Suppose 
(iii) ~?(m × sl) 
(iv) (~:~)(m xs) 
Then there e$ist constant matrices 
C(s~ x ran), 
D(s~ x ran) , 
(v) 
is a basis for H(0), 




z/((d- s) x ran), 
N((~ - s} xmn) ,  
(viii) 
[ ~p ---- ~[E -  -~- (C~-~(a) C* - D~-I(b) D * q- K~G* -- GK* q- K~TK*) ], 
: -- ~q~(C~-~(a)M*-- D~- l (b) l¢  * q- K,  lx*-- GK* Jr- K1TK*),  
G(s ,  x (p - s ) ) ,  F ( (d  - s) x (p - -  s)) , 
Kl (s~ x (p - -  s)) , Kd(d  - -  s) x (p - -  s)) , 
and a constant hermitian matrix F_,(s~ × s~) such that 
rank  (M:N:K~:F)  ---- d --  s, 
MLS-I(a) M* - -  N~-~(b) N* q- K2F* - -  ~K* q- K~TK* = 0 a - "  d--s 
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then 
(ix) H --- ( {h -}- a~ e, Lh -~ ~:~c + ~}[h e~(T~) ,  q~ e S*(O), v((p -- s)×1) eC ~-~ 
with (h -~ (~v, ~q~) -~ 0~, 
-= ~c~ ÷ ~[(h ÷ ~e, ~) ÷ (¢ :~: - -K~:e  -- K~r) h~], 
where c~(s~ ×1)eC " is arbitrary and 
h 1 
I ~(a) ) 
~(b) 
C 
((2ran + 2p - 2s) x l )} .  
Conversely, i] (ii) is true, the basis in (iv) and the constant matrices in (v) exist satisfy- 
ing (vi) and (vii), and ~, ~ are de]ined by (viii), where E is any hermitian s2 X s2 matrix, 
then H given by (ix) is sel]ad~oint and (i) and (iii) are valid. 
P~.oo~. - The above theorem follows from Theorem 7.6 where we replace u~ v, 
and fi by the following matrices: 
C = y*(a)S~(a), 
D = -- ~*(b)~(b), 
= {~, ~}g~*,  
~[ = ~*(a)~(a),  
N = -- ~*(b)~5(b), 
~v = - <{~1, ~}, {~, L~}>, 
= {~, ~}g~*. 
This replacement is similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 9.2 and therefore we 
omit  the details. We remark  however, that  T* ---- -- T, and that  L -~ L + implies 
that  :5* -~ --  ~5. 
R~: .  - Theorem 4.1 of [5] is Theorem 9.5 above with m ---- 1 and L~(t) = L'~(t). 
The statement  of Theorem 4.1 of [5] differs from that  of. Theorem 9.5. :For, not only 
did we use another notation, but  we also defined So -~ To n B* differently. In  [5] 
we wrote 8 and 8o instead of 8o and To, and we defined 8 : 8o n B ±. This has as 
a consequence that  in the description of the selfadjoint extensions H the elements 
of ~(H)  have the form h ~ ~1c, where T~e~(B1), whereas in Theorem 9.5 above 
they have the form h-~ ~1c, where s~e~)(B~). Furthermore T~ in Theorem 4.1 
of [5] ~nd T defined above are related via the equality T~ ~-  T. 
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10. - Ordinary differential subspaees in C(~)0 C(~). 
Let  L be ~s in (9.1) and assume L to be regular. So, in particular, the open interval  
~ (a, b) has a compact closure ~ = In, b] in R. We put W -~ C(~) G C(~), where 
C(~) is the Banach space of all continuous m × 1 matr ix-valued functions on ~ equipped 
with the supremum-norm:  
IIfl!~ = sup {lf(~)tlx e ~,  ] e o(~). 
The conjugate space of C(~) will be identified with NBV(~), the Banaeh space of all 
m × 1 matr ix-valued functions # on g which are component-wise of bounded variation 
and normalized so that  
#(a)=o~, ~(x+)=~(x),  xe , ,  
that  is, ~ is continuous f rom the right on the open interval  t. The spuce is provided 
with the total  variat ion norm: 
i= l  
(Here N is the set of all posit ive integers.) For  ] e C(~), # e 5rBV(~), the duality is 
given by  
b 
a 
where the right side is a l~iemann-Stieltjes integral on the closed inteval t. Thus 
we have that  W + -~ iVBV(~) 0 NBV(~). 
We introduce the space BV~(~), k ~ N, as the space of all m × 1 matr ix-valued 
functions g on ~ which have the properties that  
(a) ge  C~-I(~), ~k-1)e AC(~), 
(b) glk-1) possesses a r ight-hand derivat ive _(k) Yr on  t~ 
(c) g(,~) is of bounded variation and continuous from the right on e. 
For  a function g e BV~(~), we denote by g(k) the function given by  
(10.1) g(~)(x) = 
g(•) l # 
g") (x )  , x e t, 
g?) (b - - )  , ~ = b. 
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Observe that  if g eBV~(~) then g(~-~)(x)= fg(~)-~ g~-~)(a), x e [. We denote by 
BV~(~) = BV~([) the space of all m ×1 matr ix-valued functions g on ~, which have 
the propert ies that  g is of bounded variat ion and continuous from the r ight on t, 
and g(a) ~ g(a -~), g(b) : g(b--). Note that  
BV~(g)cBV~/*(g)c...cB~/~(g), keN,  
and that,  if g ~ BV~(O, then g(J) e BV~-~(O, j ---- 0, 1, ..., k; for j ----- ~ this follows 
f rom (10.1). l~ote also, that  if g E C~(O, 1¢ e N, then g e BV~-*(~) and the usual deri- 
vat ive of g of order k -- 1 on [ equals g{~-*) defined in the above way. 





1>~1I~= IIgh, q,~) =re*l, ie~(O. 
I f  g ~ BV~-I(O, then #~ e BV~(O and (#~)(J) = g(~-~), i ----- 1, ...,/~, k e N. 
Let  v e t be fixed, and s, s + be the m ×mn matr ix-valued functions on a satisfying 
Ls ---- 0 ,~,  a(c) = I,~,~ ; L+s+ = O~ ~ , a+(c) = I .~ .  
We define the integral operators Ro, R+ :L~(~) --> C(~) by 
b 
(lo.2) (Rog)(~) =fko(X, y)g(y) ~y =fRo(X, y)g(y) dy, 
b b 
(10.3) (R+gl(x) =fk+(x, ylg(y)dy =fk+(x, y)g(y)dy, xe  ~, g eLl(t), 
a 
where the kernels are given by  
s(x)CB-l(c)(s+(y)) a<y<x<b,  
ko(x, y) = (k+(y, x))* = 
0 F , a<x< y<b. 
~ere  55 is the ~r~n ×ran matr ix-valued function we encountered in Green's formula 
in Section 9. We note that  k0, /~+(m×m)e C~-2(~×~), (~/~x~)ko(X, y) exists and is 
continuous on a<y<x<b and a<x< y <b, (~/~x~)k+(x, y) exists and is continu- 
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ous on a<<.x<y<b and a-<.y< x<b,  where j = n - -1 ,  n, and  that  
ax._  ~ ko(x + o, x) - -  ~ ko(X - -  o, x) = P~: (x ) ,  
~xn_ 1 ~+O(X ~- O, X) --~--~_l~([g-- O, X) ---- ( - -  1)n(Pnl (X))  $ , Xe~,  
For  g G Z:(t) we have that  Rog, Rg'g G Cn-:(~), (Rog) ('~-1), (R+g) I,,-~l G AC(~), and 
LRog = g, -L+R+g-~ g almost  everywhere on ~. I f  g e C(~) then Rog, R+g G Cn(~) 
and ZRog -= g, L+R+g = g on M1 of ~. To prove these results in detai l  one uses 
the fact that 
o=: = j  (s+),(~) - j (~+ s÷)** = (a+),(x)~(~):(~) - ~(c),  ~ G :, 
o 
which shows that  
(10.~) ~(e) = (:+)*(x) ~(x) : (x ) ,  x e :. 
I n  W we define the l inear manifolds To and T~ associated with L by  
~o = {{t,  z ; /} l /e  c~(x), i (a) = i(b) = O&j ,  
THEO:aE)~ 10.1. - The linear manilold To has the JoZlowing properties: 
(i) To is a closed operator, 
(ii) (~(To)) '  = {/E (J('i)tl(a) = ](b) = 0,~},: 
(iii) ~(To) i8 dosed and 
ol.} ~(To)  = {g e o(:) l(g, ~+)  = , 
(iv) T~: is an operator and 
PlCOOF. - (i) Let  {],, L/T,} e To, k G N, and  suppose that  {f~, Lf~} --)- {u, v} in W 
as k ~ co.  Put  L],----- v~. Then L(J~-- Rove) = O~ and Jk(a) = (l~ov~)(a) ----- 0~, im- 
p ly  that  ]k = Rov~:. Tak ing l imits we f ind that  u -= Roy. Hence  u G C'(~) and v = Lu  
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on L ~urthermor% we have that  for all x e 
a 
1 Again taking limits, we find that  ~(a) ~ ~(b) ---- Om~, which shows that  To is closed 
in W. Clearly, To is an operator. 
(ii) Let  H be the set on the right side of this equahty. Of course, H is closed 
and ~(To) c H.  We show that  ~)(T0) is dense in H. Let  ] e H, e > 1 and define ]~ 
on ~ by  
/(~x + ~(1-  ~)(a + b)), 
[1 1 ] 
)1.0.5) f~(x)~ xe~o= -~8((s ~- l )a  + (s - -1 )b ) , -~( (s - -1 )a  + (s + l)b) , 
0~ , x E t -~ j0  
I t  is easy to see that  ]~ e Co(t) and that f~ -~ ] uniformly on [ as s -> 1 -F. Let  
c exp , Ix l < 1, 
z (x )  = 
0,  ]x l> l ,  
+1 
where the constant is chosen so that  fZ  ~-- 1. Put  g~(x) ~ kZ(kx) , x ~ R, k ~ N, and 
define the function ]~ on ~ by  -~ 
co 
(10.6) ]~(x) = (]e * Zz)(x) =j'fe(x -- t) Z,:(t) dt , xl E L 
- -Go  
Then, for all sufficiently large k ~ N, ]~ E C:(t)cf~(To) and /~,k ->/~ uniformly on 
as k -+ oo. I t  follows f rom the triangle inequality, 
II/-/~,~lI~< I I t -  !,11oo + III~-/~,olloo, 
that  ~(T~) is dense in H.  This proves (ii). 
(iii) I~et G be the set on the r ight side of this equality. Clearly, G is closed. 
I f  g e G then /~og e~(To)  and g ---- LRog ~ ~R(To). Hence G c !R(To). Conversely, if 
ge~(To) ,  then g-~L]  for some ]e~(To) .  Since (L l - -Rog) -~O~ and ] (a )~ 
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= (t~og)(a) = 0~ we have that  ] = R0g. I t  follows that  
0~ = hb) -~ (Rog)(b) = ~(b) 5~-l(e)(g, l~+) . 
Since det (~(b) :5-1(c)) ¢ 0 we see that  (g, ,u~+) = 0~,~. Hence g e G and ~(To) c G. 
(iv) The inequality here follows easily from the proofs of (i) and (iii) and implies 
that  T~ I is an operator. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
TEEORE~ 10.2. -- The linear mani]old TI has the ]ollowing properties: 
(i) T~ is a dosed operator, 
(if) (~(T1))° : C(~), 
(iii) ~R(T1)-~ C(0. 
P~ooF. - (i) Let  B ~ sp~n {h, Lh}, where h(m× 2ran)e C'(O is chosen so that  
~(a)  ' ~ ~(b)  ~" = (L~.o , ) ,  = (o . f~) .  
Then it is easy to verify that  1'1 = To~-B, direct sum. Since, by Theorem 10.1 (i), 
T0 is closed in W, and dim B = 2ran < c% we have that  T~ is closed in W. Clearly, 
T1 is un operator. 
(if) Since ~(T1) contains all polynomials on ~ this equality is valid. 
(iii) I f  g e C(0 then {Rog, g} ~ T~. Hence g e 9t(T~) and the equality follows. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
I~) i~K.  - I t  follows from the proof of Theorem 10..2 (i) that  
dim (T1/To) = 2ran. 
The subspaces To a, nd T~ are called the minimal and ma$~imat operators associated 
with L in W. We want to characterize their adjoints T + and T + in W +, where 
r + = T* and Tt = T*. 
To that end we define L t: B V~-~(~) -> NB V(~) by 
= ~ ( -  ~)~(P~*>)~-~, + :~+- :~ ( -  ~)~(P~h+)(~-'(a), >~ BVV~(~). £~h + 
I~=1 k=l  
Observe that  if h+e C~(0, then h+eBV~-*(O and 
(10.7) Lth+ ~---/~L+a+ on ~. 
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We define the functions 0,, Ob(mxm)eNBV(~)  by 
f 0~,  
t 
For f e C(~) we have 
x=a,  [ 0~,  xe[a ,b ) ,  
x e (a, b], O~(x) = i I~ , x = b. 
(t, oo) =/ (a ) ,  
I t  follows from Theorem 10.1 (if) that  
(1, 0b) = ](b). 
(~(T0)) o = ±(span {(0o:00)}) 
LEptA .  - Let He = {{], ]'}]] e C1(~), fJ)(a) = fJ)(b) = 0~, j = O, 1}. Then 
(i) He = To ~ *(B +) , 
where To is the minimal subspaee in W associated with L = I~D on ~ and B + = 
- -  0 TM C - sp~n{{0o:0o) , . ,  }} w+, a~ 1or n>~ ~ ha~e 
(if) He = {{f, f} l f  e C~(~), ha)  = hb) = 0~}' ,  
where the elosu~'e is taken in W. 
PRooP. - Clearly, (i) is val id and hence He is closed. To prove (if), let {f, f'} e He, 
~nd let ft and ]e~ be defined by  (10.5) and (10.6). Then f~.~ e Co(t), {f~.~, ]:.~} --> (£, f',} 
uni formly on ~ as/~ -> c~ and {f~, f:} -> {], f}  uni formly on ~ as e --> 1 +.  I t  follows 
that  He = {{], ]'}]f e C~(t)} °, which implies (if). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
TEE01~]~ 10.3. - For T + = T* we have 
(i) T + = {{/~h+, L~h + + O~e~ + Obe~}lh+ e BV~-~(~), and 
v~ c~(m ×1) eC  ~ are arbitrary}, 
(if) ~(~(T+)) = NBV(~), 
(iii) ~(T~ +) = ~VBV(~), 
(iv) T+(0) = sp~n ((0~:0~)}, d im T+(0) = 2m, 
and 
(v} ~o = *({~., ~.~Olh+ e C~(~}}. 
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P~ooF. - (i) We first consider the case n-~ 1. Here L = 1)~D + t)o, Z+= 
----- -- (D1)*) + 1)*, and ~ = 1)1. Let  {/t, v} ~ T + c W +. Then for all {], L]} ~ To 
b b 
a 
or, equivalently~ for all g e ~(~£o), 
b b 
(lO.lO) f(e~*)g = f(~*)Rog. 
The equivalence follows from Theorem 10.1 (iv). The right side of the equality (10.10) 
can be written as follows 
b b v 
b b 
a x 
Theorem lO.l(i i i) we have ~R(To)= ±(span{/~+)) and hence (~(To) )±= 
Thus it follows from 
By 
----- (±(span {#.+})) ± ----- span {#.÷}, since dim (span {#.+}) < c~. 
(10.10) and (10.11) that there exists an l(m ×1) such that  
where 
b 
h+(x) = fk+(x, y)gy(y) + s+(x)1 
x b 
= 8+(X)(1)7)-l(c)fs*(y)~(y) + 8+(X)~, X e t.  
x 
I t  is easy to verify that  h+(x) -- h+(a) ~ NBV(~). Furthermore,  using integration by 
parts, (IOA) for the case n = 1, and the fact that  Ls = 0 ~ , we see that for all x ~ 
h+(x) = s+(x)(PT)-~(a) s*(b) v(b) - -  s+(x) (P f ) - t (c )  s*(x) v(z) 
b 
- s+(~)(1)~)-l(o)f(s,),(y) ~(y) ay + s~ (~) 
= s+(x)(1)*)-l(c) s*(b) v(b) -- (P*)-I(x) v(x) 
b 
+ fk+(x, y) p*(y)(p*)- l(y) ~(y) dy + s+(x) 1 
= s+(x)(1);~l-l(e) s*(b)~(b) -- (p;~)-I(x) ~(x) 
+ R0+(1)*(1)~)-1~)(~) + 8+(x) t. 
7 - Anna l i  d i  3 ta temal i ca  
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t tence for all x ~ [ we have 
b 
- ~*(~1 h+(x) -- fP*  (t) h+(t) dt 
b 
b x b 
b x 
b x b 
= v(x ) -  v (b ) -  P*l(b)s+(b)l. 
:Now, redefine h + nt the end points a ~nd b of ~, so that h+(a) ~- h+(a -~-) ~nd h+(b) ---- 
-~ h+(b- - ) .  Then h + e BV, (~)  and 
(Lth+)(x) = -- ~'*(x) h+(x) + fP*(t) h+(t) dt + r*(a)  h+(a) 
0~, 
b 
v(x ) -  v(b) -- P*(b)s+(b)l -~ P*(a)h+(a) ~- fP*  h + , 
- -  a 
b 
-- _P*(b) h+(b) + _P*(a) h+(a) + f t )* h + , 
Z~ t~ 
which shows that 
L+h + = ~-  Ooe~-- O~ cb on "i, 
where 
b 
eo = - ~(b) - P*(b) s+(b) Z + 2*(a)  h+(a) + fP*  h+, 
cb = P*(b)(h+(b)- s+(b)~) • 
Thus, if {if, ~} ~ T +, then 
(lO.:t2) {#, ~} = {#,,+, L ~ h + + 0o e~ + 0~ ca} 
for some h + ~ BV,(~) and e~, calm ×1) e C ~. Conversely, if (#, v} e W + is given by 
(10.12) for some h + ~ BV,([) and ca, e~(m x1)  e C% then an integration bys p~rts show 
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that  for all {], L]} E To we have 
b b 
<{t, z]}, {~, ~}> = f(d~*)L]- f(e(L~+ + 0o~o + 0~ o~)*)I 
a 
b b 
= f ( - )*~l -  f(~m-)*) t 
a 
b b b 
= I(-)'(.~ r + ~0I) + f~((~÷)* ~)s -  I (')* ~ol 
o~ ~ a 
= (h+)* P~I[~ 
=0.  
This shows thut  {#, v} e T + and completes the proof of (i) for the case that  n = 1. 
We now consider the ease n>2.  I~et {#, v} ~ T + c W +. Then (10.9) and (10.10) 







= f [j ko+(x, y)a,,(v)]*m,)a.. 
a a 
l~ow, Theorem 10.1 (iii) implies that  there exists an l(mn, ×1)eC ~- such that  # = #~÷ 
on ~, where 
b 
h+(x) = f~+o (~, y) d~(y) + s+(x) l ,  x e ~. 
a 
Since k + e C~-~([x ~) it follows that  h + e C~-~(~) and 
b 
h+(~-2)(x) = s+(~'-~)(x)(:5*)-l(v) f s*(y) dr(y) + s+(~-2)(x) l ,  
~g 
showing that  h +('~-:) -- h+(~ ~)(a) E NBV(~). 
For  sui~ciently often differentiable m × 1 matr ix -va lued funct ions u, v on [ we 
hay% 
i - -1  
(10 .13)  ~" V(i) =- (--1)i(U(f))* V -~ ( ~=o(--1)i(~(i))* V(~-i-z))' . 
t -  
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Hence, returning to (10.9) and using (10.13) with j = k - -  2 we have for all {], L]} ~ To 
b b 
(10.14) f(dv*) ] = f(d#*) L] 
t~ a 
b b 
= + ,ol) 
a ~k=2 a 
b b b 
a k=2 a a 
b b 
=/(d( (k~ 2- (-- 1)~-1(P~ * h+)(~-')) ~-/~p;~+)*) ]' ~- ,f (d(/~D+)*) ] " 




By the above lemma we have that  (10.15) is valid for all {], f}  e Ho. Hence {#~, v,} e 
e l l *  ~-- T*-4-B +, where T0 is the minimal subspace in W associated with L = I~D 
on L According to the case where n ~-1,  there exist g+eBV,(~), o~, e~, e~ and 
ob(m × 1) ~ C ~ such that 




(lO.17) ~, = #~:~+ - g+ + g+(a) + Oo oo + O~ o~. 
Since det (P*) ¢0 ,  
h + e BV~-~('i) ~nd 
h + ~ C"-2(~) and g+ ~ BV,(~), (10.16) implies that 0~ = 02 = 0 ~ 
¢t 
g+ = ~: ( -  1)~-'(p: ~÷)(~-" 
/t=l 
on g'. 
So, it follows from (10.17) that ~ = f fh  + + O~c~ 0~o~. Summarizing, we have 
tha~ if {/~, ~} e T + then 
(10.18) {tt, v} = {#~+, L~h + -4- 0~o~ -~- O~eb} 
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for some h + ~ BV~-~([) and e~, v~(m x l )  ~ C "~. Conversely, if {#, ~} ~ W + is given 
by (10.18) for some h + ~ BV';-~([) and v~, c~(m x1) e C ~, then we have for all {f, L]} ~ To 
that 
b 







= f(a(D*h+)*) f 
a 
b b 
= + oo o + oo o)*) s = • 
a a, 
Here the second equality sign follows as in the computation (10.14), and the third 
equality sign is valid since h +('~-~)  AC(~), and hence h+('-~)(x) -~ h+~'-S)(a) Jr- fh  +C=-~), 
x ~ ~. So, we see that {g, v} e T +. This completes the proof of {i). As to (ii) we observe 
that this equality follows from (i) of the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. Since v(T0) -~ {0}, 
it follows from Theorem 2.1a (i) that  ~(Ot(T+)) = NBV(g),  and since, by Theorem 10.1 
(iii) ~(To) is closed, it follows ~om Theorem 2.3 that  ~(IR(T+)) = ~(T+). So the 
equality in (iii) is valid. I tem (iv) follows from the fact that  the mapping h + ~-> #~+ 
from BV~-I(~) into NBV(~) is injective. We now prove (v). Let  H be the manifold 
in W + defined by 
H = (0~,~+, ff~+.}l ~+ e c - (~)} .  
On account of (10.7) we have that H c T + ~- T~, which shows that To ~ *(T*) c *H. 
Conversely, let {], g} e *H c W. Then for all h + e C~(~) we have that  
b b 
(lo.19/ *g -  = o.  
In particular, (10.19) is valid for all h + ~ C~([), and hence for all h + in the domain 
of the minimal operator associated with the regular differential expression L + in 
L~(t) 0 L2(t). I f  follows from Section 9 that  {], g} belongs to the maximal operator 
associated with L in L~(t) O L~(t). Hence f e C~-1(~), ](~-~) e ACG) and El  -~ g almost 
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everywhere on ,. Since Z is regular we have that 
],n)= .p~-l(g_ X -Pk]'~)) , almost everywhere on T, 
' k=O 
where the function on the right side in continuous on L This, and the fact that  
]c~-~) e AC(~), implies that  f e C'(~) and Zf ----- g everywhere, and (10.19) implies that 
for all h + e C~(~) 
(lo.2o) (~+)*(b) ~(b) ](b ) - -  (/~+)*(a) ~(a) f(a) = O . 
Cheosing h+(m x2mn) e Cn(~) so that  
(~+)(a) = ( -  (~*)-~(a) "0-~ 
(~+)(b) = (0~:(5~*)-1(b)) , 
we see that (10.20) implies 
(i(o, t 
hs)l = oLn.  
This shows that  {f, g} e To, and hence that  *H = T. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
T~O~E~ 10A. - The semibilinear form ( , )  on W X W + resYrieted to T~ X T + satisfies 
({l, zf}, {#,~÷, L*h + + Oaea + ooe~}) 
b b 
= (~+)* ~] l~-  o~'/(a) - 4/(5) 
a * = (~+)*(b)~(b)f(b)- (~+)*(a)~(a)7(a)- c* f (a ) -  eb f(b). 
P~ooF. - Clearly, it suffices to prove the theorem for the case that e~ = cb = 0~, 
Let  n>2,  {f, Lf} e T1 and {/~w, f ib+} e T +. Then using (10.13), integration by parts 
0~ 
and the fact that  h+C~)(x) ~ h-~)(a) + fh  +(j+l), x e T, j ----- 0, ..., n -- 2, we find that  
a 
b 
f(k~ )* L /  
6 
b b 
: + - . f )  
k=2 a 
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b b 
= [ ~ (- ~)~-'~((h+)*P~),~-2,di' + f(d(- P~*h+  ..:.+)*) l 
k=2 a 
n k--3 
+ 2: ~: (-  ]-)~((h+)*f~)"/(°-'-'l~ + (h+)*fJl: 
k=3 i=0 
b b 
=/(d(k_~ (--1)~-'((h+)*P~)(~-2)))]'-F f (d ( - -  P*l h + ~- ,u,.~+)*) ] 
a 
n k - -2  




+ ~ N (- ~)'((h+)*V~)~'P-'-'IX + (h+)*V,/IX 
~=2 j=O 
b n k--I 
= f(e(~'h+)*) t + Z 2 ( -  ~)~((h+)*P~)~"f~-'-'l~ 
k=l  ~=0 a 
b 
= f(~(Z?h+)*) t + (~/+)* s~[t~. 
This proves the equalities in the theorem. For the case n = 1~ the proof involves 
only one integration by parts and so we omit the details. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
THEORE~ 10.5. - For T + = T* we have that 
(i) T + is an operator, 
T~ + = {{~., z%+-  ( -  1)--10oP~*(a) h+~.-.(a) 
Jr- (-- 1)"-lObP*(b) h+("-l)(b)} e T+llt+(a) = h+(b) -~ 0.~(._1)}, 
where 
h+ = h+' 
\h+("-'/ 
(ii) ~(~(T+)) _--- NBV(~) ,  
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and 
(iii) ~(T  +) is w* closed in NBV(~), ~R(P +) = {# e NBV(~)I(s , #) = 0"~"}, 
I~oor . -  Let  ](m×2mn)~ C"(~) be chosen such that 
t(~) = (~-~(~)'o~"~. .,  , [(b) = (o~. .~ (~)), 
and let B = span {{J, LJ}}. Then it is easy to verify that  T~ = I'04-B, a direct sum. 
Hence T + = T + (3 B*, which shows that {#, ~} e W + belongs to T + if and only if 
{~, ~,} e ~1 + and ( i f ,  Z]}, {m ~'}) ~"  = 0  , that  is, if and only if 
{#, ~} = {,u~+, Lth + + Ooc,~ + O~eo} 
for some h+eBg~-x(g), c~, c~(m×l )~C ~ satisfying 
oF"  = <{I, z]},  {~+,  .Z~h ÷ + Ooco + Ooc~}) 
= (Or("-1):( - 1)" ~*P~~(a) :0~("-~) :( - 1)" c*P;~(b)) @ (-- (~+)*(a) :(~+)*(b)) ,
where we used Theorem 10.~ and the fact that the first m rows of 5~-~(x) are given by 
(O~(~-~):(--1)~-~Pj~(x)). This proves the equality in (i). That  T + is an operator 
follows from i tem (iv) of the Corollary to Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 10.2 (if). The 
equality in (if) follows from item (iii) of the Corollary to Theorem 2.1, Theorem 10.2 (i) 
and the fact that  *(T +) = *(P*) -~ T~. Since v(T~) = span {s} we have, by Theo- 
rems 2.1a (i), (2.3) (i) and 10.2 (iii), that  (iii) is true. To prove (iv), let 
Then, by (10.7), we have that  H c T +, which shows that  T~ c *H. Conversely, Iet 
{u, v} e*H c W. Then, for all h+e C~(e), 
b b 
f(h+)$ ~) - -  f(L+lb+)$ ~ =0.  
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 10.3 (v) shows that {u, v} e T1. So 
T1 = *H, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
As in Section 9 we can now apply the theory of Section 5 to the operators To c T~ 
in W = C(~) @ C([). Let  B~ B + be finite dimensional subspaces of W, W + and put 
(10.21) Ao = 2'0 (~ *(B+), A + = T* (3 B* = P + (3 B* .  
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Then 
(10.22) A~ =*(A  +) -~ T I4 -B ,  A + = A*o -= T* 4-B + = T+4-B +, 
where we assume that  the algebraic sums are direct. We put  
(10.23) p = d im B ,  p+ = d im B + . 
:From the  remark  fol lowing Theorem 10.2 it follows that  
r = d im (A~/Ao) = d im (A+/A +) = 2ran @ p @ p+. (lO.2~) 
Let  
= B + {{s+, ~+} e S+ls  +e~(~+)} ,  B~ {(~, w} ~ B I~(T~)}  , ~-~ 
B B~ 4- B2 ,  B + + " + = -= B1 +B~ , direct sums.  
Since To, To + and  T~ are operators  and,  by  Theorem 10.3 (iv), we have that  
s -= d im A~(0) = d imB~,  s + = d im A+(0) = 2m -1- d imB + , (10.25) 
and hence 
d imB1 = p - -  s ,  d imB + = p+ ~ 2m- -  s + . 
We decompose :B -1 as follows: 
(10.26) 53 -1 -= (6:  ~)), 
where 6(mnxm(n-  1)) and  i f )=  (ran×m) are matr ix -va lued  funct ions  on L 
def ine if(ran x m) by  
,$ = (-- 1),~-1 ~p~.  
Note  that  
for some matr ix -va lued  funct ion  ¢0(m(n- - ! )xm)  on ~. 
be such that  
fo(a) = ~(a),  /o(b) = 0 n 
(10.27) m~,, 
]b(a) = 0 '~ J~(b) = if(b) nm ~ * 
We 
Let  to, h (mxm)  e C~(~) 
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Putt ing ]o : (]~:fi) we have ~hat for all {#~+, L ih  + + O~v~ + O~e~} ~ T + 
({/o, .Lfo), {#~+, .L'h÷ + Ooe~ + O~e.}) 
= ((-e:-(- : ( -  o: + (_ 
If follows that  if we put  /~o : span{]o, .Lfo}, /~+ = {0, 0}, then 
and 
(1o.2s) (T~+)~ = r~+ r~ F* = ({ . . ,  Z~h+-- (-- 1)"-~Ooe*(a)h+("-'(a) 
~- (-- 1)"-~O~P*(b) h+~'-X)(b)}lh + e BV~-~(g)} 
are operator parts for TI, T + satisfying (5.7), and the subspaees 
9.1o = (To 4-Eo) (h * (B+),  ~i + = T~ (~ B* = T + m B~* 
satisfy condition (4.7). 
T~]~o~]~ 10.6. - Let L, given as in (9.1), be regular. Let To and T~ be the minimal 
and maximal subspaces associated with L in W ~ C(~) 0 C(~). Let T + -~ T* and 
T +~ T*o be the ad~oints of T~ and To in W+=-2(BV(~)OZTBV(~).  Let Ao~ A + be 
defined by (10.21) such that (10.22) and (10.23) are valid. Then we have (10.24) and 
(10.25). Let (T+)~ be given by (10.28) and let ¢5 -I be decomposed as in (].0.26). Le$ 
{a ~, ~}(m x (p -  s)), {a +I, ~+~}(m x (p+ ~- 2m-  s+)) be bases for B~, B + and let T = 
= ({~, ~}, {~+~, +~})((p÷ + 2~-  s+) x (p - s)). 
.Let A be a subspaee satisfying 
(i) AocAcA~,  dim(A/Ao) ~- d ,  dimA(0) ----- sl, dimA*(0) = s + . 
Then 
(if) A'cA*cA* ,  d im(A*/A*)  ~- r - -  d, 0<slY-  s+<d, 0<s +-~ s~<r--  d, 
{~ (m xs,) 
(iii) ~qJ+ (m × s +) 
is a basis for A(0), 
is a basis /or A*(O), 
(1~::9) (m xs) 
(iv) (19+:~+) (m xs+) 
is a basis ]or AI(0), 
is a basis for A*(O). 
where s ~-- sl ~- s2, s + = s + + s +. Suppose 
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Then there exist constant matrices 
(v) 





C ( s+~ x m(n- -1 )  ) ,  
D ( s~ × re (n - - l )  ) ,  
( (p* + 2m--  s*) x s+~ ) ,  
K~ ( (p -  s) × s* ) ,  
( (a -s~-s+~)  × re (n - l )  ) ,  
;v ( (a -s~-s+~)  x re (n - l )  ) ,  
( (p+ + 2m-  s+) x (a -  s~-  s+~) ,  
g~ ( (p - - s )  X (4 - -  s~-- s+~) ) , 
c* ( s~ x mn ) ,  
9*  ( s~ × mn ) , 
O*(  s~ × (p -s )  ) ,  
K + ( s~ × (p+ q- 2m -- s*)) , 
M*( ( r -  4 - -  s+~ - s~) × mn ) ,  
iV* ( ( r -  4 -  s+~ - s~) × ~nn ) , 
:g* ((r-- 4 -  s+~ - s~) × (p -  s) ) ,  
~+~ ( ( r -  a -  s+~ - s~) × (p* + 2m-  s*)) , 
matr ix  E(s2 s + x ~) such that 
r~nk (M:2V:K*:F*) -= 4 - -  s~-- s + , 
rank(M+:N+:K+:/~+) -=r - -  4 - -  s + s2, 
M+ C(a) M* --  _Ar+~(b)N* ÷ K+ F - F+ K~ ÷ K+ TK2 = r} ~-~'-G 
M + ~D(a) = ~+~)(b) = 0"_~_,.,,  
C + ~D(a) = D + ff)(b) = 0 "~ 
y~ -= ~q~[E- .~-(C+e(a)C*-- D+C(b)D * ÷ K+G-  G+K~ q-K  + TK1)], 
= -- ~(C*C(a)2~*-- 1)*C(b)~* ÷ K+~F-- e+g~ ÷ K+~TK~), 
~+ = ~q~+[E ÷ ½ (C+e(a) C* -- D+e(b)D * ÷ K+G-  G+Kx ÷ K+TK~) ] *, 
~* =- ~qg*(M*e(a)C*- N+e(b)D * ÷ K+G-  F+K~ q- K+TK~) *, 
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then 
(ix) A -- {{h + G~c, Lh + ~c + ~}lh e C'(0, ~ e AI(0), e((p -- s) X1) e C ~-' 
with (h + (~ c, 19+) = 0~2, 
(h + a~e, ~+) + (M+:~+: - K+:F  +-  K+T)h ~ = O,~_~_~t_,~, 
= ~qc~ + ~[(h + a~c, F+) + (¢+:D+: - K+:G +-  K+T)h~], 
where c~(sz x1)e  (~*~ is arbitrary and 
and 
h 1 ~_ 
~(a)  ) 
a(b) ((2m(n + 1) + p + p+-  s -  s+) ×1)}, 
((h, Lh}, (o "+~, z+*}) 
C 
(x) A* = {{&+ + (~+~c+, (/'~)~g+ r~ c+ + 9+}Ig+ c BV~-~(O, ~+E A+(O), 
e+((p + + 2m -- s +) x l )  ~ C ~++2~-~* 
with (~,  #~+  a+~c +)= O~ ~, 
(~, ~g+ + 0 '+1C+) * + (M :N : - -  K* :F* --[- K* T) g+:t _~ 0~_,~_,,+, 
9+ = ~+ e + + ~+[ (,?,/~+ + a +~ e+) * + (C :h  :-- K* : G* + K? T*) g+~], 
where + + e~(s~ x1)~ C ~+ is arbitrary and 
I ~÷(a) ) ~+(b) 
-- ({a ~, ~}, {#~÷, (T+Lg+}) * 
c+ 
( (2~ + p + p+-  s - 8+) x 1)}. 
Conversely, i] the bases in (iv) and the constant matrices in (v) exist satis]ying (vi), 
(vii) and ~f, ~fl+, ~, ~+ are defined by (viii), where E is any constant szxs + matrix, then 
A, A* given by (ix) and (x) are an adjoint pair such that (i)-(iii) are valid. 
P~ooF. - This theorem follows from Theorem 5.1 where we replace the elements u
v, u +, v +, =, ~+, fi and fl+ by suitably chosen matrices. As to u and v we observe that  
we may replace them in Theorem 5.1 by u + {go, Lgo} and v + {ho, Zho}, respectively, 
for any go(m xs+), ho(mx(d- -  s l -  s+)) ~(Fo)  = span {fo}, where fo = (£: f~) satis- 
fies (10.27), and still obtain the same adjoint pair A, A*. This follows from the fact 
+ * that  (T1)~ c Fo • In  particular, we may take go and ho in ~(Fo) to be 
go --- - LT (a )  - I cy (b ) ,  ho = - to ,~(a) -  ha(b) ,  
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so that  y(a) 4- go(a) -=- 7(b) 4- go(b) = 0 ~z and d(a) 4- ha(a) = (~(b) 4- ho(b) = Oa-",-g 
m ¢n * 
Instead of carrying out this replacement, we shall assume that y(a)= y (b)= 0~; 
qn 
and d(a)= O(b)= Oa--"~-"+~ and introduce the following matrices: 
m 
(10.29) 
(C" ~n .0,+) =- -  p*(a):5*(a), 
(D.O.+) = ~*(b):g*(b) , 
= (u, {<*+5 ~:+~}), 
(24.0~_,~_~+) = 3*(a) ~*(a ) ,  
(N :02_,~_,~+) = (~*(b) 3~*(b), 
F = (v, {0+5 ~+1}>, 
Due to the notation used for elements in T + we write 
~+ = {~. ,  (T+):;.+}, v+ = {&+, (:r+):e+}. 
We introduce the following matrices: 
(lo.3o) 
A 
c+ = ((Z+)*(a):o2) :~(a), 
o+ = - ( (~)*(b) :02)  ~(b), 
~+ _____ {a+ 1, ~+*)(K+)* , 
A 
~t+ = ((e+)*(a) :oZ._+,_..) 2s(a), 
N + ((O+)*(b)' = -- .0~_~_~+_<.) :g(b), 
/v+ = _ ( (~,  T,}, v+>, 
~+ = {~+1, ~+~}(K+),. 
I t  follows that C+N(a) = D+O(b) = 0 ~, and M+~(a) = N+O(b) --= O~_e_~+_~. 
Conversely, if these equalities are valid, then C+~-*(a), D+:B-~(b), M+~g-~(a) 
and 2¢+gS-~(b) are matrices in which the last m columns contain zeros only• Now, 
Theorem 5.1 (vii)-(x) can be written in terms of T and the above matrices. Using 
Theorem 10A we obtain items (vii)-(x) of the present heorem. 
;For example, let us consider Theorem 5.1 (vii): 
d--SI--S ~ 
= ({5, L~}, {/~+, (T+)~ ~+}} 4- <v, {a+, ~+1}(K2+),} 
+ <{~1, ~I}K~, v> + <{~, ~I}K~, {~+1, ~+q(K+),> 
--_ + * .0  ~ + K+F-  F+K 2 K+TK2 
= M+C(a)M*- -  N+(~(b)N * + K+F-  F+K~ 4- K+TK2.  
Also, consider the condition 
1 <{h + ~, (T~)~ + ~-}, v+ + fi+) -- (h + ~, ¢+) = O~_~_4_s , 
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for an element {h q- ~, (T,)~h -+- "r q- qo} eA  in Theorem 5.1 (ix). Writing {a, ~} = 
= {(~, 7: ~} e, we find that the left side of this equality equals 
+ <{~, 3~}e, v÷~ + <{~, 3'}c, {~+~, 3÷1}(K~+)*~ 
= - (~ + ~e,  ~+) + ((e+)* .o~_~_~+_~.) ~/il~ + 
--}- K+<{h, Lh}, {(,+1, ~+1}} _ (~+_ K+T)o 
= -- (h q- (~*e, ~+)- M+h(b)- N+f~(b) q- K+<{h, Lh}, {a +*, 3+~}}- (~+--g~+r) e,
which leads to the corresponding condition on A in item (ix) of the above theorem. 
Finally, consider the condition 
+ <v +/~, {h+ + ~+, (To)~h + 3+}> + (~, h+ + ~+) 0~-~-~ + 1 
for an element (h+q-a+,(T*),h+q - 3+q-~0+}eA * in Theorem 5.1(x). Writing 
{a +, 3 +} = {a +~, 3 +1} e ~ and  h + -----/z~+, we see that the left side of this equality equals 
(¢, #~÷ q- ~+1c+} q- ({~, L~}, {/z~+, (T+Lg+}} q- <{a~, 3~}K~, {#~+, (T+)~g+}} 
+ <v, {~+1, ¢~}c+} + <{~, 31}K~, {~+~, 3+~} ~+} 
= (~, /gg+ + (y÷le÷) + ((g'~)$ :0~n) ¢~f~]b a + ({(~1 31}, {/.gg+, (T+)~g+}}K~ 
q- (c+)*(iv -}- TK~) 
=- (~, #~÷ q-(f-le+)q-- (g+'~)*(a)M*-}-(g+"')*(b)N* q- <{~, 31}, (/z~÷, (T+L g+}} K~. 
-}- (c+)*(/~ q- TK~) , 
which leads to the corresponding condition on A* in (x) of the above theorem. 
In connection with the first condition of (vi) of Theorem 5.1 we claim that, given 
(10.29) and (10.30)~ ($ q-~a is line~rly dependent mod~(9~o) if and only if 
(10.31) ra.nk (M:N :K2* :F*) < d s~-- s + - -  2 • 
For ,  suppose that ~ q-~a is linearly dependent mod~(~o). Then there exists an 
l ( (d -  sl-- s~)x1) e C~-',-'~+ such that (~ q-2a)l e~(920). Now T~4B~ is an operator 
and 9~oc T~4-B~, and therefore we have that 
= {~, L~}~ + {~, 31}K~le~o = (~o-b~o) C~*(B~ +) • 
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I t  follows that  ~l + alK~l e~(T0  +Fo) c ~(T1) and hence that alK~l e~(T1). This 
implies that  {a ~, T1}K~l e B~ ~ Ba = {0}. 2qow (a t, T~} is a basis for B~ and there- 
fore K~l = 0~_~ or 
(10.32) * * ~-* 1 K~ ----- 01 . 
Hence we have that {~, LS}l e (To+Fo)(~*(B+). This implies that  
(10.33) 
and that there exist a {u, Lu} ~ To and an lo (2m×l )e  C TM such that {~ L~}l = 
= {u, Zu} ~ {]o, L]o}lo, where ]~ = (f~:]~) satisfies (10.27). I t  follows that  0~ ~ = 
---- (5(a)/:~(b)/) = l0 and hence that  ~(a)l = ~(b)l = 01~, which implies that  
(lO.3~t) ~* M = t* I  = O~ ("-I) . 
F rom (10.32)-(10.34) the inequality (10.31) follows. 
Conversely suppose that  (10.31) is valid. Then there exists ~n I((d -- s~ -- s +) × 1) e 
C~-~-'~ + such that (10.32)- (10.3~) are valid. ~ow, (10.32) implies that  :al 
~aK21 = 0~, (10.33) implies that  {~t, L5}I~*(B +) and (10.34) together with the 
definitions of the matrices M and N implies.that {5, L6}t E To. Hence (~ -~ ~a)t = 
= 8l e ~ (To (~ *(B+)) ¢ ~(9~0). This proves the claim. A similur result holds concern- 
ing the second condit ion of (vi) of Theorem 5.1. Hence, given (10.29) ~nd (10.30), 
Theorem 5.1 (vi) is equivalent o (vi) of the present heorem. 
We now prove the second part  of the theorem. The linear maps z 'C ' ( [ ) -~  




Lh}, {a +*, ~+1}> 




_ <{al, ~1}, {~o+, (f+l~g+}>, 
h ~ C"(~), g+E BV~.-~(O, ure sllrjective. \¥e only prove this for z+ as the proof for 
is almost identical. Suppose there exists a 1 × (2m(n -- 1) -~ p -- s) constant matr ix 
1 = (l~:lb:lj) ~ C "~("-~) ×C ~(--~) ×C~ -~ such that,  for a.ll g+EBV~-~(~), 1,u+(g +)= O. 
Then it follows ~hat for all g+ E BV~-I(~) with #g+ E~(T  +) 
<{al, ~1}~?, {~g,, ~+og+}> = o, 
A A 
since for such elements g+(a) = g+(b) -~ 01 Hence {a 1, ~1}1" ~*(T +) (~ B1 re(n--l) " 
= T I~BI= {0}, and, since {a 1,T I} is a basis for B~, we have that l~=0~- ' .  I t  
follows that  l~g+(a) @ Ibg+(b) = 0 for all g+eBV~-~(~). Let  g+ e C~(~) satisfy g+(a) = ~, 
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g+~"(b) = ~*. Then g+eBV~-~(~) ~nd thus lfl* + lbl*b = O, which implies that  
l~-  lb 0T (~-~ We conclude that  1 = 0 ~ which shows that u+ is sur- = " 2m(n- -1 )+~- -s  ? 
jective. 
Assume that  the matrices in i tem (v) are given satisfying (vi)-(viii). Then the 
surjectivity of z, z +, the fact that  ~ is invertible on ~ and the last conditions in (vii), 
imply that  there exist elements ~, v, u +, v +, ~, ~+, fl and fi+ us in Theorem 5.1 (v) 
such that  (10.29) and (10.30) axe valid. I t  is easy to check that  (vi)-(x) of the present 
theorem imply (vi)-(x) of Theorem 5.1. The lust part of Theorem 10.6 thus follows 
from the corresponding part  of Theorem 5.1. This completes the proof. 
The minimal subspace ~ssociated with L in W has been defined by To : ({], L]}I] e 
e C~(~), ] (a ) :  ~(b) :  0~}.  Instead of this definition we could choose ({], L]}[fe 
C~(~)) ~to be the minimal subspace and describe the adjoint pairs A, A* with 
{{], L/}lf  e c~(~)} ° c A c ~.  
However, this case is contained in Theorem 10.6. For, denoting the subspace on 
the left side by Ao~ we claim that 
(lO.35) Ao : {{], L]}lf e Cn([), ](J)(a) = ]'~)(b) : 0 ~, ~ = O, ..., n} , 
from which it easily follows that  
Ao = To N *(B +) , 
where B + = span {{(0,:0~), 0~Z}}. To prove (10.35) denote the right side of (10.35) 
by H, and suppose {g, Lg}eH.  Let  s~ l  and define g~ on ~by 
g~ (x) = 
g(ex -{- ½-(1- e)(a + b)), 
r l  (e 
01 ~,  x e ~-'-jo. 
1 ] ~((e -1)a  + (e +l )b)  
I t  is easy to see that g~ e C~(t), g~J) --~ g(J), ] = O, 1, ..., n, uniformly on [ as s -~ 1 -~, 
and thus that  (g~, Lg~} ---> {g, Lg} in W as s -~ 1 +.  Hence Ao is dense in H. Thus 
to prove the claim it suffices to show that  H is closed. Let  {f~, L/~} be a sequence in H 
which converges to (u, v} e W as k -> oo. Since H c To, it follows from Theorem 10.1 (i) 
that  (u, v} = {u, Lu} e To. Hence we have that  
P~(a)u(~)(a) = (Zu)(a) = v(a) tim (ZJk)(a) t 
k--> a~ 
which implies that  u(~)(a) = 0~. Similarly, we can show that u(')(b) = 0~. Hence 
{u, v} e H i showing that H is closed. 
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I t  is natura l  to s tudy  mul t ipo int  condit ions associated wi th  L in W : C([) Q C([). 
Such condit ions involve the  va lue of the  funct ions and their  der ivat ives  up to order 
n --  1 at some given points in [. Here  we consider a s imple example .  Le t  x ---- (xl~ ..., 
x~), where x~ e [, 
O~, t e [a, x~), (o:] 
%,(t) = , te[x~,b], x,~a, 
0 t 
j - th  co lumn of O~(t), x~ = a, 
j = 1, ..., m, and put  O~ = (0~, ..., 0~). Then O~(m×m) eNBV(g) ,  and 
(J, 0~) : i , for all J : e C(~). 
\L(x.~)/ ] 
We put  B :  {0}, B +:span{{0~,0~}}.  Then  A +:T  + and 
Ao = {{], ~/} e rolt~(x~) = 0, i = 1, ..., m} = To n *(B+). 
We note that  B + ---- B + and that ,  if one of the x;'s equals a or b, I '+ (h B + ee {0}. We 
shall assume that  x; V= a or b, and hence thut  T + n B + -= {0}. Then  p+ : :  m, r ---- 
= 2ran + m, s + ---- 3m, and, fu r thermore ,  p : 0, s ---- 0 and  T ---- 0. I t  is now mere ly  
a mat ter  of app ly ing  Theorem 10.6 to obta in  the fol lowing complete  descr ipt ion 
of all ad jo int  pairs A, A* sat isfying (i) of Theorem 10.6. Le t  ~b~(3m XS+), + 3 ¢~(  mx 
X (3m- -s+) )  be constant  matr ices such that  (~+'~b +) is invert ib le  and (0~:0~:0~)~b + 
is a basis for A*(0). Then  
A : {{h, Lh}lh e C'([) with (4)+) * h ~ : 0,~÷, 
(~+ c(a) o* -  ;v+ C(b) b*) (¢:)* h ~ + M+~(a) + ;V+~(b) : 0~_~_~:, 
\ 
h~(x~) ~ 
where h ~ = i }, 
\ h(b) / 
and 
H* = {{~g+, (T~+)~g+ + (0o:<:0~)[¢;e~ + + ¢2(0g~(~) + D~(b))]] 
g+ E BV~ -~(~) with Mg~(a) 4z N~(b)  : el(s1 x l )  0~- 4 and + + C ~+, a rb i t ra ry} .  
8 - Anna l i  d i  Matemal ica  
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~ere M, ~V((d--s~ +)xm(n--1)) ,  C, D(s~+ ×m(n-  1)) snd ~+, Y+ ((r -- d -- s~ +) xm8 
must  sat isfy 
rank  (M:N)  = d -  s + , r~nk (M+ :-~Y +) ---- r -  d -  s + , 
M+ C(a) 3I* - -  N+ ¢(a) Y* n'*-~'+ 
M+ff)(a) -~ N + ~(b)  ~- O,~_a_.+. 
We note  thut  interfnce condit ions a~ssoci~ted wi th  L in W = C(~)O C([) only deal  
wi th  jumps  of the  der ivat ives of the funct ions,  as these funct ions belong to C(0. 
The  example  in Sect ion 9 can be adapted  to the  present  s ituation. 
As u corol lury to Theorem 10.6 we state the case where B -~ {0} ~nd B + ---- {0}. 
We omit  the  proof.  
COI~OLL~I~¥. - l e t  L, given as in (9.1), be regular. Let To and TI be the minimal and 
maximal operators associated with L in W ~ C(O Q C(O. Let T + = T*~ and T + ~ T*o 
be the adjoints of I'1 and To in W + ~-NBV(g)O NBV(~). Then 
d im (TI/To) -~ d im (T+/T +) = 2ran and d im (T+)(0) -~ 2m.  
Let :5 -1 be decomposed as in (10.26) and let (T+L be given by (10.28). 
Let A be a subspace satisfying 
(i) Toc A c T1, dim (A/To) .~- d, 
Then 
d im A*(0) = s~. 
(ii) A is an operator, T + ¢ A* c T +, dim (A*/T +) -~ 2ran -- d, 
O<s +<d, O<s +<2ran-d ,  where s +4-, s + = 2m. 
Suppose that ¢+(2m ×s +) and ~5+(2m s + × ~) are constant matrices such that 
(iii) (0~:0b) (b + is a basis for A*(0), 
(iv) (~b + : ~b +) is invertible. 
Then there exist constant matrices 
(v) c, D(s~+×m(n-- 1)), ~ ,  iV((d-- sD×m(n- -  1)) 
and M +, N+((2mn -- d -- s +) ×ran), 
such that 
(vi) 
rank(M:N)  ~- d - -  s +,  
rank  (M+:N +) = 2ran-  d -  s + , 




t M+~(a)M,  ~ N+C(b)N * 0~-~; 
M+ff)(a) = N+~(b) = O~_.a_.~; 
(viii) A = {h, Lh}ih ~ C'(~), with (¢+~)* \h(b)] = 0~ and 
( ;g+C(a)  C* - ~V+e(b)D*) (¢+)  * ~h(b)] + 
q- M+~(a) ÷ N+~(b) = 0~._~_~+~ , 
(ix) + + A* = ((~o+, (Z+)~g+ + (0o:0~)[¢, c, + ¢~(C~(a) + D~(b))]] 
g+ e BV~-~(~), 'with M.q'~(a) -+- Ng'~(b) 0~_~ and 
+ + C~+~ arbitrary}. 
Conversely, if (iv) is given and the constant matrices in (v) exist satisfying (vi) and 
(vii), then the subspaces A, A* given by (viii) and (ix) are an ad]oint pair such that 
(i)-(iii) are valid. 
11. - Ordinary differential subspaees in Lq(t) @ .5°~(t), L~(t) @ Z~(t), l~<q~<c~. 
In  this section we let L, given as in (9.1), be regular on ~, and we put  X = Lql(t), 
Y = L~(t) and W = X @ :Y, where a't least one of the ql, q2 equals c~. 
In  general, the elements of (L~(t)) * are finitely addit ive m×l  matr ix-valued 
measures on the Lebesgue measurable sets, which are zero on each set of Lebesgue 
measure zero. The restrictions of these measures to the closed subspaee C([) of L°~(t) 
can and will be identified with a" function of normalized bounded va'ria'tion on L 
Conversely, given a function in NBV(~) it ca'n beextended to all of (L~(t)) *, by  the 
Hahn-Banaeh theorem. Any two extensions of such a lunetion differ by  an element 
in (C(~))±c (L°~(t))*. As an exa'mple of such an extension we mention an extension 
0 + of G defined by (10.8). Let  Z~, k e N, be the real-va'Iued functions as defined in 
the proof of Theorem 10.1. Then the map 
b 
g ~ L IM 2(Z~(a --  t)g*(t)dt, 
where L IM denotes the Banach L imit  (see [8], p. 73, Ex. 23), defines a continuous 
conjugate linear functional on L~(t) such that  on C(~) it coincides with G. Replac- 
ing a by  b we obta'in an extension 0 + of 0~. 
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In  W we define the maximal and minimM subspaces T~ and To associated with L 
as in Section 9, 
T~ = {{h ~l i l ]  c c~-~(~), I ` o-~) e ACff), L] 6 Y ) ,  
and in W + = Y*O X* we define the subspaces T + and T + by 
r~ + = ~,.*, r t  = T~*. 
Associated with the differential expressions L and L + on [ are the integral opera- 
tors Ro, R+: Ll(t)--> C(~) defined by (10.2) and (10.3). For each geLS(t)  we have 
that  LRog-~ g, L+R+ g = g Mmost everywhere on ~. 
Let  us first consider the case where W ~ L¢'(t) • Lq~(t), where 1 < q~ < c~, q~ -=- c~. 
Then we have the following theorem, the proof of which is actually also valid for 
the case when 1 < q2 < o0. 
TH~OI~ 11.1. - Concerning To, T1 in W-~ Lq(t)OL~(t) ,  l<q< c~, we have 
tha~ 
(~) (~(~o))O= (~(~))o = ~o(,), 
= = O~n},  (ii) ~(T~) Lc~(t), ~(To) {g ~L~(t)](g, s +) = where s+(m×mn) is a 
basis ]or the solutions o] L+u + ~- 0 on L 
Concerning T +, T + in W + -= (.L~(t)) * Q Lq'(t), where (I/q) ~ (1/q') -~ 1, we have that 
(iii) T + : {{f~, L+f+}I] + ~ C~-~(~), ]+(,-1)~ AC(~), L+[ + ~ L"(~)}, 
~.~ = {{?, ~÷?} e ~ i i+(a)  = i+(b) = 0~.} ,  
(iv) ¢(~(T+)) -~ s(~(T+)) = (L~(t)) *, 
(v) ~(Z+)= Z¢(t), ~(T  +) = (g+ e L¢(t)[(s, g +) = Or~}, where s(m ×mn) is a 
basis /or the solutions of JSu = 0 on ~. 
~urthermore, we have that 
(vi) To -~ *(T+), T~ : *(To+), 
which shows that To, T1 are indeed closed in W. 
P~ooF. - I tem (i) is obvious. Concerning (ii) we observe that  for every g e L~(t), 
{R,g, g} E T1, which implies the first equality in (ii). To prove the second equality 
in (ii), let g ~ L~(t) satisfy (g, s +) = 01~, then (Rog)(a)= 01,n~ and 
(R o g)(b) ~(b) [ ss+] - l (g ,  s +) = 01 mn , 
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which implies that  {Rog, g} e To and hence that  g e ~R(To). Conversely, if g e ~R(To), 
then Tof -~ g for some ]e~(To),  and Green's formula gives 
(g, s+) = (~ f, s+) = (Ll, s+) = (I, L+ s+) = 0~. ,  
which proves the second equality in (ii). We note that  if H denotes the set on the right 
side of the first equality in (iii), then for ] e~)(T~) and 1+ e~(H)  we have 
(1t.1) <{1, LI}, {1+, ~+1+}} = (~I, I +) - q, L+#)= (]÷)* ~[ll ,  
which shows that H c To* ~ T +. To prove the converse inclusion, let (h +, k +} 
eT+~-To*.  Then k+eLq'(t) ~nd hence {R+k +, k+}eHc To*, from which i~ follows 
that h+--no+k+e,(ro*). From (ii) we have that ±(v(H) )= ~(To), where ~(H) is 
viewed as a subspaee of (Lc°(t))*. Since dim ~(H) =mn < c~ we have by Theorem 2.1a 
Hence h + -~ R+k++ s+l + for some l+(mrb ×1)e  C ~', which implies that  
{h +,/~+} = {R+ok +,k +} + {s+t +, O} E H .  
So T + c H and we have proved that T + ~ H. Denoting the set on the right side of 
the second equality in (iii) by G, we see that by (11.1) G c T* = T +. Since To c T1 
we have that To ~cT  +. Hence, if {/+,g+}eT += T*, we have that g+=L+f  + and 
for each ]e~b(T1) (11.1) is valid. Choose ](m×2mn)e C'(~) so that 
)T(a) = (.~-~(a) :0~) ,  )T(b) -~ (0~". :.~-~(b)) . 
Then {], L]} ~ Yl and hence 
[i (o)t 0 '~ = ({], L]}, {]+, L+]+}} = ~[+(b)]' 
which shows that  {]+, g+} e G. So T + = G, which completes the proof of the equa- 
lities in (iii). Concerning (iv) we note that  the equalities follow from (vi) since To 
and T1 are operators; see the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. The proof of (% follows the 
proof of (ii) given above, only we must use Ro + instead of R0, and so we omit the de- 
tai ls, l~rom (11.1) it follows that T ic  *(To+). Conversely, let {], g)e*(T+),  then 
(Rog, g} e T ic  *(T+), which shows that ] -- Rog e ~(*(T+)). lqow, since dim v(T~) = 
mn< c~, we have that  
= = = 
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Hence ] = Rog ÷ sl for some l(mn × 1) e C ~,  which implies that  
{f, g} = {Rog, g} ÷ {s~, 0} e T~. 
So T~ = *(T +) and we have proved the second equality in (vi). Finally, we have by 
(11.1) that  To c*(T +) and, since T + ¢ T +, it follows that  
To c *(T~ + ) c *(To +) = T~. 
From the definition of To and T~ and (iii) we have that  
dim (T~/To) = 2ran = dim (T+/T +) = dim ff(T+)/*(T~)) , 
and this shows that  To = *(T+). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that  Theorem 11.1 shows that  Theorem 9.2 is also valid in X @ Y 
I~q~(t) @ _Lq~(t), where 1 < ql < pc and q2 = pp. Furthermore,  it can now be verified 
that  Theorem 9.5 is also valid for the nonreflexive case where X = L~(t). For example, 
consider the following simple situation. Let  m = n = 1, L = L + = iD on ~ = [a, b] 
~nd B = {0,0}. Then So= {{f, i f ' )t /eAC(~), f 'eL~(t) ,  ](a) = ](b) = 0} is a sym- 
metr ic operator in L~(t) @ L~(~)~ and its adjoint is given by S* = {{], i f} l /e  AC(~), 
] 'eZ~(t)}.  Applying Theorem 9.5 to this situation we find that  all selfadjoint ex- 
tensions of So are given by 
Ho = {if ,  if ' i l l  e AC(~), ]' e L~(~), i(a) ÷ ¢°](b) = 0) ,  
where 0 e [0, 2z). 
Now we consider the case where W = L~(t)@ Z~(t) 
G + = spa.n +" + {(0~ .0~)) and we note that  dim G + = 2m. 
with l<q<oo.  We put 
T~I]~OlU~ 11.2. - Concerning To, T~ in W = L~(t) @ Lq(t), 
that 
(i) (~(T~)) o = C(~), (~(To))° = C(~) n -~(V+), 
= = 0~12. (ii) ~R(T~) Lq(t), 0t(To) {g e L"(e)](g, s +) = 
1<q<-o% we have 
Concerning T +, T + in, W + = Lq' (t)@ (L~(t)) *, (l/q) ÷ (1/q ~) = 1, we have that 
(iii) T + = {{J+, h + @ 0 + ÷ #+}I]+~BV~-I(~), h + is any extension of L¢] + to 
(L~(t))* ]rom 3~BV([), and 0 + ~ G +, #+ E (C(~)) ± are arbitrary}, 
- 1) o8 P,,(b) 
+ ~+} e T+il+(a) = ]+(b) = 0~(._~,}, 
(iv) °(~(Tt))  = c(~(Tt))  = Z,'(~), 
(v) ~(Tt )  = (~(~))*,  ~(T .  +) = {g+ e (~(~))*/(s, g+) = OT"}. 
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Furthermore, we have that 
(vi) To = *{{]+, L+~}i] + e C*(~)}, 
Tz-~ *{{F, L+~}I/+ e C'(~), ]+(a) = ]+(b) ----- 0~.}, 
which shows that To and T~ are indeed dosed in W. 
Pl~OOr. - I t  is easy to verify that the equalities in (i) and (if) are true. Let H 
be the set on the right side of the first equality in (iii) and let {]% h + + 0 + + #+} e H. 
Then, using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 10.4, we find that  for all 
] e~(To) 
b b 
<o,, + o÷ + = j j (d(L*r)*)  t = 0.  
Hence H c T* = T +. To prove the converse inclusion, let {1+, g+} E T, +. I t  c~n easily 
be checked that To ~--- RoI~(~o), and this implies that for all g ~ [R(T0) 
(Rod, g+) - (g, #)  = o .  
Let  v e iVBV(~) be the restriction of g+ to C(0. Then, since Rog~ C(~), 
b b b 
a 
Hence, by (if), we have that  ]+e L4(t) can be identified with a function in L~(t): 
b 
]+(x) = fk+(x, y) dr(y) + s+(x) e + , ~lmost all x e ~, 
#2 
where e+(m × 1) E C ~. Now, we return to the fact that 
(11.3) (£ t , /+)  - (l, g+) = o 
for all (], L]} e To and so, in particular, for all (f, L]} e To ('~ (C(~) 0 C([)), or, equi- 
valently, for all ]e~(To)~ C'(~). Tow {]+,g+} restricted to C(~)GC(~) is con- 
tinuous on C(~) • C(~), where C(~) is provided with the supremum norm. I t  follows 
from Theorem 10.3 that there exist ~EBV~-I(~) and e~, cb(m×l)e  C ~ such that 
{]+, g+}lc(~)®v(~) = {/~k+, f fk+ + O~e~ + O~ eb} ~ NBV(~) 0 NBV(~) .
Thus, for all h e C(~), we have that  
b b 
a 
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Since I+ e L~(t) and k+eBV~-~([)c L~(t), we conclude that  ]+ : /~+,  almost every- 
where on [, and so ]+ eBV'~-i(~). Hence 
~ow,  let h + by  any extension of Lt] + to (L~(t))* from NBV(~), and let 0~ + = 0+e~ q-
q- 0 + cb. Then, using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 10.4, we find that  
for all ] e ~(To) 
(L], 1+) - (/, h + + 0~ +) = o .  
This equality combined with (11.3) yields that  for all ]e~(To) 
I t  follows from item (i) that  
and so 
(f, g+-  h +-  0 +) - -  o .  
f -  h ÷-  0~ e (C(r) n ~(e+)) • = (C(~) )~de÷,  
g+= h+÷ 0 +÷#+ 
for some 0 + e G + and #+e (C([)) ±. Thus {]+, g+} e H,  and the first equMity in (iii) 
is proved. As to the second equality in (iii) we note that  the semibil inear form ( ,  } 
on W × W + restricted to T1 x T + satisfies 
+v (11.4) <{?, ~i},  (F,  h+ + 0o o + 0~+cb + S}> 
(]+)*(b) ~(b) f(5) (f+)*(a) ~(a)](a)  -- * * _= - eo ] (a )  - c~ ] (b ) .  
Hence the proof of this equMity can be given along the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 10.5 (i) and so we omit  the details. We now prove (vi). Let  
= {{F, mi+}l l÷ E c~(~)}. 
Then, by (11.4), we have that  To c*H.  To prove the converse inclusion, let {f, g} 
• H c W. Then for all {f+, L+] +} e H we have 
(11.5) (g, ]+) - q, ~+ F)  = o .  
0.,~, showing that  Choosing ]+ ~ s +, we see that  (g, s +) -~ i 
(11.6) (R~)g) (b)  = 0 ~ m  • 
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Fttrthermore, it follows from (11.5) that  for all 9 + e C(~) 
o = (g, _no+g +) - q,  g+) = ( /4g  - t, g+),  
and so ] -~/tog. Together with (11.6) this implies that  {], g} e To. Hence *H c To. 
This proves the first equality in (vi). To prove the second equality in (vi), let 
= {{l  +, L+t+}t/+ e c~(~), i+(a) = f+(b) = o~.} .  
Then, by (11.4), we have that  T~c *G. Conversely, for {], g} e*G we have that 
(11.5) is valid for all {]+, L+] +} e G, and, using an argument as in the proof of Theorem 
10.3(v), we obtain that  {f, g} e T1. This proves that  T~ ---- *G. I t  follows from the equa- 
lities in (vi) that  To and T~ are closed in W, and hence the proofs of (iv) and (v) c~n 
be given analogous to the proofs of items (ii), (iii) of Theorem 10.3 and 10.5. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let  X~, k e N, be the real-valued functions defined in the proof of Theorem 10.1, 
and let v e 7¢BV(~) satisfy ~(a) ---- v(a -~-), ~(b) ~- v(b--). Then the map v+:L~°(t) --> C 
given by 
b b 
= LIM|| lg~(x-- t )g*(t )dt ldv(x) ,  geLS( t ) ,  ~+(g)  
ken  d l .  d J a 
is a continuous conjugate linear functional on L°°(t) whose restriction to C(g) coin- 
cides with v. I f  v =: #~, heLd(t), then 
b 
v+(g) = fg* h,  
ct 
g e L~(t), 
and we write v +- -  h. I f  v ---- L+] +, ]+EBV'~-I(~), then we write v+ -- vs÷. I t  fol- 
lows from Theorem 11.2 (iii) that  
where 
r ;  ~ = (r~+), + ({o, o+ + ~+}10÷ e ~÷, #+ e (c(~))~}, direct sum, 
(11.7) (:r~+), = {{1*, ~,,}t] + e BV: - ' (~)} .  
Hence (T+L is an algebraic operator part  of T~ r. Clearly, 
and so, by Theorem 11.2 (vi),*((~,+)3 = To, ~hieh implies that ~((~¢)~) ----- (*((T~+),)) * -- 
= T* = T~ +. I t  foltows that (T~+), is not w* closed. We do not know whether T~ ~ 
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h~s un opera, top p~rt, ~nd so in order to describe the udjoint of ~ subspuce A c W 
satisfying To c A c T~ we must  use Theorem 4.~ with W ---- L¢°(,) Q Lq(,), 1 < 
<q<c~,  A0= To, A~-~ (A~)~ = T~ a.nd (A*)~ = (T+), defined by  (11.7). 
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